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(1591) omaixujJt^’ei'io IsS Blnoaa sJ OQA
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(SS9I) aeXonBqe© esxiojtaXv y ss^iiafiuA aVA
(0S9X) sejjpsAXeV efe o^aliO Xa VCO
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(X59X) aoXiioiJia 30f> y eoeixroeife aoC AdCU -
'
‘V : (soex) aiaq iffl ^ ma
{2S9X) eBijjpoXXXofi baB BYsask SAS
(8X9X-dX9X de^rfiiqs'i ;dC9X-i^98X) BOYaenS 8MS
(9981) jBaaffsS iie noXieqi/a ssnaaoefis sX ad SLS
(dSQl) J3 3TUJtiiev0d’'iaiJ'ii ©Q dA'E
(v*S9X) orioiis8 bus e^oxXi/p noG 'io eJld edT :XU
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I
(SX9X) sflBqaa ©Jb tineTT’oq XS
(^98X) Biieus aX aa sad 03'!
(^091) aaleeo'J 20*1
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(809X) babeoora eb y senla eb eobieixosH ivli^
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(5X9X) Bblv bX cb oolgBi^ o^nelffll^tnes XeC VT8
(XX9X) aencloaeievnco y soii/poSlloS OYU
{0S9X) ojiCXbTcq no y eeteXqtiot© aaiavon eeaT ^T'iT|SS9X) 8 9iqo©^ jji bos xieM al ©liJ to saxioe oX^biT ©xlT JcT
(639X) aeTiBi^XdiB AV
(J^X9X) odooBB Y siJot.Xxfp nod eb eblV pdV
1CH^TSR I. INTRODUCTION
§1. Problem and Method of the Dissertation .
The problem of this dissertation is the critical exposi-
tion and evaluation of the philosophy of Miguel de Unamuno.
Such a study is both timely and important. It is timely be-
cause of the increasingly prominent place which "the new
Spain" is assuming in international affairs. Her almost
bloodless revolution and her progressive constitution have
been added mile-stones on the path of modern republican gov-
ernment. Back of these movements lie many years of silent in-
tellectual and spiritual preparation for the new day. The
history of the past generation will probably set forth the
Y^ord and work of Miguel de Unamuno as one of the decisive fac-
tors in this foundation-building; hence, the timeliness of a
study of his thought. It is important because of the claim
made for Unamuno, by others as well as by himself, that he
represents what is most significant in the Spanish spirit.
Years ago he summoned the intellectuals of Spain to a more
hearty and sympathetic participation in the cultural life of
Europe and of the Western V/orld. At the same time, however,
he urged them to study more intensively the age-long spiritual
traditions of Spain and to make their own unique contribution
to the comrriunity of nations. Such an attitude in Spain pre-
supposes a reciprocal desire for linderstanding upon the part
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of other peoples; hence, the import&nce of a thorough study of
this representative of Spanish life and thought.
The method of the dissertation is determined, in the main
by our limitation of the study to the philosophy of Unamuno
and by the literary materials available. It will be found
necessary to interpret the term philosophy in a rather broad
sense, to include both Ue11ans chauung and Lebensansicht : but
this limitation excludes from our purviev/ any extended refer-
ence to the literary aspects of the author’s work, important
though these may be. The materials available for the study
include practically all of Unaiiiuno's writings and much of the
criticism or comment ?/hich they have evoked, as these have
been recorded in the more important journals of Europe and
Aiaerica and in the introductions to the translations of his
works. The writer has not, however, enjoyed any personal con-
tact Y/ith Iberian life and thought, v^hich might enrich the
study.
The general outline of the dissertation is as follows:
After a brief account of the main facts of Unamuno’s life
(§2) and of his spiritual antecedents (§3), we shall survey
the v/hole of his literary output, in more or less schematic
form (§4), and shall canvass Spanish and foreign criticism of
it, in so far as this bears upon our main theme (§5). Chap-
ter II will present Unamuno’s view of the general nature and
function of philosophy, and in the succeeding chapters we
shall analyze his answers to ’’the persistent problems of
•J.1M . . B«’jaa3,--aRiapj.jiii
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5philosophy,"—the problem of epistemology (Chapter III), the
problem of metaphysics (Chapter IV)
,
and the problem of ethics
(Chapter V). Our conclusions will be concisely stated in Chap'
ter VI.
§2. Life of hliguel de Unamuno .
^
Miguel de Unamuno y Jugo w&s born in Bilbao, on the
northern coast of Spain, on September 29, 1864. He was of
pure Basque stock and inherited the simple, rugged qualities
of his race. His father, who had spent most of his life in
Mexico, had no decisive influence upon his son; the elder Una-
muno died when Miguel was only five. Little or nothing is
said of Unamuno ^s mother, but the religious atmosphere of his
home "was that of a Catholicism whose traditions of simple and
heart-felt piety bore a certain affinity to those of Anglo-
2Saxon Quakerism."
L'liguel’s personal religious life, though dependent at
primary source for the early life of Unamuno is his
Recuerdos de ninez mocedad (Ii/iadrid: Victor! ano Suarez y
Fernando Fe, 1908 ) , hereafter referred to as RHM . His other
writings furnish only scattered references to his outward life
The subject is treated by J. E. Craf/ford Flitch in his "Intro-
duction" to Miguel de Unarauno, Essays and Soliloquies (London:
Geo. G. Harrap i Co., 1925?), hereafter referred to as EAS ; by
M. Romera-Navarro, Miguel de Unamuno (Madrid: Sociedad General
I
Espanola de Libreria, 1928T7 cited as Romera-Navarro, MDU ;
and by Cesar Gonzalez-Ruano, Vida , pensamiento y; aventura de
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first upon the ritualistic forms of his Church, seems gradual-
ly to have broadened and deepened until it merged into a genu-
ine concern for the profounder things of the spirit. "Me 11a-
maba, ya desde muy mozo, la Esfinge, en cuyos brazos espero
morir," he recalls in his reminiscences of childhood and
youth. ^ In early adolescence he passed through a religious
crisis characterized by "vague aspirations towards sanctity
mingled with the romanticism engendered in a lively imagina-
• 2tion by the reading of Ossian.”
This spiritual ferment, however, was tempered by the con-
stant gros'.^th of Unamuno’s intellectual interests. At about
the age of fourteen he began to devour every book that he coull
lay hold of. He would shut himself up for hours in his fa-
ther’s library, to explore alone the world of literature and
rz
philosophy. Certain readings in Belmes and Donoso Cortes
were prescribed in his secondary course of study, and the writ--
ings of these Spanish philosophers introduced his inquiring
mind to the thought of Descartes, Kant, and Hegel.
In 1880 Unamuno enrolled in the Eacultad de Filosof la y
Letras in the University of hladrid. where he took his doctor’s
degree four years later. He then presented himself in the





ences not assigned to others are to works of Unamuno.
^Flitch, in E^, 4-5.
^Cf . Miguel de Unamuno, Contra esto y aquello (Madrid:
Renacimiento
,
1912), p. 91. Hereafter referred to as CEA .
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5examinations as a candidate for a professorship, first in psy-
chology, logic and ethics, and later in metaphysics; hut he
was not appointed. Twice again he failed in attempts to ob-
tain a chair in Latin. Finally, in 1891, he was successful in
being named to a professorship in Greek in Salamanca.
The intervening years (1884-1891) were well spent in pri-
vate teaching and study in Bilbao. He continued his reading
of the classical literature and philosophy of all the coun-
tries of Europe. He gathered together the materials which
shortly afters, ard found their place in his novel, Paz en la
^uerra . He published occasional articles in a socialist week-
ly in Bilbao, dealing anonymously with the problem of the
struggle between classes. This journalistic activity was the
beginning of many years of unofficial participation, by writ-
ten and spoken word, in the political affairs of the day.
Unamuno began his work in the old University of Salamanca
in the fall of 1891, at the age of twenty-seven; and for more
than forty years, with only one extended interruption, he has
conducted two courses of lectures, one on Greek language and
literature, the other on the history of the Castilian tongue.
In 1900 he was appointed Rector of the University.
His importance in the thought-life of Spain has been due,
first, to "the fertility of his mind and spirit,” which has
"manifested itself above all in a continual stream of creative
work, taking the manifold forms of e^ssays, poetry, novels.
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6criticism and philosophy,"^ and secondly, to his far-reaching
influence in the political movements of the times. He identi-
fied himself with no political party, but for more than a gen-
eration he carried on a vigorous campaign in the press and on
the public platform. "He assailed unmercifully the ills
which plagued the nation. There was no corrupting cancer
which he did not uncover, no popular idol which he did not
2
smash, no living problem v/hich he did not deal with."
The plain, blunt criticism of Unamuno was too potent an
influence to go unheeded by the government. He 7/as first de-
prived of the Rectorship of the University. But his attacks
continued undiminished and were directed at last upon the
Crown. He was adjudged guilty of the crime of lese-ma.1est4
and condemned by the courts to sixteen years’ imprisonment,
—
a sentence which was not intended to be carried out and was,
in fact, subsequently annulled. Unamuno went on as before
with his university lectures and his articles in the press.
A different fate avmited him, however, under the Military
Directory established by General Primo de Rivera in September,
1923. The constitutional guarantees were suspended, and Una-
muno’s protestations were answered by an arbitrary decree of




^John A. Mackay, The Other Spanish Christ (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1932), p. 148. Hereafter this work
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Fuerteventura, the most remote and barren of the Canary Is-
lands. This extreme action of the government brought storms
of denunciation from every quarter of Europe and iunerica.
Friends in France organized a secret expedition for his res-
cue, but this was accomplished only after the publication of
a decree of aronesty in July, 1924. Legally, Unamuno was then
free to return to Spain; but in order to enjoy larger person-
al freedom, he chose to remain in France until after the res-
ignation of Primo de Eivera early in 1930. His return to Sa-
lamanca was marked by ovations on all sides. Finally, on
April 14, 1931, he witnessed the declaration of the Republic
for which he had labored so long. He vj-as elected to the Cor-
tes and participated in the deliberations of the National
Assembly, which wrote the new Spanish Constitution.
§3. Unamuno * s Spiritual imtecedents .
To trace the spiritual antecedents of I>/[iguel de Unamuno
is by no means an easy task. He stands in no succession of
thinkers, like the European rationalists or the British em-
piricists. He calls no philosopher "master.” There is no
other Spaniard who can be considered his forerunner or his
successor. He has called no school into being, which would
mark out the historical relationships of his type of thought.
Indeed, the whole Hegelian conception of the history of
philosophy is antithetical to his ovm modes of thought and
expression. He would not consider himself the logical out-
V:
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come of any earlier philosophical movement, but rather as
another ''voice crying in the wilderness"^ and declaring an
eternal message which has roots in the life and experience
of every age.
Unamuno’s works, however, are filled with references to
2
other Virriters. He tells us, for example, that he found much
inspiration in the classics--Homer
,
Plato, Virgil, St. Augus-
tine, Shakespeare, Descartes, Spinoza, Dante, Kant, and Goethe.
Elsewhere he names a considerable number of men or writings
that share with him his "tragic sense of life."





Thomson [author of The
City of Dreadful hightl
,
Leopardi, Vigny, Lenau.,
Kleist, Amiel, Guental, Kierkegaard--men burdened
with v/isdom rather than with knowledge.
Some of these names, like those of Vigny, Lenau, and Kleist,
seem never to appear again in Unamuno’s works; but others are
encountered so frequently as to justify the conclusion that
they exercised a profound influence in the ultimate formula-
tion of his philosophical and religious positions. Of course,
the extent of this influence must be assessed in each case.
^Miguel de Unamuno, The Tra^'ic Sense of Life in Men and in
Peoples (London: Macmillan and Go., 1926 ) , p. 298. Cited here-
after as TSL . In the orig inal--Del sent imiento tragi co de la
Vida en los hombres y_ en los pueblos (Ivladrid: Renacimiento
,
1913; referred to hereafter as STV)T-it is found on page 291.
2Miguel de Unamuno, Soliloquios y conversaclones (Madrid:
Renacimiento, 1911), p. 60. Hereafter referred to as SYC .
^TSL, 18 ( STV , 22); cf. Miguel de Unamuno, Snsayos (Ma-
drid: Publicaciones de la Residencia de Estudiantes, 1916-1918),
VII, 209. Hereafter the Ensayos will be cited as ENS .
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and not uncoinrjonly we must grant that the literary materials
at our disposal do not admit of a trustworthy answer to our
problem.
Don Miguel stands avowedly in the Christian tradition and
has drawn lifelong inspiration from it. The Greek New Testa-
ment is his favorite book and his constant companion.^ ”Pablo
p
de Tarso y sus prenadlsimas epistolas” are the source of many
of Unamuno ^s most characteristic conceptions, e.g., the dis-
tinction he draws among "carnales, intelectuales y espiritua-
les," the importance he lays by the resurrection of Christ
and the assurance of immortality for the Christian,"^ his def-
5inition of faith as essentially trust or confidence, his doc-
trines of the anacefaleosis and of the apocatastasis or bea-
gtific vision, and his imaginative visions of the future life.
Among the Early Fathers, the two great North Africans, Ter-
tullian and St. Augustine, are frequently mentioned upon the
‘The Greek New Testament and Dante’s Pur,;atorio were the





'^Unamuno’s ’’Prologo” in Clemente Palma. Cuentos mal4vo-
los (Barcelona: Salvat y Cla. , 1904), p. X (hereafter referred
to as Palma, m)
;
mS, 7, 85-86; TSL, 48-50, 62-63, 111-112.
^TSL, 188; 187.
^TSL, 209, 241-242, 253-256; SW, 207, 238-239, 249-252.
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pages of his works. Tertullian wins Unamuno's hearty adher-
ence for ”his sublime credo quia absurdum!--the scandal of the
rationalists,”^ that is, for his irrationalism. He follows
St. Augustine in his ardent desire to know God, above all
2things, and to know hiirjself, in his personalist ic method in
philosophy, and in his insistence upon faith as a necessary
4
condition of religious knowledge. Unamuno believes that
Spanish Christianity was molded in North Africa, and the two
African Fathers surpass all others, in his judgment, in their
interpretations of the essentials of Christian faith.
The Spanish mystics—Santa Teresa, San Juan de la Cruz,
and Fray Luis de Leon— stand also among the spiritual antece-
dents of our author. Indeed, Don Miguel is justly regarded
as their most distinguished successor in modern Spain. It is
important to note that in some respects the Spanish n^rstics
are sharply distinguished by scholars from those Christian
5
mystics who stand more or less in the Platonic tradition.




^”In interiors hominis habitat veritas ” ( ENS , II, 183;
V, 53),
^TSL
, 74, 192; STV, 76, 191.
^Cf. J. P. Oliveira Martins, Historia de la civilizacio^
iberica (I^drid: Editorial Mundo Latino, n.d.), pp. 267-274.
This v;ork is recommended in highest terms and is frequently
quoted by Unamuno. Hereafter it will be referred to as Oli-
veira Ivlartins, HCI .
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The former, unlike the Neo-Platonists
,
came to mysticism not
through metaphysics but through ethics and the practical life.
They arose spontaneously and disappeared without establishing
a mystical school or tradition. They did not generally seek
to be absorbed--in traditional mystical fashion— into the Di-
vinity, but rather to absorb the Divinity into their own
souls, "conquistando de este modo una fuerza mds q.ue humana,
porque la energia de su voluntad fue ya para el [el espanolj
p
la vol'j-ntad de Dios encarnada en los hombres.” Spanish mys-
gticism reaffirms Spanish individualism and, in the assurance
of God’s power within, goes out to conquer the world. There
is more of personalism and far less pantheism in Spanish mys-
ticism than in that of the pseudo-iireopagite and his succes-
4 5
sors. The one is activist ic, the other quiet istic. Unamuno
^”No fue la castellana una mistica de razon racionante,
sino que arrancaba de la conciencia oprimida por la necesidad
de lex y de trabajo” ( EITS , I, 153).
^Oliveira I/iartins, HCI, 268-269. Of. Unamuno, Sl\iS, I,
155, 157.
^Gf. ms, I, 152-153; TSL, 226-228; STY , 224-226.
'^’’Fue el hombre el que oblige a Dios a descender a su al-
ma, en vez de ser el alma la que huyendo del mundo, y negdndo-
lo, se consumio en la llamarada de un Dios ideal, como le ocu-
rri6 al neo-plat onismo. El misticismo espanol, es naturalis-
ta; el alejandrino, fue idealista: uno diviniza el^mundo; el
otro, lo nego en nombre de lo Absolute ... .Los espanoles hicie-
ron una religion del individualismo, sublimando ese senti-
miento de iiidependencia que hay en el fondo del alma hast a el
punto de divinizarlo” (Oliveira hlartins, HCI
,
273).
Unamuno regards some of the more extreme positions of
San Juan de la Cruz as quietistic. Cf. MTS
,
I, 165-166. But
on Santa Teresa, see TSL
,
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follows in the train of the Spanish mystics in their most
characteristic conceptions and experiences. For him mysticism
of the Spanish type constitutes the unforniulated philosophy
of his people; and it is essentially his own philosophy. But
he refuses to follow them in their submissive obedience to the
Church. Indeed, it v/as this spirit of submission, incarnate
in the Jesuits, which at last throttled the Spanish Reforma-
tion which had been inaugurated, in a Y/ay, by Santa Teresa and
Christians of like mind.^
The Don ,ui.1ote of Cervantes is another product of
Spain’s Golden Age, which must be mentioned in a study of the
spiritual antecedents of Miguel de Unamuno. For my part, I
think it is more important in Unaiauno’s work for v;hat he has
been able to read into it than for what he could read out of
it. But undoubtedly a spirit of holy daring, of courage to
attack the most impossible tasks, and of readiness to face
the ridicule of the v/orld may be discovered betv/een the lines
of Don Cui.lote
,
if one can agree v/ith Unamuno to take the
book in all seriousness. Don Quixote is the symbol of these
qualities of character; and Don Miguel, ’’the modern Don
Quixote,” has used this national hero as an effective instru-
^Miguel de Unamuno and /oigel Ganivet, Porvenir de Espana
(Madrid: Renacimiento
,
1912), pp. 127-129. Hereafter re-
ferred to as PDE. Cf. also Oliveira I'.lartins, HCI, 269.
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ment in proclaiming his gospel of personal and national re-
generation.^
The great modern philosophers, from Descartes to Nietz-
sche, have contributed only fragments to the philosophy of
Unamuno. He acknowledges direct indebtedness only to Spinoza,
”un judio de origen espanol— o portugues, que para el caso es
2
lo mismo." The Spinozistlc doctrine that everything strives
consciously to preserve itself indefinitely and that this en-
deavour is the very essence of being, is adopted by Unamuno
as an important confirmation of his belief that the longing
for immortality is at the root of all existence.^ But he re-
to
gards Spinoza’s pantheism as equivalent or
,
at least, no
better than) atheism; and he expressly disavovTs this conse-
quence of the system as v/ell as the Jew’s doctrine of the
5
amor intellectualis Dei . Kant’s demolition of the Scholas-
tic arguments for the existence of G-od is taken over by Una-
muno at its face value, and Kant himself is ranged ”on the








Part III, props. 6-9; cf. below, pp. 33-34, 143,
"
^ENS
, I, 43; IV, 77-78; La Lectura , 3 (January, 1903),
120-123; T^, 6-7, 22, 24, 38, 208; STV, 10-11, 26, 28, 41,206
^TSL
, 89, 97-99, 234-235; STV, 91, 99-100, 231-232.
^ENS
,
IV, 211-212; TSL, 3. The moral argument of Kant
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side of the angels,” ”entre los espirituales. His doctrine
of the intrinsic value of human personality is of basic im-
portance in Unamuno’s thought. ”We ought to think of our fel-
2lovnnen not as means but as ends.” Kant’s arguments for im-
mortality are imperfect, our author thinks,^ but the belief
itself is hardly less fundamental for Kant than for himself.
On the other hand, Unamuno rejects Kant’s subordination of re-
ligion to ethics and regards Kantian moral ism as one of the
4
roots of Protestant rationalism and religious coarseness.
The rationalism of Hegel, naturally, v/as not an object of Una-
muno’s admiration; there are only occasional references to
5him. Schopenhauer has more in comraon with the Spanish think-
er. Indeed, Unamuno translated his Die V/elt als Wille und
Vorstellung into Spanish about the turn of the century. The
interest which Schopenhauer manifested in the Spaniards and
^MS, Y, 190; TSL, 4; SIY, 8.
^TSL
. 11; S^, 15.
^TSL
. 4, 79; SW, 8, 81.
"
^TSL
. 67, 73. Here is an interesting observation ( TSL .
E94): "The philosophical thought of Kant, the supreme flower
of the mental evolution of the Germanic people, has its roots
in the religious feeling of Luther, and it is not possible for
Kantism, especially the practical pail: of it, to take root and
bring forth flower and fruit in peoples v;ho have not undergone
the experience of the Reformation and who perhaps were incapa-
ble of experiencing it. Kantism is Protestant, and we Span-
iards are fundamentally Catholic.” Cf. STY , 287.
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things Spanish awakened a reciprocal interest in Spain and is
often remarked upon in Unamuno’s essays.^ He shares with the
German philosopher his voluntarism, a kind of pessimism- -Una-
muno calls it transcendental pessimism
— ,
his emphasis upon
compassion as a foundation of morals, and his opposition to
the "downright empiricism" of biological evolutionary doc-
2
trine. But he departs from Schopenhauer’s position in his
theistic conclusions.
Only his [Schopenhauer’s] lack of the social and his-
torical sense, his inability to feel that humanity
also is a person, although a collective one, his ego-
ism, in short, prevented him from feeling God, pre-
vented him from individualizing and personalizing
the total and collective Will—the Will of the Uni-
verse.^
There is something akin to Nietzsche’s "will to power" in Una-
muno’s principle of domination; but there is a far deeper
antagonism between the two. The one scorned Christ and
Christianity; the other repudiates these "calurmias gratui-
5tas y absurdas contra el Cristo y el cristianismo . " The one
called Jesus a thief of human energies; the other declares
that the Master has stirred more energy into action than any-
one else. The one proposes the theory of eternal recurrence;
7the other brands it "a sorry counterfeit of immortality."
^ENS
.
I, 112-113, 115; VII, 209-210.
^TSL
.
147-148 5 SW, 147-8. ^CEA . 132; TSL, 50; 53.
^TSL, 147. STV, 148.
*^
131
, 51, 100, 231, 239 J
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It is evident that, among contemporaiy philosophers,
Bergson and James have influenced Unamuno more deeply than
others. He shares \7ith them many of their characteristic
points of view. All three are consciously, even militantly,
anti-intellectualistic. Bergson’s intuitionism and his sharp
distinction^ between instinct and intelligence have close af-
finity with Unamuno’s thought. The name of William James ap-
pears repeatedly in Unamuno’s essays from 1902 on, when he rea
”los preciosos ensayos” that make up the volume. The Y/ill to
2Believe and Other Essays in Popular Philosophy . He takes
over from James the pragmatic principle that the reality and
truth of a belief can only be tested by the difference it
makes in action. He read James’s The Varieties of Religious
Experience with the deepest appreciation.^ He shared with
him his empirical approach, his activism, his belief that
’’for the generality of men God is the provider of immortali-
5
ty,” his doctrine of a limited God, and, incidentally, his
impatience with ignorant religiosity.
^"Una distincion luminosis ima, ” comments Unamuno in his
Por t ierras de Portugal Espana (Barcelona: Renacimiento,
1911)
,










'^TSL, 5; cf. William James, The Varieties of Religious
Experience (Nev/ York: Longmans, 1902), p. Unamuno thinks
that James’s ’’whole philosophy aims simply at establishing
this belief [the immortality of the soul] on rational grounds”
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other influences from the Protestant T/7orld have reached
Unamuno through the channels of English literature and German
theology. He has called the former the model literature of
the world. ^ He shares the nature-mysticism of ”el dulce
2
vVordsworth, ” the opposition of Huskin to the degrading ele-
ments in modern industrial civilization, the sturdy wrestling
of Carlyle with the problems of Time and Eternity, and the
4
robust faith of Browning. Liberal German theology, espe-
cially the Schleiermacher-Ritschl tradition, has entered deep-
5ly into his reflections upon the meaning of Christian faith,
and his criticism of the Catholic Church and even of the more
extreme forms of mysticism is not infrequently^ based upon the
work of Harnack and Herrmann. He regards Schleiermacher ’
s
definition of the essence of religion as "the most profound
7
and exact explanation.” He deprecates, of course, the lack







III, 162. Unamuno was the Spanish translator of
Carlyle’s The French Revolut ion .
'%namuno is one of the few foreigners who have come to
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the Ritschliah theologians,^ but vmlcoraes the new emphasis
pgiven by their successors the Barthians.
Of all the writers of Northern Eoi’ope
,
Soren Kierkegaard
has unquestionably influenced Unamuno most deeply. His name
appears over and over again in the works of our author, and
with expressions of profound admiration, almost of affection.'"
Y ahora me voy a leer a Kierkegaard
—
quiero leerlo
antes de que se ponga en moda entre nosotros—a aquel
sublime solitario de Copenhague, a aquel maestro de
la desesperacion resignada, a aquel luchador con el
misterio.'*
Unamuno finds in Kierkegaard a truly kindred spirit. He
shares fully the latter's passionate reaction against Plegelian
intellectualism and, like liierkegaard, denies that philosophy
can offer any basis for vital religion.^ "The consequence for
existence^ of pure thought is suicide ... .Religious faith is
not only irrational, it is contrarational .... Chris tianity is
a desperate sortie," even as Kierkegaard said, --"a sortie
which can be successful only by means of the martyrdom of
^TSL
,
68-69 (SW, 70-71). ^Cf. t^ackay, 0^, 147-148.
^"Aquel heroico Kierkegaard" ( yiS , V, 192) ; "Kierkegaard,
uno de los mas grandes solitaries" ( HNS , 71, 69); "Kierke-
gaard, el gran danes" ( SYC , 15); "Kierkegaard, el gran teolo-
go y sonador danes, alma atormentada y heroica" ( CEA , 133);
"aquel excelso espiritu" (Ci^, 184) ; "our brother Kierkegaard"
( TSL , 109, 110; ST7, 111, 113); ef. m, 67-75.
4SYC
,
91. Unamuno learned Danish in order to read Kierke-
gaard in the original ( CEA , 83).
^TSL, 109-111 (SW, 111-113).
^"I have left the original expression here, almost with-
out translating it--Existents -Consecuent
s
. It means the exis-
tential or practical, not the purely rational or logical, con-
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faith, which is, according to this same tragic thinker, the
crucifixion of reason.”^ Both thinkers use paradox freely to
express their irrationalism. Both regard the Christianity of
their times as a hollow mockery of what Christian faith should
2he. ”La cristiandad juega al crist ianismo .
”
There are four other nineteenth century writers who mer-
it some attention in this survey of Unamuno’s spiritual for-
bears. These are Senancour, the author of Obermann ; the two
Italian poets, Leopardi and Carducci; and the Portuguese
poet, Antero de Q,uental. ”0f all the spiritual descendants of
the patriarchal Rousseau, Senancour was the most profound
and the most intense; of all the men of heart and feeling
that France has produced, not excluding Pascal, he was the
most tragic.”^ His Obermann^ is said to be one of Unamuno’s
free favorite books. It has been justly characterized, by
the English translator, ”as a notebook or ordinal of a soul
errant on its way unguided through the world of life and
time, but, amidst all darkness, wavering, circumambulat ion
and unrest, still looking only towards eternity, and in
5
that doubt realistically conscious of the Infinite.”
^TSL
, 115, 198, 257; 117-118, 197, 253.
^CEA
, 184; cf. p. 98. ^TSL , 263 (SW, 258).
^Etienne Pivert de Senancour, Obermann . Biographical and
critical introduction by Arthur Edward Uaite . London: Philip
’.7ellby^ 1903. Hereafter referred to as Senancour, QBE .
Senancour, QBE
,





The work deeply impressed Unamuno, even in his youth. ^ liat-
thew Arnold wrote of ”the profound inwardness, the austere
I
sincerity .the delicate feeling for Nature which it exhib-
2its, and the melancholy eloquence of many passages of it."
These very qualities stand clearly revealed in the thought
and feeling of Don Miguel, who found in Senancour a faithful
ally in his protests against the bustling urban life of our
machine age, in his constant reiteration of the supreme
4
worth of the individual soul, in his mystical or romantic in-
5terpretati n of Nature, and, above all, in the basis he pro-
n
poses for the moral life. The other v/riters, Leopardi,
Carducci, and Antero de Quental were brother-seekers with Una-
muno, almost cruelly tormented by the enigraa of human exis-
tence. It was not their conclusions but their passionate in-
tensity which knit them to the soul of Don Miguel.
^Miguel de Unamuno, De m pals : descri pciones
.
relates
^ artlculos de costumbres'~TMadrid: Fernando Fe, 1903), p. 136.
Hereafter referred to as DhIP . See also Miguel de Unamuno.
Andanzas y visiones espanolas (Madrid: Renao imiento
,
1922),
p. 27. Cited hereafter as AVE . Of. TSL, 263; STV . 258.
^Senancour, 0^, xix. ^ENS , III, 169, 173-175, 187.
^ENS
.
IV, 77; 47; SW, 50-51.
^"En ese libro apocallptico f Obermann]
,
en ese libro que
es una de las cosas mas profundas que han brotado de pluma de
hombre, encontrara expresado el sentimiento de la montana co-
^
mo acaso no se ha expresado mejor" ( FTP , 292). Of. AVE . 27-2?.
^TSL, 43, 260, 263; STY, 46-47, 255, 258.
I Giacomo Leopardi, Essays
,
Dialogues and Thoughts .
Translated by James Thomson. London: George Rout ledge &nd
Sons, n. d. Giacomo Leopardi, The Poems of Giacomo Leopardi .
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§4. General Survey of Unamuno * s Works .
Reference has already been made to the manifold forms of
Unamuno’s literary creations. For our purposes these may be
roughly classified as follows:
(a) Novels and short stories.




(d) Essays conce^-ning academic, professional or literary
subjects
(e) "Tracts for the times,” generally semi-political or
exhortatory in character.
(f) Interpretations of the Spanish spirit and of Unamu-
no’s own philosophy and faith.
Let us deal in turn with each of these groups of writings.^
(a) Novels and short stories . In the year 1897 Unamiono
2published his first novel, Paa en la guerra . It rests, in
part, upon a minute investigation of the Carlist revolution
of the author’s boyhood days; in part it is drawn from his
^We do not propose in this brief survey more than to in-
dicate the general character of the different works. Exten-
sive analysis or criticism is excluded by the limits of the
paper.
2Miguel de Unamuno, Paz en la guerra (Madrid: Fernando
Fe, 1897). Hereafter referred to as PEG .
For Unamuno’s comments on the thought and time devoted







own memory of those exciting times in Bilbao. It has genuine
literary and historical value. Like Tolstoy’s War and Peace
,
it develops a philosophy of struggle in nature and in human
life. It is an interpretation of the spiritual meaning of
conflict, and from the philosophical point of viev/ it is the
most rewarding of all Unamuno’s novels. Amor y pedagogla ,
which appeared in 1002,^ is an "obra maestra de la excentri-
2
cidad.” It is imaginative, humorous, paradoxical. If any
serious purpose motivates it, it is to satirize the ridicu-
lous claims of ’’scientific” pedagogy in the training of human
life and to illustrate the triumph of instinctive love over
the discipline of reason. A collection of Unamuno’s short
3
stories, published under the title espe.jo de la muerte ,
shows a master hand at work in the chiseling of characters or
the painting of life’s familiar scenes. Still greater dramat-
ic power is in evidence in three other short stories included
/ 4in the volume, Tres novelas e.jemplares y prologo . Niebla
( nivola ) is a curious work. Ostensibly it is an account of
^Miguel de Unamuno, Amor y pedagogia (Barcelona: Hen-







^Miguel de Unamuno, ^ espejo de la muerte (Madrid: Rena-
cimiento, 1913).
5
Miguel de Unamuno, Niebla ( nivola ) (Madrid: Renacimien-
to, 1914).
4
Miguel de Unamuno, Tres novelas e.jemplares y im prologo
(I/Iadrid: Calpe
,
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the love affairs of a certain Augusto, a tiraid, vacillating
introvert, whom chance brings first to Eugenia, then to Rosa-
rio, then back again to Eugenia. At last, in desperation, he
resolves upon suicide. In reality, the work is a kind of so-
liloqiay in which the author plays humorously with ideas and
with his characters; culminating in an interview between him
and Augusto on the subject of the latter’s proposed suicide!
Abel Sdnchez^ is totally different. It is a story of the en-
vious hatred of Joaquin Monegro for his boyhood friend and
companion, Abel Sanchez. This consuming passion darkens his
whole life. He seeks redemption from it in the joys of his
home, in the offices of the Church, and in the engrossing
tasks of his profession. There is something heroic in his
struggle, but it is all in vain. The novel ends in violent
tragedy. Yet another phase of life is presented in tia
2Tula . Certrudis, the principal character, is a woman of
strong will, splendid intelligence, and passi -nate fidelity
to truth, who gives her life in maternal service on behalf
of the children of her sister and her lover. Her austere
conception of duty is fully matched by her tenderness and
devotion.
^Miguel de Unamuno, Abel Sanchez : una historia de nasi 6n
(Lladrid: Renacimient o , 1917 ) .
2Miguel de Unamuno, La tia Tula (Jiadrid: Renacimiento,
1921)
.
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( b ) Descriptions of scenes and customs in Spain and Portu-
fG:al . Y/ith the exception of Paz en la fruerra
,
Unamuno’s novels
are utterly devoid of descriptive material. He tells us^ that
his purpose v/as to give them the greatest possible intensity ard
dramatic power and to carry forvmrd the argument with all sim-
plicity and directness. Descriptions of town and countryside,
which might other\7ise have found their way into the novels, have
been reserved for presentation on their own account and have
appeared in the form of brief essays, published in leading
newspapers of Spain and America and later collected in book
form. Such was the origin of Paisa.jes (1902), ^ m pais
(1903)
,
Por t ierras de Portugal ^ ^ Espana (1911) , and Andan-
zas visiones espanolas (1922)
.
Unamuno is deeply attached to the scenes of his native
land. From boyhood he has lived out-of-doors. Long v/alks
over the hills are part of his daily program, and more extend-
ed tours during the vacations have taken him into the remote
corners of Spain and Portugal. With his facile pen he has
described what he has seen, adding innumerable suggestions
concerning the spiritual significance of the external aspects
of Nature and of human life. His Recuerdos de ninez y de
mocedad (1908) adds the biographical note to the descriptive,
in the creation of a most appealing picture of Spanish life and
customs during Unamuno’s early years.
^ATE, 7-8.
2
.,..Miguel de Unamuno, Paisa.jes . Salamanca: Iglesias
,
1902.
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(c) Poetry . The world mey acclaim Unamuno as, first of
all, an essayist; but he himself takes deeper satisfaction
in his poetry. Four volumes have come from his pen: Foesias
(1907)
,
Rosario de sonetos liricos (1911)
, ^ Cristo de Ve -
Idzquez ( 1920 ) , and Fuerteventura a Paris ( 1925 ) . The
first collection, Poesias contains a hundred poems with
widely varying themes,— scenes or incidents in the home, de-
scriptions of landscapes or notable monuments, sonnets on
human life and destiny, and, most profoundly moving of all,
six Salmos which have the depth and tone of the Hebrew Psal-
ter. The Rosario de sonetos liricos *^ is a long series of
sonnets (128 in all) written in the years 1910-1911. Like
the poems of the preceding volume, they deeJ. with a great
variety of subjects,—with Nature in her different moods,
with the fortunes of lovers, with social injustices, with the
joys of home life, and with the deeper problems of the spirit,
such as the conflict between reason and faith, the existence
of God, and the immortality of the soul. ^ Cristo de Velaz-
4quez is an altogether unique product of Unamuno's religious
and poetic genius. It is the noblest expression he has given
^Miguel de Unamuno, Poesias (Bilbao: Jose Rojas, 1907).
Hereafter referred to as POE .
^Cf. Mackay, OSC, 151.
^Miguel de Unamuno, Rosario de sonetos liricos (J/Iadrid:
Fernando Fe; Victoriano Suarez, lOllT^ Referred to as RSL .
^iviiguel de Unamuno, El Cristo de Velazquez (Ivladrid: Cal-
pe, 1920). Hereafter referred to as CDV . On this poem, see
Mackay, OSC, 155-154.
•Jo tG'f .f? OWJitfroO .HpXoci^ n ^'iGVf ein
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in lyrical forra to his mystical devotion to Christ. In conteml-
plation of Velazquez’ picture of the Crucified One, he has
poured out his soul in incandescent stanzas. Unamuno’s last
volume of poetry, ^ Fuerteventura a Paris , ^ is of slight im-
portance beside the others. I^any of the sonnets, which form
the body of the v/ork, as well as the accompanying prose com-
ments, reflect the poet’s bitterness in his days of exile.
But others manifest his intense love for home and fatherland
and a genuine deepening of life under the blows of adversity.





sub.jects . In the field of his professional interests Unamuno’
contributions have been negligible. His ^ ^ ensenanza su-
perior en Espana roundly condemns the routine, the convention-
alism, and the uninspired and uninspiring officialism of Uni-
versity teaching in Spain at the close of the century. The
intellectual inertia and dogmatism v/hich plague the Spanish
people block the way tov/ard originality in science, philoso-
phy and theology. The blame must be laid at the door of the
nation’s teachers and professors, who have coramercialized
their sacred task. Tiie supreme solicitude of the teacher
should be the inculcation of ideals in the national life; the
fulfilment of this task will carry him out beyond the lecture-
room into the open arena. Tlie University ought to be the
^Miguel de Unamuno, D® Fuerteventura a Paris (Paris: Edi-
torial Excelsior, 1925). Hereafter referred to as FAP .
^The most thoroughgoing criticism and appreciation of
Unamuno’s poetry is that of Romera-Nagarro, MDU , 119-168.
’^Miguel de Unamuno, De la ensenanza supBrlor" emSspana^
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chief factor in the progress of a nation, and its professors
the bulwarks of a people’s greatness.^
Unamuno has written a number of essays on the perennial
2question of purism and reform in the Spanish language. ?/ith
an abundance of philological training and with an insight in-
to the living continuity of languages and their historical
transformations, he takes up arms against an exaggerated pur-
ism, in the interest of a truly international Hispanic-Zmieri-
can culture. The diffusion of new ideas depends upon the
creation of new linguistic forms. Cultural progress is im-
possible without some modification of the media of expression;
and it is precisely the realization of this fact that motiv-




r>/Iiguel de Unamuno, ’’Acerca de la reforma de la orto-
grafia castellana,” La Espana Moderna
. 8 (December, 1896),
109-127, reprinted in EUS
,
II, 131-162; "La refoma del cas-
jtellano; prologo de un libro en prensa,” Espana Moderna
, !
13 (October, 1901), 55-63, reprinted in ENS , III, 79-93;
’’Sobre la lengua espanola,” Nuestro Tiempo












191-237; ’’Contra el purismo,” ^ Espana Moderna , 15 (January,
1903), 100-115, reprinted in S|^, IV, 9-34.
Unamuno’s literary work includes numerous critical no-
|
tices or reviev7s, especially of contemporary Latin iuaerican
I
literature. Most of these were published in Lectura of I
Ivladrid and are listed in the bibliography. Among his collect-j
ed essays we have one on Carlyle’s The French Revolution
|
(’’Maese Pedro; notas sobre Carlyle,” La Espana I.ioderna
.
14 !
[Ivlay, 1902], 75-84, reprinted in ENS , III, 145-162) and
j
another on Walton’s The Corapleat Angler ( ”E1 perfecto pescadoi
de cana [ desuues de leer a V/altonj,’’ La Lectura . 4 [August,
j r. in ENS. V. 91-118).
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(e) Tracts for the Times . ” In the late nineteenth cen-
tury the more thoughtful men of Spain regarded her position
among the nations of Europe with anguish of spirit. They were
profoundly disturbed by the dark contrast between the glory of
her past and the obvious degradation and helplessness of her
present national life. They indulged in no utopian dreams of
a return to the days when Spain was mistress of a far-flung
empire; but they sought some means of guiding her life again
into the deeper currents of European thought and culture,
where she might make her contribution to the spirit of the
West. The leaders in this movement were Joaquin Costa, imgel
Ganivet, and Miguel de Unamuno.
Unamuno’s essays, En torno al casticismo , ^ were one of
his chief contributions to this movement for national regener-
ation. His thesis is, briefly, this: Some of our reformers
2propose to exclude from Spain all European influences, while
others advocate indiscriminate adoption of European ways of
thought and life. Both are mistaken. Science, philosophy,
and even art are essentially international. Every people may
^Miguel de Unamuno, ^ torno al casticismo . Madrid:
Fernando Fe, 1902. First published in Espana Moderna ,
7 (February, 1895), 17-40; 7 (March, 1895), 57-82: 7 (April,
1895), 27-58; 7 (liay, 1895), 29-52; 7 (June, 1895), 26-45.
Reprinted in ENS , I. Later reflections on the motives which




’’European,” that is, non-Spanish European. Unamuno,
like Ganivet, thinks that Spain is more closely linked with
Africa than with the continent of Europe.
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be distinguished from every other by its preferences in sci-
ence, art, and philosophy; but below all the differences
which divide peoples, they are united in a common humanity,
"el hombre que duerme dentro de todos nosotros . . . .Hay una tra-
dicion eterna, legado de los siglos, la de la ciencia y el
arte universales y eternos.”^ This "eternal tradition,”
which establishes enduring bonds in the life of widely dif-
ferent ages and races, is far more potent than what separates
them, and the frank recognition of this fact is a prerequisite
2
of all fruitful international life. It is upon these basic
factors in human life that each national group has built its
own superstructure. Castile has been the dominant group
among the Spanish peoples since the opening of the modern era
and gradually stamped her character upon all of them, though
in different degrees. The pres:"nt stagnation of Spain is the
bitter fruit of Castile’s arrogant exclusivism and intoler-
ance. A national rebirth can only come by opening the doors
of Spain to all the currents of European culture, with real
confidence that what is received from beyond her borders can




2Analogous ideas are to be found in the essay entitled
”La crisis del patriot ismo
,
” Ciencia Social (Barce^i-ona)
,
(Ivlarch, 1896), ; reprinted in HNS , III, 27-43.
3 -
”La miseria mental de Espana arrsnca del aislamiento en
que nos puso toda una conducts cifrada en el proteccionismo
inquisitorial que ahogo en su cuns la Reforma castiza e impi-
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”la tradicion eterna," latent in the life of her people, will
express itself in a new historical forra.^
Other aspects of Unaraimo’s campaign for a reorientation
of national life are revealed in a series of essays and ad-
dresses, extending from the Spanish-American V7ar to the Revolu-
tion of 1931. The essay entitled ”La vida es sueno; refle-
— p
ciones sobre la regeneracion de Sspana,” written in the
shadow of "the disaster” of 1898, launches an attack upon all
who talk of national regeneration while themselves unwilling
to pay the price for it in personal repentance and reform.
It is not Kultur or progress or even science which Spain most
needs; it is new men and women. All progress must be tested
by its direct contribution to the spiritual values v/hich in-
here in the individual; these alone are intrinsic and eter-
nal. This individualism, so prominent in Unamuno’s work, ap-
pears again in the first of the Tres ensayos ,
^
published in
1900. It is a clarion call to the youth of Spain to break
^This is not a complete summary of ^ torno al casticismo
A part of the work should be classified under the following
group of writings (f).
^La Espana Moderns
,
10 (November, 1898), 69-78; reprinted
in ms, II, 163-179.
^ms, II, 174, 179.
%ilLguel de Unamuno, Tres ensayos : Adentro I
.
La ideo-
cracia. La ^ (Madrid: R. Serra, 1900); reprinted in ENS , II,
181-E41.
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the bonds of tradition and convention and to follow the deep-
est impulses of the individual spirit. "Apunta a lo inasequi-
ble,” he writes.^ The ideals of life are like a flying goal,
forever luring eager minds and hearts into 1 enterprises which
the world declares impossible. Heed not the jeers or question
ings of the world; let your action to-day guide your thought
and action on the morrow. The only ultimate value is human
personality, and hence we may trust the deepest deliverances
of the heart of him who dedicates himself, in all sincerity,
4to the search for truth and the service of his felloviTS. Una-
muno’s appeal to youth is carried on x in his essays, "La Ju-
~ 5 t /
ventud ’ intelectual ’ espanola,” ’’Viejos y jovenes: prolego-
6 7 R





A pragme.tic strain hers appears in Unamuno's thought.
3 ,
”Cada cual es unico e insust ituible
;
en serlo a con-
ciencia pon tu principal empeno” ( EHS . II, 191).
^There is more than a trace of Personlichkeit spantheis -
mus at the root of this conviction of Unamuno’s. Cf. EI^S ,
II, 196.




%uestro Tiempo, 3 (February, 1903), 262-27S; reprinted
in ms, IV, 35-62.
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, 5 (July, 19O50), 9-21; reprinted in ENS ,
VI, 9-38.
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pretation of tiie meaning of real patriotism is best seen in
his essays, "Sobre el fulanismo , ”La crisis actual del pa-
2 3triotismo espanol,” ”La patris. y el ejercito,” and ”Iv/Las so-
bre la crisis del patriotismo . In his Dos discursos y dos
5 6
art iculos and in an article written for the American public
he applies the same principles to the situation in Spain after
his return from exile.
(f) Unamuno * s interpretations of the Spanish snirit and
of his own philosophy and faith . We come now to the most sig-
nificant group of Unamuno’s writings , --the only writings, in-
deed, which justify our study of his philosophy of life. The
following chapters will be devoted to a systematic presenta-
tion and criticism of the substance of these works; here we
propose only to indicate briefly their general nature and con-
tent .
The most objective of all Unamuno’s interpretations of
^La Espana Moderna, 15 (April, 1903), 65-83: reprinted
in ms, IV, 87-118.
p
Nuestro Tiempo
, 5 (December, 1905), 471-484; reprinted
in ms, VI, 129-158.
^Nuestro Tiempo
, 6 (January, 1906), 120-131; reprinted
in MS, VI, 189-215.
^Nuestro Tiempo




^Miguel de Unamuno, Dos discursos dos articulos (Ma-
drid: Historia Nueva, 1931) . Referred to hereafter as DDDA.
0
Miguel de Unamuno, ’’The New Spain as Unamuno Visions
it,” The New York Times Magazine , May 24, 1931, pp. 4-5.
"
' . _ ...
... j — —

the spirit of Castile is to be found in En torno al casticis-
mo,^ especially as this spirit v/as exemplified by Calderon and
the Spanish mystics. The same theme, in its individualistic
aspect, is further developed in his essay on ”E1 individualis-
~ 2
mo espanol," an appreciative criticism of Martin A. S. Hume’s
The Spanish People . Hume finds the root of the intense indi-
vidualism of the Spaniard in his Afro-Semitic racial origins,
and to this he attributes his ’’transient imperial greatness”
and his ”permanent tenacity.” ’’Every Spaniard regards him-
self as an individual apart, specially and personally chosen
by God.... for the performance of a certain work.” This "vio-
lent individualism,” says Don Miguel, "explains that intense
thirst for individual immortality which consuraes the Spaniard,
a thirst that lies hidden beneath v/hat is called our cult of
death." Spinoza, "a Jew of Spanish origin— or Portuguese,
which amounts to the same thing," is called as a witness to
this basic longing of the Spaniard:'^
In the third part of the Ethics of Spinoza ,... there
are four adrairable propositions, the sixth, seventh,
^See above, pp. 28-30.
^La Espana Moderna










, 44; mS, IV, 75; cf. 55-56.
"^E^, 46-47; EHS
,
IV, 77-78. This doctrine of Spinoza’s
is of fundamental importance in Unamuno’s later argument. Cf.
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eighth and ninth, in vrhich he lays it down that ev-
erything, in so far as it is in itself, endea'/ours
to persist in its own being; that the endea\rour
wherewith a thing endeavours to persist in its be-
ing is nothing else than the actual essence of that
thing ( conatus , c; uo unaquae cue res in suo esse per-
severare conatur
,
nihil est praeter ipsius rei ac -
tualem essentiam ) ; that this effort or endeavour in-
volves no finite time but an indefinite time, and
that the spirit endeavours to persist in its being
for an indefinite period and is conscious of this
its endeavour. It is not possible to express with
more precision the longing for iimaortality that con-
sumes the soul.
It is this practical, individualistic drive, the author thinks
which dwarfs the Spaniard’s interest in metaphysics and specu-
lation, creates a hard shell of dogma and intolerance for self
protection, and leads in social and political life to "sepa-
ratism” and ’’regionalism."
Unamuno deals with another of his favorite themes in the
essay called "Intelectuslidad y espiritualidad. Taking the
words of Paul in Romans 7:14 and I Corinthians 15:44 as his
2
text, he classifies men as carnal, psychical and spiritual.
The "carnal” are those who have no insight into man’s higher
life or its infinite possibilities. The "psychical" are the
intellectuals. They are captivated by modern science and
civilization; and, if they are orthodox catholics, they admire
the genius of Thomas Aquinas (though they may not have read
^La Espana Moderns
, 16 (hlarch, 1904), 98-112; reprinted
in EMS
,
IV, 193-212. Analogous ideas are found in Unamuno’s
"Los naturales y los espirituales , " La Espana Moderna , 17
(January, 1905), 40-59; reprinted in ENS , V, 169-200.
^SNS, IV, 207-209; cf. EI^S, IV, 112.
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him) and can harmonize geology and Genesis. But their vision
is limited to the intellect and its powers. The ’’spiritual,”
on the other hand, are the dreamers and raystics of humanity,
los que no toleran la tirania de la ciencia ni aun
la de la logica, los que creen que hay otro mundo den-
tro del nuestro y dormidas potencies misteriosas en
el seno de nuestro espiritu, los que discurren con el
corazon, y aun muchos que no discurren.
^
Betv/een the intellectuals and the ’’spirituals” a great gulf
is fixed, the gulf of scholastic logic. The intellectual pro-
poses to subject the whole of life to logic; it is even more
difficult for him than for the carnal-minded man to rise into
true spirituality.
This fundamental difference in attitude toward ’’the
things of the spirit” is of preeminent importance in dealing
with the religious problem. The intellectuals divide into two
groups, believers and non-believers, Catholics and non-Catho-
lics; but the struggle between the tv/o remains upon the in-
tellectual plane. Are the sanctions of religion necessary to
maintain social morality? Do prophecies or miracles or an-
cient traditions prove the claims of the Church? Contrary
answers to these questions do not represent the opposition of
reason to faith, but rather of one form of reason (unbelief)
to another (intellectual belief). The real contest lies be-





faith that discovers deeper sources of certainty than reason
can possibly afford.^
The same convictions find eloquent expression in a dia-
logue which came from Unamuno’s pen in June, 1904, "Sobre la
~ 2filosofia espanola,” and in his essay, ” Plenitud de pleni-
rz
tudes, y todo plenitudi” The latter is a sustained plea for
’’the iiverlasting Yea.” The ’’Spirit of Dissolution” v/hispers,
’’Everything 7/ill one day perish; why struggle on? vanitas
vanitatimi et omnia vanitas I ” The ’’Spirit of Creation” beats
back the skeptic’s doubts with the solemn affirmation, ” Fleni
4
tudo plenitudinis et omnia plenitudo I ” On the strictly ra-
tional plane, the doubts may be justified; but the human
spirit, probing deeper into its own nature, finds abundant
justification for affirming its ov/n enduring character, ”la
intuicion de la propia sustancialidad.”^ What is, precisely,
the nature of this justification? It is found in the longing
for immortality (7/hich may be stifled for a time, but cannot
be permanently suppressed) and in the affirmation of the will.
The belief in the unique value of personality leads inevitably
^M3, IV, 211-212.
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Thisto the belief in its eternal and cosmical significance.^
is the faith more of the poet than of the philosopher. "Es
una jaculatoria, y no una proposicion logica; es un estruifipido
O
de mi espiritu, y no una expresion de mi inteligencia .
”
A lifelong interest in Cervantes’ great v/ork, Don Qui.jote
3
came to flower in Unamuno’s Vida de Don ui.iote y_ Sancho .
This is no learned literary commentary on Cervantes’ work, as
its form might suggest. It is written in passionate reaction
against the philological erudition of the past century, which
served as a barricade against any profound understanding of
4the message of the book for our day. It is an interpretation
of quixotism, the religious philosophy of Spain. The leading
ideas of the book may be summarized as follows: Reason is
inadequate as an instrument for the interpretation of reality.
Don Quixote ’’made the greatest of sacrifices, that of his
reason,” and let his will be swayed by the ’’beautiful ab-
surdities” which crov/ded his imagination. ”He decided to put
into effect what his folly revealed to him. And simply by be-
lieving it he made it true.”^ The desire for fame, for glory,
^The notion of the pragmatic value of this belief ap-
pears in the essay ( ENS , V, 77, 81), but is not prominent.
^ENS, V, 83.
‘^Miguel de Unamuno, Vida de Don Qui 1 ot
e
y_ Sancho , segun
I/Iiguel de Cervantes Saavedra
,




1914. Hereafter referred to as VDQ. .
English tt.
,
The Life of Don "uixote end Sancho according, to
Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra
,
expounded with comment . Nev/
York: A. A. Knopf, 1927. Hereafter referred to as LDQ, .
"^Angel del Rio studies the transition from one type of
internretatlon to the other in his essay. ’’Qui.iotismo y Cer-
vantismo: El devenir de un simbolo,” Revista de Estudios His^
panicos , 1 (1928), 241-267.
5lDQ
, 9. ^LDQ , 9; cf. I^, 114-115, 255, 274-275.
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for immortality, symbolized in Dulcinea del Toboso, motivates
all his deeds. ^ What man longs to be is a truer index to re-
2
ality than what he now is. The path toward the ideal is a
path of daring, of never acknowledging defeat, of knowing how
to fail and then to use the failure as a means for rising
3higher. Faith in the ideal is contagious, "and that of Don
Quixote ?/as so ardent and vigorous that it overflows upon
those that love him, and they are filled with it, while he
loses none, but has even more thereby.”'^ Sancho Panza is the
first of these "quixotized" souls. His faith in his master
^barries hiEi to the immortality of fame by the power of belief
in things not seen, things of which he had not even dreamed. tt 5
This "quixotic kind of Christianity" is the tap-root of all
national greatness in Spain. "V/e shall not have a rich su-
perior life, strong, powerful, splendid, glorious, until we
kindle in the hearts of our people the fires of eternal dis-
0quietude." Spain herself must be quixotized. But this will
cost a struggle; indeed, it will mean ceaseless struggle and





33; cf. 116, 252.
^Ibid., 29; cf. 257. ^Ibid. 39; cf. 151, 165-166, 235
^Ibid., 37; cf. 94. ^Ibid. 133; cf. 287- 290.
7
Ibid., 167, 212-213. In connection with Unamuno’s VDO. ,
we may mention his earlier essay called ”El_^caballero de la
triste figura; ensayo iconologico, " La Espaha Moderna , 8 (No-
vember, 1896), 22-40, reprinted in ENS , II, 99-130; and his
later ones, "Sobre la iectura e interpretacion del Quijote,"
La Espana Moderna, 17 (April, 1905), 5-22, reprinted in EITS .
Y. 201-250. and "Sobre la erudicion y la oritioe.--" La
Moderna
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Cerventes intended to convey all these raeanings
;
these are
Unamuno's interpretations and can be only partially supported
by a more matter-of-fact view of Cervantes' work. This, hov;-
ever, only renders them the more important as a revelation of
our author's passionate desire to call his people to arms in
the service of the noblest ideals of personal and social life.
The essay called "El sepulcro de Don Quijote,"^ which pref-
aces the second edition of the Vida de Don Q.ui.1ote y; Sancho ,
is a fervent and impetuous manifestation of the motives which
underlie the work.
Scores of Unamuno's essays and reviews belong to the
years 1900-1913, the most fruitful period in his literary
career, but many of them offer nothing specifically ne?/ for
our study of his philosophy. His opposition to intellectual-
o
ism finds expression again in his essays, "La ideocracia,"
3 4 5
"La fe," "La educacion," "Verdad y vida," and "Cientifis-
mo." The moral aspects of truth are insisted upon in "6Qu4
^VD^, 1-12; English tr.
,
E^, 82-98.













, 14 (February, 1902)
,
42-58; reprinted
in ms, III, 115-143.
5 fIn Miguel de Unamuno, Mi religion ^ otros ensayos breves
(Madrid: Renaciniento
,
1910), pp. 17-26. This work is referre
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es verdad?” and ”Sohre la consecuencia, la sinceridad."
uniqueness and intrinsic worth of personality come to the fore
again in ”La dignidad humana”^ and ”Civilizaci6n y cultura."^
The religious question is dealt with further in his important
R / 6
essays called ”La question religieuse,” "Mi religion," "El
~ 7 8Cristo espanol," and "La foi pascalienne . " Other essays of
special interest are his "Ibsen y Kierkegaard,"^ "A mis lecto-
res,"^^ "Los antipolicistas , and "Educacion por la histo-
^La Esnana Moderna

























®Reyue ^ Metaphysicjue et de Moral , (1923) , 345-349;
reprinted in Etudes sur Pascal Waris: Librairie Annand Colin,
1923), 345-349.
hjm, 67-75.
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Unamuno most important philosophical dissertation, Del
sentimiento trag.ico de la vida en los hombres y en los pue -
blos , ^ appeared about twenty years ago. It was the fruit of
years of reflection, and its main positions were foreshadowed
in his earlier essays. Philosophy, he says, rises out of per-
sonal life in all its concreteness. It is a function of "the
man of flesh and bone," that is, of man as a thinking, feel-
ing, V7illing being. Personality is the only intrinsic value
in the world; everything else must be judged in relation to
human selves. Hence, "the only real vital problem, the prob-
lem that strikes at the very root of our being," is "the
problem of our individual and personal destiny, of the immor-
ptality of the soul." Consciously or unconsciously, every
philosopher worthy of the name has been profoundly concerned
with this problem. Longing never to die constitutes the very
essence of our being. But this longing encounters the denial
of reason; the heart affirms, the head denies. A tragic con-
flict ensues, and no reconciliation or escape is possible.
If we seek a way out through philosophy, we discover that
"knowledge is employed in the service of the necessity of life
and primarily in the service of the instinct of personal pre-
servation. .. .And if the individual maintains his existence
by the instinct of self-preservation, society owes its being
and maintenance to the individual’s instinct of perpetuation.
^See above, p. 8, n. 1.
^
TSL
, 4; SW , 8.
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And from this instinct, or rather from society, springs rea-
son.”^ The sensible world is, in a sense, the creation of
the first instinct, and the ideal world is the child of the
second. The one is no more real than the other; and both are
grounded in the practical necessities of human life. Reason
alone is insufficient to find out either to perfection. The
so-called disinterested and impartial investigations of sci-
ence and philoso-hy are really rooted in a desire to know
man’s destiny, that is, in a vital imperative and not in a
rational desire for truth for truth’s sake. "Living is one
thing and knowing is another; and. . .perhaps there is such an
opposition between the two that we may say that everything
vital is anti-rational, not merely irrational, and that every'
thing rational is anti-vital. And this is the basis of the
2tragic sense of life."
The longing for personal immortality, 7/hich "is the af-
fective basis of all knov/ledge and the personal inward start-
ing-point of all human philosophy," is not to be satisfied
by any cheap substitute, whether social or cosmic. The fi-
nite individual is the ultimate unit of value. Neither nat-
uralism nor pantheism do justice by this fundamental truth.
Catholic Christianity has been unremitting in affirming per-
sonal immortality and has given it a realistic form in the
^TSL, 23, 25; SW, 27,29. ^TSL , 34; cf. 90; SIV, 38, 93.
^TSL, 36; SW, 40.
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Eucharistic feast upon "God the Eternalizer"
;
hut unfortunate-
ly the utterances of Christian faith have sought support in
the rational constructions of scholastic theology. "Reason
I attacks, and faith, which does not feel itself secure without
reason, has to come to terms with it. ilnd hence come those
tragic contradictions and lacerations of conscience;”^ for,
after all, this is a compromise v/hich satisfies neither strict
I reason nor vital faith. Indeed, "there is no way of proving
the immortality of the soul rationally. There are, on the
2
other hand, ways of proving rationally its mortality.” All
the arguments brought by rational psychology in its favor
are futile. Rational science may satisfy ”our increasing
logical or intellectual needs,” but it "does not satisfy the
needs of our heart and our will, and far from satisfying our
hunger for immortality it contradicts it.” Again we ere
brought faith to face with the conflict between reason and
faith, between logic and life, between philosophy and relig-
ion. The two ”can never conclude peace and we must needs
live by their war. 7Ie must make of this war, of war itself,
the very condition of our spiritual life .... Every position
of permanent agreement or harmony between reason and life,
between philosophy and religion, becomes impossible .... It is
necessary to accept the conflict as such and live by it....
^TSL, 73-74; STV, 75. ^Ibid., 79; 81.
^Ibid., 103; S^, 106.
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Uncertainty, doubt, perpetual wrestling with the mystery of
our final destiny .may be the basis of an ethic, and for
Unamuno it is the only possible basis.
In the second half of the book, the author develops the
affective bases for the belief in God. Compassion issues from
suffering, and from compassion, love. Love personalizes the
universe "and discovers that the total All, that the Universe,
is also a Person possessing a Consciousness, a Consciousness
which in its turn suffers, pities, and loves, and therefore is
consciousness. And this Consciousness of the Universe .... is
2
what we call God.” To believe in God is to discover a pur-
pose in the world and to give it meaning. ”We need God in
order to save consciousness; hot in order to think existence,
but in order to live it; not to Know the why and how of it,
but in order to feel the wherefore of it. Love is a contra-
diction if there is no God.” The arguments of rational the-
ology, however, are worse than useless. ”It is not rational
necessity, but vital anguish that impels us to believe in God.
...To believe in God is to long for His existence and, fur-
ther, it is to act as if He existed; it is to live by this
4longing and to make it the inner spring of our action.”
Faith in God is trust in a Person who assures us of immortal-
ity,- not an iLjnortality of blissful quietude, but of never-
^TSL, 106, 115, 124, 261; ^Ibid.
,
_ GW, 109, 117, 126, 256-257.
^Ibid., 154-155; ST7, 155. ^Ibid.
139; SW, 140.
184-185; 3TV, 183-18|^,
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ending longing, suffering, struggle, growth.
Unamuno’s only remaining work of philosophical importance
is his agon! a del cristianismo .^ The "agony of Christian-
ity” is the struggle inherent in Christian faith. It is the
continual combat of elements within Christianity and within
the Christian spirit which cannot be reduced one to the other.
For example, the Jewish conception of the resurrection of the
body, as the basis of immortality, is opposed to the Greek
conception of its spiritual character; and the conflict v/hich
I
ensues is a tragic one, for the tv;o opposite conceptions are
both necessary, yet mutually contradictory. The struggle as-
suTiies another form in the contradictions between the spirit
and the letter of Christianity, between the hard formulations
of dogma and their spirited denial by the Reformers and the
heretics. But again, both are essential. ”E1 dogma vivia de
p
las here j las como la fe vive de dudas . ” There is yet anoth-
er tragic conflict between Christianity as an individual pos-
session and Christianity as a social force. In its purity
Christianity is individualistic, since it is a preparation for
death and we must die alone. Politics, economics, and ques-
tions of social order are extraneous to its essence. But the
I ^Miguel de Unamuno, La agonia del crist ianismo (Madrid:
Renacimiento
,
1931); hereafter referred to as ADC . This work
was first published in a French version, made from the origi-
nal manuscript, and entitled L’ agonie du Christ ianisme (Paris:
I F. Rieder et Cie., 1925). English translation frcarti the
I
French, The ..gony of Christianity (K.Y. : Payson and Clarke,





Christian must live in society, and the consequent struggle
"es lo mas terrible de la agonia del cris tianismo . Chris-
tianity and civilization are mutually antagonistic, but each
draws its life from strugg:le with the other. "La muerte de
uno de ellos seria la muerte del otro. Si muere la fe cris-
tiana, la fe desesperada y agonica, morira nuestra civiliaa-
cion; si muere nuestra civilizacion, morird la fe cristiana.
Y tenemos que vivir en agonia."
§5. Critical Studies of Unamuno ’ s Life and Works .
As one surveys the relatively large amount of critical
material dealing with Unamuno’s writings, one is forced to
concur in the judgment of Professor Geers ”Moet ik aller-
eerst opme. ken dat wat er over hem geschreven is met recht
mag genoemd worden: multa non multum." With but fev^ notable
exceptions, the reviews and essays devoted to Unamuno’s work
have been uncritically appreciative or uncritically denuncia-
tory. On the one hand are his professed disciples; on the
4
other, his avowed opponents. Unamuno’s work, it is true,
hardly lends itself to dispassionate evaluation; it rather





‘^Gerardus Johannes Geers, Unamuno en het karakter van
het spaansche volk (Groningen, Den Haag: J. B. Welters,
l928l, p. 9'.
^”De ’genio’ le califican sus adictos. De ’loco', sus
detractores" (Jose A. Balseiro, El Yigia , Yol. II, p. 28).
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life, decisions which cannot be made by a mere weighing of
arguments. But, as we shall see, a beginning has been made
in the more critical estimate of Unamuno’s significance as a
thinker; and we propose now briefly to canvass this criticism
in so far as it bears upon our main theme.
(a) Spanish criticism . Unarauno’s first serious critic
was Eduardo Gomez de Baquero, who for many years contributed
the ’’Cronica literaria” of Espaha Moderna
,
and who hailed
the appearance of Unamuno’s works with ever growing interest
and admiration.^ His first novel, Paz en £uerra, is the
work, not of a tjro, but of a master and is marked ”por su
originalidad y la elevacion de su pensamiento” as well as by
p
its profoundly philosophical character. In the essay, ^
la ensehanza superior en Espana
,
Gomez de Baquero finds more
thought and intellectual acumen than in many large volumes.
With his utter sincerity the author unites a clear vision of
reality and a powerful originality. His later works amply
fulfil the promise of the earlier ones, and the judgments
which Don Eduardo formulated in his early reviews have not
4been essentially modified in his later critical studies.
^La Espana Moderna
. 8 (May, 1896), 144-152; 9 (April,
1897), 122-130; 12 (January, 1900), 154-157; 12 (June, 1900),
122-126; 15 (March, 1903), 145-151; 16 (July, 1904), 163;
19 (August, 1907), 160-170.
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"Unamuno me parecj un mistico, con filologia y sin ortodoxia.
...Recuerda a los protestantes antiguos, que eran a la vez hu-
manistas, como el es juntamente evangelico y humanista.




criticizes the latter's conception of an "eternal
tradition" flowing deep beneath the surface of history. The
depths of life, where Unamuno supposes he finds the profound-
est and truest aspects of humanity, really represent only our
biological past. ^Tnat is truly human appears rather upon the
surface: art, science, religion.
Mientras luchan en el fondo los instintos de conser-
vacion y de dominio, el progreso se asienta por ca-
pas superpuestas . Todo lo que no sea superficial es
barbero . . . Cuando Unamuno nos habla de la tradicion
eterna, se sumerge su pensamiento en metafisicas con-
tradictories.^ I
Edmundo Gonzalez-Bianco, stimulated by Unamuno's Tres
4 iEnsayos
.
dedicated to him an essay called "Fe." He concurs i
with him in regarding the fact of death as the root of relig-
|
ion and of philosophy and in placing the center of gravity
of religious faith in the will, not in the intellect. But in :
^"Andrenio" (Eduardo Gomez de Baquero)
,
"Unamuno," in
"El enseyo y los ensayistas espaholes contemporaneos , " pub-
lished in ^ renacimiento de la noyela en el siglo XEi (Ua--









, 15 (March, 1903), 67-97. For an
analogous essay, see Eloy Luis Andr4, "Fe, caridad y esperan-
za," Espans. Moderna
,
20 (February, 1908), 20-35.
>.
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adopting a rationalistic view of the relation between faith
and reason,^ he rejects the sharp antagonisras which charac-
terize the thought of Unamuno. Faith transcends scientific
p
knowledge, but does not fall into contradiction with it.
Gonzalez-Bianco g, published a valuable essay in 1906, the
3first extensive study of Unamuno’s work. The critic regards
4him as a great novelist and an eminent thinker, but he lim-
its himself, in the main, to an appreciative study of his
first two novels, his Paisajes , and his Vida de Don Qui .1 ot
e
y Sancho.
Mariano Miguel de Val was the first of Spain’s critics
to give special attention to the philosophy of Unamuno, whom
he calls an ’’idealistic mystic.” The idealism of Unarauno
I
has a practical end in view and is thereby to be distinguished
from the "ideismo a lo Berkeley” and the ’’idealismo propia-
mente tal a lo Lotze.”^ Thought has its beginning and its
^”La revelacion no es una ampliacion artificial de la




2Faith is the ’’facultad de suplir con arreglo a las ne-
cesidades y a los ideales de la moral las lagunas de nuestro
saber” (Ibid., p. 9V )
.
Andres Gonzalez-Bianco, Los conteranoraneos
,
1? serie
(Paris: Gamier hermanos, 1906 ) , pp. 74-145.
4
”Un pensador formidable injerto en artista" (Ibid., 101)
'^hlariano Miguel de Val, ”E1 idealismo espanol contempo-
raneo. El idealismo mistico: Miguel de Unamuno," Ateneo (Ma-
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end, not in knowledge but in duty--the duty of dedication to
God and to human service. Inasmuch as the plan of the uni-
verse is beyond the reach of human reason, and since we cannot
know what is its finality, Unamuno proposes that we should liv
as though we believed it possessed both. The solutions for
the "misterios de la realidad y del espiritu” will not come
through reason or science, but through the battle itself.^
La calma de un dios y el entusiasmo de un heroe; la
intuicibn del mistico y el afan del investigador
:
tal parece ser para Unamuno el ideal del superhombre .
^
Voluntarism and pluralism are among his fundamental philoso-
phical tenets. Every individual is unique and irreplaceable;
yet progress is achieved only by the disappearance of one
e
generation to make way for the next. Unamuno’s distinction
among carnal, intellectual and spiritual persons agrees ad-
mirably, Miguel de Val thinks, with his mysticism.
El alma es para el un mundo misterioso y sagrado,
donde nada pasa, sino todo queda: el unico mundo
verdaderamente substancial. Lo cue se llama espi-
ritu le parece mucho mas material que lo que se lla-
ma materia, y el cuerpo no es, en su sentir, mas
que una funcion del alma .... Unamuno es padre de to-
da la juventud intelectual que hoy brilla; ha traldo
a la conciencia espanola la sinceridad como princi-
pio, la introspeccion como metodo y la anomia como
fin. . . .Apenas tiene rival en la Espaha actual. Yo
no conozco sus antecesores en .'^uropa, aunque sf veo
los difusos elementos que han contribuido a formar-
le, y cuya influencia el no oculta y casi exagera
(Carlyle, James, Maeterlinck, Kierkegaard).^
^Ateneo
, 9 (1910), 148-150. ^Ibid., p. 150.
^Ibid., pp. 155, 158.
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A number of critics have studied Unamuno only from the
literary angle, and their work merits only passing notice.
Such is the essay of Ruben Dario on ’’Unamuno, poeta,”^ and
likewise that of IVlariano Aramburo, entitled ’’Recu^-rdo de Una-
muno y su poesia.” R. Cansinos Assens pays high tribute to
his originality and deep spirituality, adding that ”6l repre-
sents por si solo la historia de las ideas esteticas y filo-
soficas en Sspana durante los ultimos veinte anos.”"^ Jos6
A. Balseiro has written the most extensive study of Unamuno
the novelist.
Among Unamuno’s detractors—we can hardly call them
critics, for criticism implies a certain sane moderation in
judgment— there are three to whom v/e must briefly refer:
Jose Iviaria Salaverria, Q,uintiliano Saldana, and ’’Julian So-
rel.” Salaverria condemns him as selfish and conceited.
’’Muestra al publico la desnudez de sus entranas morales en una
7forma repugnante y oprobiosa.” His ceaseless exhibition of
^Rub6n Dario, ’’Unamuno, poeta,” in Miguel de Unamuno,
Teresa ; rimas de un poeta desconocido presentads
s
y; presenta-
do por Miguel de Unamuno (Madrid: Renacimiento
,
1923), pp.5-13
pMariano ^.ramburo, ’’Recuerdo de Unamuno y su poesia,”
Revista de Estudios Hispanicos
, 1 (1928), 68-72.
3-
R. Cansinos Assens, La nueva literature (2d ed.
,
Ma-





5 ^Jose A. Balseiro, ^ vigia (Madrid: Editorial Mundo
Latino, 1925-1928), Vol. II, pp. 25-119.
^Jose Ivliaria Salaverria, A ^ le.jos : Espana vista desde
iimerioa (Msdrid: Renacimiento. 1914). pp. 159-164.
7
Ibid., p. 162. Gf. the author’s Retratos (see below),
pp. 116-117, 135, 168.
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his own personal problems becomes almost morbid. ’’Unamuno es
el malogro mas grande y sensible de la Espana moderna."^ The
critic returns to the attack in a long chapter in his Retra-
2tos . Unamuno's personal appearance and bearing is a "pose".
Kis ideas are essentially reactionary, and his spirit rebels
against the common lot of humankind, destined to perish and be
forgotten. His purpose is not to enlighten or instruct, but
to irritate "-nd disturb. He eludes every attempt to classify
him and declines to define categorically his position. He is
"el hombre que ha equivocado su camino."'^ His outlook is pro-
vincial, and his constant association with lesser minds has
led him to libel and blasphemy. His concern for the relig-
ious question is not really Spanish in character, but, at
best, is derived from the Jansenists and Protestants. His
works are full of conscious plagiarisms, which he defends as
his own. At most he is a journalist; as philosopher, novel-
ist or poet, he is a complete failure.^ Occasionally Sala-
verria calls him "un hombre de gran talento," "una de las
mas fuertes mentalidades espanolas," or "uno de los hombres
mas cultos y curiosos de la moderns Espana;” but this only
throws into stronger relief his alii.ost unremitting abuse.
^Uose Maria Salaverria, A lejos
,
p. 164.
M. Salaverria, Retratos (Madrid: "Enciclopedia ,
"
1926), pp. 111-170.
3Salaverria apparently despises Unamuno's views on relig-
ion.
^J. M. Salaverria, Retratos
, pp. 122-125.
S-Thl fl., IRS.- 129. 158.
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^ 1 'Saldana, unlike Salaverrla, brings citations from Una-
|
muno’s works to support his assertions. He, too, finds our
author guilty of an "hiperestesia del yo, esto es, la exalt a-
|
p
cion de la personalidad. He magnifies the contradictions
which may be found in Unaruuno’s writings and makes capital of
I
his admission that he did not seek formal consistency. He
c.
accuses Unamuno of plagi'- risrn from Dante, Augustine and others ,
and of ignorance of good Spanish orthography and grammar. The;
same kind of criticism applied to the critic would tear his I,
book to shreds, for it is honeycombed with errors and contra- >
dictions.^
The pseudonymous writer, ^Julian Sorel,”^ grudgingly
j
recognizes that Unamuno’s poetry shows signs of genius here
and there; but, in general, his work is filled with the same
captious faultfinding and underhanded criticism as the works ^
of Salaverrla and Saldana.
I
Among the Spanish essays which have dealt with the work
of Unamuno since the publication of his Del sent imiento tre -
gico de la vida
,
only two are devoted to his philosophy, and
these two come from the pens of South /uaerleans, the Argen-
;
5tine Ivianuel Galvez, and the Peruvian professor, Fiariano Ibe- '
^'I^uint iliano Saldana, Ment alidades espanolas : Miguel
de Unamuno (Madrid: Rabinos"^! 1919) .




as to Unamuno’s knowledge of German (ibid., p.105)
"^Julian Sorel, Los hombres del 98 : Unamuno (Madrid: Ra-
fael Caro Raggio, 1917.
5
^nuel Galvez, ”La filosofla de Unamuno,” Slntesis (Bue-
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rico. Gdlvez regards Unainuno as first and foremost a philoso-
pher, not in the professional sense, but as one whose entire
I
personality and literary career are grounded in his philoso- i
phical conceptions and permeated by them. Tith extraordinary
|
courage he has faced anew the old problems of God, freedom
j
and immortality and has made them living issues in the thought
of the Spanish-speaking world. Like Rousseau and his disciple
Senancour, he bases his philosophical ideas on feeling rather
than on reason, but he avoids the sentimentalism of Rousseau
and the negative quietism of Senancour. ^Unamuno rezona sus
ideas y las vive. Las siente y las vive como hombre, y saca
de ellas una metafisica, una etica y hasta una religion.”^
His doubts are the cause of genuine suffering in his life.
There is real tragedy in the struggle between his intellect
and his heart. His solutions are not merely irrational; they
are contrarat ional . He follov/s the voluntarists in subordi-
nating reason to will, but he rejects their positivistic mor-
alism. He stands with the pragmatists in affirming truth on
the basis of human need, but he seeks a more transcendent
p
end than they. In some respects he approaches the position
of Kant
.
Cree en Dios porque lo siente. A diferencia de Kant,
que parte de la moral pre etica para llegar a la in-
^Sintesis
, 1 (March, 19E8)
,
p. 8.
2 *Galvez here attributes to James and other pragmatists
a utilitarian motive which does not adequately characterize
their thought.

mortalidad del alma y a Dios, Unamuno parte de Dios
para llegar a la moral.... El imperativo kantiano con-
vierte cada acto del hombre en el fundamento de una
ley moral. En Unamuno, Dios y la inmort alidad, o me-
jor dicho el anbelo de Dios y el ansia de la inmor-
talidad, conducen a la esperanza y al amor y,por este
camino, a la ley moral.
Unamuno is more individualistic than Kant and stands nearer
to the romanticists. He approaches the vitalism and intui-
2tionism of the Bergsonian type. He cannot be called a mystic
of the contemplative, ecstasy-seeking kind; ”es demasiado vi-
viente, humano e inquieto para ser un mistico”^ after that
fashion. But he bears comparison v/ith Anselm ( credo ut in-
tellip;am ) or with Bonaventura, for whom faith was the pro-
foundest kind of knowledge. Like Pascal, too, Unaiauno con-
cedes cognitive value to faith, but unlike Pascal he does not
try to support his faith by reason. Nevertheless, Unamuno
4
"raciocina su creencia, o mejor dicho, su sentimiento
that is, he draws conclusions about reality from his individ-
ual feelings, giving those feelings objective value. Here
Galvez interposes an objection. Though Unarauno feels the
truth of immortality, another man may not; v/ould not the
latter’s feeling of mortality be equally valid? moreover,
^Sintesis
, 1 (March, 1928), pp. 12-13.
p
’’Unamuno dice cue la filosofia de Bergson ’es una res-
tauracion espiritualista, en el fondo mlstica, medieval, qui-
jotesca;’ todo lo cual puede tambien decirse de las ideas de
Unamuno” (Ibid., 14).
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thinks Galvez, the epistemological value of Unamuno’s will to
believe is discounted if not entirely cancelled by his will to
doubt
.
Su fe es, por consiguiente
,
una fe sui generis
,
que
tal vez posea un valor muy grande desde el punto de
vista vital, pero que no lo tiene desde el punto de
vista filos6fico.l
It is the hunger for immortality which gives birth to
knov/ledge, but it is ’’desesperacion" which leads Unamuno di-
rectly to God. This has nothing in common with the Protestant
p
conviction of sin. His faith-concept is much nearer tlm. t of
the Catholic modernists. The God of Unamuno ”es un Dios vivo,
tan lejos del ens realissimum de los e-scolast icos como del Dio
Todo de Spinoza.” He is man’s ’’consuelo” in the midst of his
doubts and anguish of spirit. This very anguish gives birth
to ”un pesimismo trascendente
,
engendrador de un optimismo
temporal y terrenal.”"^ From suffering pro -eeds compassxon,
from compassion love, and from love the ethical life. Love’s
noblest acts are deeds of self-giving. In altruism, in loyal
fulfilment of one’s vocation, and in a sense of social soli-
3
^Sintesis
, 1 (Llarch, 1928)
,
p. 16. I think Galvez here
gives the term ’’filosofico” a rather too narrow connotation.
^Galvez denies that Unamuno is in any sense a Protestant.
”Su tragedia interior, su apasionsmient o , son ajenos a la fri-
aldad del protestantismo . . . .La congoja de Unamuno es esencial-
mente espanola y catolica” (tbid., p. 18).




darity, we discover the highest moral life.
Galvez’ criticism of Unarauno’s philosophy may be summa-
rized in the following propositions: (l) TIill and feeling do
not have the exclusive importance which he attributes to them.
Reason should be placed upon at least an equal plane. Reel-
ing alone may have "un valor vital,” but it cannot judge of
the truth of a doctrine or experience. Taken alone, it is
too subjective to claim objective epistemological va].ue. (2)
Unamuno is not consistent in his attitude • toward reason. He
denies its conclusions v;hen they contradict what he feels,
but thereupon returns to ’’razonar sus sentimientos
,
” a pro-
cedure which implies a new recognition of reason. Or, toj[put
the matter in another way: If reason has cognitive value (in
proving the mortality of the soul), the affirmations of feel-
ing are false; if it does not, the reasons which Unamuno himx-
self presents for his beliefs are futile. Ue must recognize
the epistemological value of reason in religion as well as
that of feeling and will. (3) Unamuno’s conception of God
approaches pantheism and falls into contradiction v/ith the
Christian tradition.
Mariano Iberico, in the course of his systematic presen-
tation of Unamuno’s philosophical positions,^ makes certain
critical comments. Hirst, reason is not, as Unamuno says,
^I'.Iariano Iberico, ”La inquietud religiose de Miguel de
Unaiauno,” Nueva Revista Peruana (Lima), 1 (1929), 23-56.
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opposed to life. '^Life," it is true, is ambiguous. In Una-
muno’s usage, it may mean the hunger for immortality; or
again, it may include both this longing for imraortality and
reason which combats it. In this latter sense (which alone
is admissible) reason is a constituent pert of life and is
the occasion of the tragic conflict which is the highest ex-
pression of religious faith. ^ Secondly, Iberico criticizes
Unamuno’s forraulat ion of the anthropomorphic moment in re-
ligious speculation. Unamuno considers that our faculty of
personalization of the universe depends upon our pity, or com-
passion, which issues from our suffering, Iberico would re-
verse the order.
No personalizamos porque compadecemos sino al con-
trario: compadecemos porque personalizamos. Es la
pro3?’ecci6n sentimental q^ue los alem.anos llaman Ein-
fiihlung y que transfiriendo a los objetos circun-
dantes el contenido de nuestra vide interior nos da
la irresistible impresion, a la vez religiosa y
estetica, de la animacion universal.
^
Third, the conflict between matter and spirit, which Unaiauno
projects into the very life of God, seems to render impossi-
ble the ultimate triumph of spirit in the Pauline apocatasta-
sis. We land in an irreducible cosmic dualism. Fourth, this
^Nueva Revista Peruana





At this point (ibid., p. 40) I think Iberico falls into
the error of regarding matter as the principium individuatio -
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dualism raakes evil inexplicable. Conscious life depends for
its existence upon its opposite, matter; and God depends in
some mysterious way upon the opposition he has to overcome in
the material universe. hVil is thus introduced into the di-
vine nature as an indispensable element of cruelty and nega-
tion and is no longer a mere moral laxity or spiritual ava-
rice, as Unamuno at times suggests.^ Fifth, Unamuno unduly
narrows the basis of the religious life in reducing it to the
desperation born of the conflict betv/een faith and reason.
In the life of the mystic, for example, there is a sense of
the divine presence,— indefinable, inexpressible, the myster-




but it does not sufficiently determine his thought.
Es la suprema experiencia mlstica lo que Unamuno bus-
es, y su tragedia personal estriba en que no la al-
canza. Empero, en su desesperacion escucha acaso la
voz lejana y proxima, misteriosa y evidente que con-
fortaba el alma de San Agust in con estas eternas pa-
labras ’no me buscarias sino me hubieras ya encon-
trado/^
The most recent appraisals of the work of Unamuno are by
Professor M. Romera-Navarro
,
of the University of Pennsylva-
nia, and Cesar Gonzalez -Ruano
,
of Madrid. The work of Gon-
, 4
zalez-Ruano hardly bears out the hopes inspired by its pre-
^Cf. p. 85.
^Cf. TSL, 194-195; SlY, 193-194.
^Nueva Revista Peruana





pensamiento y aventura de
Mi^::uel de Unamuno (Madrid: M. Aguilar, 1930 ) .
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tentious title. It was written in response to a publisher’s
request for a life of Unainuno and is confessedly an impres-
sionistic account, executed in less than a fortnight v/ith the
j
aid of generous quotations from other sources. V/e shall lose
nothing by passing, at once to the critique of Romera-Navarro,^
one of the leacing contemporary historians of Spanish litera-
ture. It is the most comprehensive and discerning study of
Unamuno in any language. Opening his book with a general ac-
count of our author’s life, his personal characteristics, his
literary pref v.rences
,
and his philosophical method, Romera-
Navarro undertakes a thorough examination of his work as
novelist, poet, and essayist. He finds the center of Unamu-
no’s philosophy in ”el conflicto entre el valor racional o
matematico y el valor volitivo o teleologico del universe:
cpyo conflicto se traduce en el sentimiento tragico de la
2Vida.” Tliis is not merely a personal conflict; it is charac-
teristic of Spain’s people as a whole, as is especially evi-
dent in Unamuno’s Vida de Don r;iui.1ote ^ Saneho and the closing
chapter of Del sentimiento tragico de la vida . But the burden
of the problem is most keenly felt in the individual life, as
one faces the religious problems of the existence of God and
the irmnortality of the soul. 7e are already familiar with
M. Romera-Navarro
,
Miguel de Unamuno (Madrid: Sociedad
General Espanola de Libreria, 1928). Cf. the same author’s
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Unamuno's answers to these problems, so admirably summarized
|
in Romera-Naverro’s work. It is of interest, however, to note
the points of contact with other philosophers which he dis-
covers. Like the Stoics, for exaiuple, Unamuno regards God as
the universal consciousness, whose body is the world; but he i
separates himself from their view in ascribing to God passions
like our own. His panentheism has Spinozistic connections,
but he differs, widely from Spinoza in his dynamic concept of
God, his voluntarism, his individualism, and his repudiation
of pantheism.^ In these respects he is more closely allied
with Kant, Fichte, Bergson and James. With the pragme, tists
he seeks for truth in action. His activism is related to the '
thought of Sucken. He agrees with Tolstoy and others that :
science has little to tell us of the real meaning of life and *
that we must have recourse to the heart; but while the Rus-
sian thinker deals with the religious problems of the present
world, Unamuno centers his thought upon the ¥;orld to come.
Both maintain that society will improve only as its component
members are transformed. Tolstoy, however
,
proposes that the
individual return good for evil, submitting his will to that
of his neighbor; while Unamuno teaches that we are to impose
\
our will, in love, upon our neighbor. ”Con Nietzsche, debe-
j
^These marked differences seem to md^ardly to allow of
the author's assertion that "Spinoza es el pensador que mayor!
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mos luchar en vez de amar; con Tolstoy, amar y no luchar; con
Unamuno, la lucha debe ir aliade con el amor."^
Romera-Navarro subjects Unamuno’s thought to no really
searching analysis. Nov/here will the reader find a better
exposition of it; but in the paragraph called "Ob jeciones ,
”
the author, far from raising fundamental difficulties, con-
tents himself with saying that, after all, reasons can be
neither asked nor given within the realm of Unam.uno’s conclu-
sions, Once grant--as we must--that the existence of God
and the certainty of personal imraortality cannot be rational-
ly demonstrated, and we are thrown back upon feeling. ?/e may
ac -ept the conclusions or reject them, but we cannot demand
"el porpue racional.” Every idealistic philosophy rests upcn
certain basic intuitions, which cannot be rationally justi-
fied in the face of positivistic skepticism, but which may be-
2
come the corner-stones of lives of enduring worth.
(b) French criticism . Since the early years of the cen-
tury the successive works of Unarauno have been favorably re-
ceived in France, but general knowledge of them, here as
elsewhere, awaited their translation into the national tongue.








Especially in the Bulletin Hispanique
, 5 (1903), 197-
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during the years of the World War, when Unamuno’s outspoken
defense of the Allied cause won for him the grateful admira-
tion of the leading intellectuals of France. Marcel Robin,
who reviewed a number of Unamuno’s work in the Mercure de
jj
France!*' characterized him as ”le seul penseur profond et neuf






Four men, it seems, have been chiefly responsible for
!'
introducing and interpreting Unamuno to the French public:
I; Maurice Vallis, Jean Cassou, Maurice Legendre and H. Daniel-
I
i|
Rops. Vallis sketched out the main lines of his thought in
4two French journals and translated a selection of his works,
I
with preface and notes. It is Unamuno’s Poesias
,
Vallis
I! thinks, which "donnent la plus haute idee de son inspiration:
i;
;l ici on retrouve I’homrae sincere et passionne qui met dans ses
'' moindres vers toutes les harmonies et toutes les dissonances
|i
ii de sa vie interieure . It is only a half-truth, hov/ever, to
|i
jl
say that ”la cause qu’il plaide dans son oeuvre, c’est celle
i| ^ ^
i'
du reve, de la chimere, de 1’ illusion"^ or to call Unamuno’s
j;
i! %ercure de France
.
91 (1911), 651-655; 108 (1914), 865-
II









1 Ivlaurice Vallis, ’’Miguel de Unamuno et le Sentiment Tra-
!
gique de la Vie,” Mercure de France
, 115 (1916), 47-60; ”Mi-
j
guel de Unamuno,” Revue de Paris
, 28, pt . 5 (1921), 850-869.
|i
Ii
%Iiguel de Unamuno, Paries choisies . Paris: J. Povolozky
il et Cie., 1923?
ii 5
j__ Revue de Parxs.^ 28. Pt« 5 (1921), 862. _
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work ”une oeuvre de visionnaire . It may be only this from
the point of view of the skeptic, but it is infinitely more
2for Unamuno himself. Jean Cassou, one of the best-known
French critics of Spanish literature, has given us a "Portrait
3d^Unarauno," as an enthusiastic disciple sees him. Another
portrait has come from the pen of Maurice Legendref who calls
him "I’humaniste le plus complet de notre 4poq.ue." Unamuno,
he says, "est avant tout un auteur religieux," whose message
is best given in his Del sent imiento tra^ico de la vida and
his M Cristo de Velazquez . None of these writers, however.
have attempted any impartial or critical exposition of Unamu-
7
no’s thought; their essays have only a lyrical value. Dan-
Q
iel-Rops has done a somewhat more thorough piece of criti-
cism. He lays special stress upon the North European influ-
ences in the formation of his thought.
^Revue de Paris
, 28, pt . 5 (1921), p. 864.
2One must grant that there are passages in Unamuno’s
writings which fully justify Vallis’ interpretation; but I do




, 188 (1926), 5-'12; reprinted in Jean
Cassou, Panorama de Litterature Espagnole Contemporaine
(Paris: Kra, 192977 PP* 58-71. Cassou translated Unamuno’s
TNE and his ADC . See also his protest against Unamuno’s de-
portaoion in his article, ’’Unamuno deporte," Mercure de France
.
171 (1924), 245-252.
^"Don Miguel de Unamuno,’’ Revue des deux mondes, 9 (1922)L
677-684.
I
^Ibid., p. 674. ®Ibid., p. 675.
!
7
^The same is true of Andre Corthis, ’’Avec Miguel de Una-




Daniel-Rops, Carte d’Bui7)pe (Paris: Perrin et Cie.,
1928(), pp. 121-160.
'7
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I
Le plus grandes influences qu^il ait subies au moment
j
de son age mur, quand la conception fut ancr4e en lui
j' de sentiment tragique de la vie, sont nordiques: Ibsen,
Ij
Jacobi, Kierkegaard. Sn Jacobi il trouva un appui,
' et finit par adopter la theorie du ’salut’ telle qu'
I;
il I’a exposee; en Ibsen il a admire 1’ individualisme
i forcene, i’homme de Solness
,
de Brand surtout...; en
[
Kierkegaard il retrouva la cbrist ianisme individualists
!;
et agonique qui lui est cher, I’attitude ’je suis le
ij centre de I’Univers’ qu’il a prise lui-meme apres le
ij
philosophe de Copenbague, la meme faim d’ immortalite
ij




Mais qui, au rests, ne va
I pas sans dissemblance. Ou Kierkegaard voit en Dieu
li
confusion des ames, Unamuno voit fusion volontaire.
:|
Et quand Ibsen veut fairs apparaitre 1^ inconscient
,
il
ce qui est, en fin de compte, le but de tous ces
'j drames ^d’ id4es
,
Unamuno s’ecarte de lui. Apres avoir
|l ete tres ibsenien il semble qu’il le soit moins et
|j
que davsntage (c’est Kierkegaard et Strindberg qu’il





For Unaiauno everything centers in the finite individual. In
i'
[I oneself one discovers the character and value of other beings,
|i
ij




Nous sommes extremement loin de la conception ge^-
!' manique et slave de la participation, de I’ Einfujung , --
I
laquelle, au rests, est aussi meritolre et exige meme
i des qualites d’ame moins rares que la doctrine una-
I
munienne . . . . On a pu rapprocher Unamuno de Wordsworth,
que d’ailleurs il goute fort; mais leur position de-
!
vant 1 ’ individualisme differs profondement . La ou
I Wordsworth voit une valeur socials, Unamuno ne cherche
,
que 1 ’ individual . Cependant il ne va pas aussi lois
I
que Kierkegaard dans cette voie, et notamment au
I
point de vue religieux. Il s’oppose a la conception
j
kierkegaardienne du salut de 1’ unique, ainsi que I’a
note M. Joan Estelrich, il ne croit pas que I’homme
puisse fair son salut en s’isolant avec Dieu, mais au
contraire que la redemption doit etre collective
pares que la faute I’est aussi. ^
^Daniel-Rops
,
Carte d ’ Europe
. pp. 132-135.
^Ibid., pp. 140-141.
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This critic agrees with Legendre that the roots of Unamuno's
thought are religious, and, indeed, it would be quite impos-
sible to envisage him except upon a Catholic background. "Tout
en Unamuno suppose Dieu, et un Dieu chretien, mieux un Dieu
catholique. Daniel-Rops takes issue, however, with the judg-
ment expressed by M. Vallis on the significance of the tragic
sense of life. It is not, as Vallis thinks,
'd’abord ne prendre son parti d'aucune oppression ni
d'aucune injustice, tenir compte de la beaut e d'un
acte ou d'un geste heroique beaucoup plus que de sa
propre quietude ou de sa procre peur du ridicule.'
Such a view takes into account only the external asjjects of
life.
Avoir le sentiment tragique de la vie, c'est adopter
pour axiome la parole du Christ: 'Je ne suis pas ve-
nu apporter la paix, mais la guerre,' c'est preter
la main, en soi, a tout ce que peut heurter les ha-
bitudes, provoquer des dechirement s , des combats,
c'est 'vivre en luttant et en luttant contre la vie
meme, et contre la mort ' suivant sainte Therese de
Jesus: 'Je meur de ne pas mourir.' C'est enfin
trouver son affirmation vitale dans une negation
passionee plutot que dans un consentement .2
Of all the French critics, Daniel-Rops alone gives sufficient
weight to that important counsel of Unamuno's: "Procure vivir
en continue vertigo pasional, dominado por una pasion cual-
quiera. Solo los apasionados llevan a cabo obras verdadera-
mente duraderas y fecundas."^ "La seule chose qui, dans la
^Daniel-Rops, Carte d'Europe, p. 153.
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vie, compte pour lui, c’est la passion forte.”^ Finally, thisi
critic believes lie discerns a much more intimate relation be-
tween Unamuno and Pascal than some of his countrymen would
allow.
L* A^onie du Christ ianisme n’est qu’une vaste para-
;
phrase de Pascal. Oh, sans doute, pas du Pascal ca- ^
tholicise que tentent de nous presenter quelques
manuel, mais du Pascal de chair et de sang--et de
sens-^i^qu’ il a ete....Toute la philosophie chretienne
;
d ’Unamuno se trouve resumes en cette simple phrase
de Pascal: ’Jesus sera en agonie jusqu’a la fin^du
monde : il ne faut pas dormir pendant ce temps-la.
Et ce qu’il y a d’eternel dans les Pensees , qui I’a
mieux compris, mieux mis en oeuvre que I’homrae qui
ecrit: ’Stre pascalien ce n’est pas accepter ses
pensees, mais c’est etre Pascal, devenir un Pascal.’
Cue ce soit chimere, il se peut
,
et la post4rit4
seule en decidera: il est neanmoins des ambitions
qui ennoblissent singulierement ceux qui les
portent en eux.2
(c) British and iuaerican criticism . The name and work
of Unamuno is widely known in the English-speaking world, if
one may judge by the number and diversity of the magazine
articles and reviev;s which have appeared in journals on both
sides of the Atlantic. The many books on Spain which have
appeared during the last generation have almost without ex-
ception hailed him as the outstanding contemporary repre-
sentative of the Spanish spirit. But this interest in him
1 pDaniel-Rops, Carte d’ Europe
, p. 149. ‘^Ibid., pp. 154-155.
^Cf. Havelock Ellis, The Soul of Spain (London: Archi-
bald Constable and Co., 1908 ) , pp. 401-411; J. B. Trend, A






Alfonso the Sage and Other Spanish Essays (Lon-
don, Constable and Co., 1926 ) , pp. 79-90; John Dos Passos,
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has nowhere expressed itself in a thoroughgoing exposition end
critique of his thought. There are many aspects of Unamuno’s
work which must have special interest for Anglo-Saxons,—his
appreciation of English and American literature, his profound
concern for religious problems, his condemnation of social in-
justice, and his heroic attitude in the face of bitter perse-
cution. These qualities of character have doubtless contrib-
uted in large measure to the feeling of veneration in which
he is held by many of the English-speaking scholars who know
him most intimately.^ But an occasional essay or perhaps a
preface to some of his translated works have marked the lim-
its of English criticism.
Everett Ward Olmsted introduced him to the American pub-
2lie as ”A Modern Spanish i/l^stic," whose best work would be
found in his Poesias . Charles L. Scanlon presented him as
"The Modern Don Quijote."^ Professor W. A. Beardsley, of
Goucher College, has not wearied in pressing his works upon
the Spanish-studying groups in American Universities.^ He
Studies from Ten Literatures (New York: Scribner’s, 1925), pp.
61-71; G. T. Northup, Au Introduction to Spanish Literature
(Chicago University Press, 1925), pp. 437-439; Aubrey F. G.
BeiH. Contemporary Spanish Literature (New York: A. A. Knopf,
1925), pp. 233-244; and 3. de iiadariaga
,
Spain (London:
Ernest Benn, Ltd., 1930), pp. 131-141, et passim.
^Nowhere in the English criticism have I found any dis-
paraging word concerning him save in the article of Courtenay
De Kalb, "Unamuno and Recent Events," Commonweal
, 14 (1931),
440-442.
%ation (New York), 94 (1912), 104-106.
^Lit. Dig. Int . Book Review




U. A. Beardsley, "Don Miguel," Mo d . Lang . Jour . . 9 (192
1925), 353-362. Cf. ibid., Ensayos y sentencias de Unamuno
(Nev/ York: The Macmillan Co.^ 1932 )
.

regards his style as a help rather than a hindrance in under-
standing his philosophy. "It makes serious philosophy easy
of digestion. Kant lives only for the systematic philosopher
while Unamuno lives for millions. No one would think of con-
sidering Unamuno’s mind as logical as that of Kant, yet there
is a serious question as to which will wield greater influ-
ence on future generations."^ He makes the interesting obser-
vation that the numerous inconsistencies of Unamuno "are in-
consistencies of mood more often than thought. Basically he
2has never changed." Professor Beardsley would agree with Ed-
3gar Holt that Unamuno’s philosophy is "for the ordinary man,
and not for the student of logic.... It leaves the reader with
a firm conviction that pure reason is not the only means of
approaching the problem of immortality, and that a man’s in-
ner consciousness may give him a clearer conception of spir-
itual matters than all the logical arguments in the world."
I. E. Crawford Flitch, who gave us The Tragic Sense of Life
and a selection of Unamuno’s essays, has provided also the
fullest English account of the author’s life and general out-
4
look, but has not ventured upon any critique of his thought.
^Modern Language Journal
, 9 (1924-1925) , 358.
^Ibid., p. 361.
rz
Edgar Holt, "Miguel de Unamuno," Bookman (London), 80
(1931), 158-159. The quotation is from page 159.
^E^, 3-29.
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Anthony Clyne^ describes Unamuno’s philosophy as ’’neither ra-
tional nor irrational, but simply vital.” W. F. Starkie,^
professor in Trinity College, Dublin, viewing the matter from
a Catholic point of view, finds no consolation in the conclu-
sions of The Tragic Sense of Life
,
"naught in fact save the
skeptical Q,ue sais-.je ? of Montaigne.” Edin Brenes has pub-
3lished a lengthy sumiuary of Unamuno’s work, but again we look
in vain for reasoned criticism.
There are tv^o essays in English, however, which have ini-
tiated this criticism. The more brilliant (but less critical)'
is Salvador de Madariaga’s.^ This great interpreter of things
Spanish defends Unamuno’s individualism as a refreshing ac-
cent "in these days of hoggish communistic cant.” His appar-
ent inconsistencies are but a reflection of the complex char-
acter of reality itself. ’’Nowhere will the reader find the
inner contradictions of a modern human being, who is at the
same time healthy and capable of thought, set down with a
^Ajithony Clyne, "Miguel de Unamuno,” London ^.uarterly Re -
view
,
series 5, 27 (1924), 205-214.
p
*Yalter F. Starkie, "Modern Spain and its Literature,”




tion is from p. 100.
^Edin Brenes, The Tragic Sense of Life in Miguel de Una- 1
muno (Toulouse, France: Editorial Figarola Maurin, 193lT.
|
4 ^Salvador de Madariaga, "Introductory Essay: Don Miguel
|
de Unamuno,” in TSL, pp. ix-xxxii; reprinted in ibid.. The
Genius of Spain
, and other Essays on Spanish Contemporary
Literature (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1923)
,
pp. 87-110; also
translated into Spanish and French.
^TSL, p. xiv.
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greater respect for truth. ... The suppression of the slightest
thought or feeling would appear to him as a despicable v^orld-
j
ly trick.
Unamuno, by the cross v/hich he has chosen to bear,
incarnates the spirit of modern .Spain. His eternal
conflict between faith and reason, betVireen life and
thought, between spirit and intellect, betv/een hea-
ven and civilization, is the conflict of Spain her-
self ... .Unamuno is our Dostoievsky, but painfully
aware of the strength of the other side vrithin him,
;
and full of misgivings.”^
^
I
Leslie J. Walker,*^ who approaches Unamuno from the standpoint
of Neo-Scholasticism, naturally finds himself out of agree-
ment with Unamuno the ’’humanist” and critic of the Church.
He compares him with Schiller and James.
All three start with man,... a man of flesh and bone.
. . .All three agree that life must not be sacrificed
to ideas. But there I think they part company. For
the essence of our Fnglish Humanism is harmony, and
the essence of this Spanish Humanism is conflict.
Conflict in English Humanism is between man and his environ-
ment; in Unamuno, it is ’’rooted in the very nature of our be-
ing.... It is a fundamental antagonism which cannot be re-
solved.”^ Unamuno’s chief originality is ”in his claim that
this conflict is both inevitable and vital to success, and
that from the very impossibility of resolving it springs the
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and suffer and strive; hoping with a hope that action will
1
I
intensify, that what you want to believe will become true,
j
nay, will prove to have been true all along. True faith is
j
based not on knowledge, but on uncertainty, and thence draws 1
its strength.”^ Walker criticizes, first, Unamuno's rejec-
|
I
tion and--as he thinks--misinterpretation of the scholastic
|
arguments for the unity and simplicity of the soul. Does not !
Unamuno's own vivid representation of "the man of flesh and
bone" imply much more than a stream of consciousness, in otherj
words, a single, unified center of consciousness? Secondly,
the warfare within human nature cannot be basic or ultimate i
if Unamuno is to hold to the unity of human nature with v/hich
he starts. Third, reason does not receive her just due at
Unamuno's hand. It is true that there is no "mere intelli-
gence uninfluenced by emotion and \7ill," but it is wrong to
infer from this that truth is unattainable. Reason is neces-
sarily abstract, but "abstraction is not error; it is merely
partial truth. . . .Reason leads to error only if we forget that
abstraction is the work of intelligence, not of nature. It
becomes an enemy only when it denies that there are other as-
pects of nature or other objects than that which it has cho-
sen to consider.”^
i:
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and Dutch crit ic ism . Unamuno has
j
become a familiar name in Germany only during the past decade,
I
when a number of his more important works have appeared in ^




introduces a new name into the line of Unamuno’s
j
spiritual antecedents,—that of Raymund Lull. He probably
exaggerates the importance of Hegel in Don Miguel’s thinking,^:
I
but there is a deal of truth in his observation that ”das
Charisma der Unterscheidung der Geister fehlt ihm. Er meint,
wenn er etwas psychologisch verstehen kann, es damit auch
schon sachlich gerechtfert igt zu sehen.'" Otto Buek'^ (right-
ly, I think) considers Unamuno’s work as all of one piece;
that is, his Del sentimiento tragico de la vida is the expres-
sion of Unamuno’s ”Grundst imraung und Geisteshaltung’’ in the
conceptual forms of philosophy, while his Vida de Don Gui.lote
j
Z. Snncho is the sarae thing in another form, ”in der der Un-
mittelbarkeit des Gefuhls naherliegenden adaquateren Eorm der
Dichtung,”"^ Ernst Robert Curtius, in his introduction to the
German translation of Del sentimiento tragico de la vida ,
places the author with Carlyle, Emerson, Kierkegaard, Nietz-
i
^Hermann Bahr, ’’Notizen zur neueren spanischen Litera-
tur,” Preussische Jahrbucher
,
SCO (1925), 13-22, 136-167.
^Ibid., p. 145.
^Otto Buek, ’’Einleitung, ” in Miguel de Unamuno, Das Leben
j
Don Quijotes und Sanchos (Miinchen: Meyer u. Jessen, 1926?T^ \
pp. v-x. !
^Ibid., p. V. The following pages offer a capital sum-
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sche, and Tolstoi as one whose work, like theirs, arose out of
dissatisfaction with the orthodox and rationalistic solutions
of the fundamental problems of our existence and fran the dis-
I
covery of unsuspected sources of truth and power within the
I
individual human soul. The most far-reaching influence in his
thought is that of Kierkegaard, though
rein philosophisch ist Unarauno am starksten vom Ideal-
ismus Berkeleys und vom Pragmat ismus des William James
beeinflusst . . . .Man darf vermuten, dass Unamuno mehr
von Nietzsche empfangen hat, als es nach seinen Aeusser-
ungen scheinen konnte. Der tragische Charakter des
Lebens anerkennen und es dennoch bejahen, mit dem Den-
nochl eines heroischen Verewigungswillens , --das war ja
iS
Nietzsches Botschaft . . . .Es sind uralte, in alien Epochen
'l
der Geschichte sich neu erzeugende religiose Intuition-
I
en, es sind die Lehren einer nie absterbenden, von der
I
Kirche als ketzerisch gebrandiaarkten kSystik, es ist
1 eine ewige Tradition heterodoxer Theologie, die in
J Unamuno VTieder hervorbricht
,
wie sie in unserem Schell-
I
ing auferstand, v/ie sie heute in der jungsten Phase








with its insoluble speculative diffi-
I
culties in stating the relations of God and man, and, second-
Ij ly, his opposition to essential aspects of the Christian rev-
{ elation, evident, for example, in his Gnostic interpretation
I
of the idea of a suffering God. It is his Aeternismus
,
his
longing for immortality, that Curtius comraends as ”das echte.
Starke, mitreissende Moment von Unamunos Religiositat . ” The
Ii
^Ernst Robert Curtius, ’’Einleitung , ” in Miguel de Unamuno,
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almost complete suppression of this element in our temporal-
istic, this-worldly age is ’’mitschuldig an vielen Noten, unter
denen wir leiden.”^ Unamuno’s reaffirmation of this funda-
mental truth is of profound significance.
Tlie works of Unamuno found a distinguished advocate in
Italy in the person of Giovanni Papini. As a result, they
have been translated there more promptly than in any other
country. But Italian criticism (so far as it is available in
the libraries of Boston and New York) has been mainly exposi-
tory, not evaluational . Papini himself has written briefly but
p
enthusiastically of the work of his Spanish friend. Valli
summarizes the main positions of the Yida de Don 'lui.lote y;
Sancho with special applicat ion Id the problems of ethics.
That the thought of Unamuno has found entrance into other
countries of Europe is witnessed by the inaugural address of
Professor Geers,^ of the University of Groningen, and the
translation of some of his works into Danish, Swedish, and Polish
^Ernst Robert Curtius, "Ueber Unamuno,” Die neue Rund-
schau
, 37 (February, 1926), p. 175.
2Giovanni Papini, Stroncature (6th ed., Firenze: Vallec-
chi, 1924), pp. 335-343. A typical extract is found in French
translation in Miguel de Unamuno, Pa^^es choisies
, pp. 142-145.
Cf. also Giovanni Papini, ’TJnamuno juzgado por Giovanni Papi-
ni,” Cultura venezolana
, 7 (1924), 170-176.
^Luigi Yalli, ’’Miguel de Unamuno e la moral eroica,”
Scritt
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f .1 . J ' 1 .' .^ I I ‘S
We have come to the end of our introductory survey. Af-
ter defining our problem, we briefly sketched the life of
Unamuno and described his main works. A review of his mani-
fold literary connections and spiritual antecedents was fol-
lowed by a presentation of the critical matter dealing with
our general subject. We pass now to a systematic study of
his thought as a whole, beginning with a consideration of his
general concept of the nature and function of philosophy.
.'40 V*iL'B -itro^ lo fjiie oiii' ot ei^co evxsii oT'
'lo o^.ri orU bodoie^a on \moXcQ":q 'fuo anxniteb .
“XriBu: aixi lO nolyo^i A. .ad^Qvs eJ:jI beciisceb brfe oni/ edsixU
-lo^ eBv/' e^nebeop^fiB ixii/O' .v':;ia2 f>rie aiojti'tuxinMO >c. j^ iSd-il blol
jcif iw '^rtilaeb •rsi'd’jBia Xeoivti'io e;!^ lo riox xotfi'i .os'iq b benoL
‘};o Ybi/de olXsaisJ-SY^ ^ aeair eT; .toaf^cfua leaenoa t^xio
airii noi d'is'ia.bisiioo 3 n;)’i\v' gufiiuiseo ,3jtodw 3 so Xtig.x'Oiio’




CI-IAPTSR II. IMAl^JO^S GENSR.VL CONCEPT OF THE NATURE
AND FUNCTION OF PHILOSOPHY ’
§1 .
"Die Gesciiiciite des Nam^ der Philosophie ist die Ge-
schichte der Kulturbedeutung der 7/issenschaft . So runs the
conclusion of Windelband^s rapid survey of the history of thisi’
term in Western philosophy. He attributes it with four prin-
cipal meanings: (1) "der Trieb des Erkennens nur um des Wis-





gemeine V/elterkenntnis ; " (3) "eine Lebenskunst Oder eine Form-
ulierung religioser Ueberzeugungen; " (4) "eine Theorie der
Wissenschaft ” (Erkenntnistheorie ) . Thereupon Windelband adds
his own definition of systematic philosJ)hy; it is "die kriti-
3
sche Wissenschaft von den allgemeingilt igen Werten."
Unamuno quotes this passage from Windelband toward the
close of his Del sentimiento tragico de la vida , and then
asks
:
But has philosophy no other office to perform, and
may not its office be to reflect upon the tragic
sense of life itself, such as we have been studying
it, to formulate this conflict between reason and
faith, between science and religion, and deliberate-
ly to perpetuate this conflict?^
Unamuno suggests, at least, his agreement with Windelband in
^Wilhelm V/indelband, Praludien (7. Aufl., Tubingen:
il
Mohr, 1921), Vol. I, p. 20.
* 2 3
Ibid.; cf. pp. 12-19. Ibid., p. 29.
%TV
, 308 (T3L, 316-317). ^TSL, 317 (STY, 308).
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regarding philosophy as "the critical knowledge of values of '
universal validity," but only on condition that we broaden
j
i
the Kantian table of values— the true, the beautiful, and the
|
i
good—to include the specifically religious value of personal
j
immortality. *
’.That values are there of more universal validity than '
that of the huraan will seeking before all else the
i
personal, individual, and concrete immortality of the '
soul-“or, in other words, the huraan finality of the !
Universe— and that of the human reason denying the
rationality and even the possibility of this desire?
llhat values are there of more universal validity than
the rational or mathematical value and the volitional
or teleolo ical value of the Universe in conflict with
one another?!
Unamuno is fully justified in demanding the inclusion of
the religious values as an object of philosophic reflection.
Their meaning is not exhausted by the other three types of
value; they are unique. But he is in error (l) in limiting
I
the relig.ious value to the longing for, or assurance of, im- i
mortality, and (2) in relating it too intimately to what 'Yin-
i
2 idelband calls "eine Hedonik, d. h., Lustlehre." The former
!
objection is partially met in the succeeding pages, wherein
the religious value broadens out to include much that God
signifies in human life. Yet, for Unamuno, God remains, first:
and foremost, the guarantor of personal immortality,^ and this
!tSL, 317 (SW, 308-309).
2 ••Windelband, Eraludien
,
Vol. I, p. 39.
g
"What necessitates God is religion. ... We ... need God... i
in order that He may save us, in order that He may not let us >
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is the central concern of his philosophy. As for the second
objection, Unamuno adopts Uindelband’s psychological defini-
|
tion of the problem of pessimism and optimism,^ and is then
forced to carry the discussion from this purely "hedonic” ba-
sis into what he calls "a transcendental hedonic" or "hedonis-l
tic." This unduly narrov^s the basis of the practical optimiSK|
which he will be concerned ultimately to defend.
[
Returning now to the definition of philosophy which Una- '
muno proposes in place of the historic definitions outlined
by V/indelband, ve note, first, that the function of philosophy;
is not to produce harmony, but to bring conflict to light.
This formulation of the problem is made, of course, in the
light of the conclusions Unamuno has reached as to the nature
of reality and of human knowledge. Reality itself involves
ceaseless conflict; kno’wledge is attained through perpetual
struggle. It is the business of philosophy to expound and in-
terpret this truth. Secondly, it is evident that philosophy
|,
has practical motives and a practical end. It is only 7/ithin '
narrow bounds, if at al l
,
that we may regard its goal as
"truth for truth’s sake." Here and there Unamuno refers to
i





"es el saber por el saber mismo." But again we '
i-
^"...ob die Welt mehr geeignet sei
,
Lust als Unlust Oder
I
umgekehrt zu erzeugen" (Y/indelband, Praludien
,
Vol. I, p. 39; i




"El culto a la verdad por la verdad misma es uno de los
;
ejercicios que mas eleva el espiritu y lo fortifica" (^,20). i
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find a statement like this:
Un filosofo es un animal racionante que procura for- '
marse un concepto del universe y de la vida y redu-
|
cirlos a sistema logico; es mas en especial, un ocio-
so que invest iga eso que se llama el problema del cono- j'
cimiento.^ i
This is written in reaction against the limitations imposed by
formal logic upon philosophy and in opposition to the barren- i
ness of much philosophical speculation, and is a characteris- '
tic note in many of Unamuno’s utterances. In the third place,!
it is within these limits that we must interpret Unamuno’s
assertion that ’’philosophy answers to our need of forming a
2
complete and unitary concept of the v^orld and of life.” Its
completeness is bounded by the practical necessities of life
and religion, interpreted in a broad sense; its unitary
character must admit the ”conflict between reason and faith,
between science and religion.”
§ 2 .
’’IJvery philosophic theory serves to explain and justify
an ethic, a doctrine of conduct, which has its real origin
in the inward moral feeling of the author of the theory.”
For our author this is both an historical statement and a
description of his own system. It is repeated many times in
^Ivliguel de Unamuno, ”G-anivet, filosofo,” in F. Navarro
Ledesma, et al.
,
Angel Ganivet {Valencia: Libreria Serred,
1905), p. 37.
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his writings.^ The doctrines we profess are not what deter-
mine our conduct, hut rather represent the way in which we
2
explain our conduct to ourselves and to others. This does
not imply conscious insincerity in system-making, but it does
attribute considerable "rationalization" to the philosophers
—
not rationalization of our beliefs and prejudices so much as
rationalization of our deeds. "The tragic sense of life,"
which is deeper than all rationalization, "carries with it a
whole conception of life itself and of the universe, a whole
philosophy more or less formulated, more or less conscious....
And this sense does not so much flow from ideas as determine
them, even though afterwards, as is manifest, these ideas
•7
react upon it and confirm it." Action has its roots in
feeling; both are prior to theory and profoundly affect it,
though neither is wholly impervious to rational influences.
§ 3.
Philosophy is more than an intellectual exercise; it is
the work of the v/hole man. It must take into account the
whole of life and employ all the powers available for the
interpretation of human experience.
^Cf. ms, I, 149; II, E06, 212; VI, 168.
^Cf. ms, IV, 100, 104; V^, 91 (I^, 86).
^TSL
,
17 (STV, 21). "The tragic sense of life" might
be more literally translated "the tragic feeling of life."
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There are... people who appear to think only with the
brain, or with- whatever may be the specific thinking
organ; while others think with all the body and all
the soul, v/ith the blood, v/ith the marrow of the
bones, with the heart, with the lungs, with the belly,
with the life. And the people who think only with
the brain develop into definition-mongers; they be-
come the professionals of thought.
1
Unamuno will have none of this professionalism in philosophy.
"If a philosopher is not a man, he is anything but a philoso-
pher." The sciences may specidulize, but "philosophy, like
poetry, is a work of integration and synthesis, or else it is
p
merely pseudo-philosophical erudition."'^
Philosophy, then, has its deepest roots in feeling. The
philosophical system, far from being a demonstrable rational
structure, "esta mas cerca de la poetica que de la logica."
Preci saraente es el sentimiento, lo que a falta de ma-
jor nombre llamamos asi, el sentimiento, incluyendo
en el el presentimiento, lo que hace las filosofias
todas y lo que debe hacer la nuestra.^
Philosophies built upon the conclusions of the sciences share
the fate of their scientific premises; they crumble away and
are soon forgotten. But "siguen en pie las visiones filosdfi-
cas, mas o menos platonicas, que tomaron arranque de otro sue-
lo que el de las ciencias."'^
^TSL, 14 (STV, 18) ; cf . ms. II, 213; III, 123, 182.
^TSL
,
15, (STV, 19) ; cf . I^ , 143 (TOq, 150).
^ENS, V, 61 ; cf . POE, 10.
^ENS, VII
,
147; cf. V, 81-82 ; TSL , 2 [STJ, 6 ) . Unamuno
repeatedly guards this concent of philosophy from, all estheti-
cism (cf. ms, Y, 84-85; 7II* 122, 154-155).
w
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83
The great philosophical systems of the past can be shown
to depend in some measure upon this nonrat ional element of
feeling. It is a mistake, Unamuno thinks, to present them
"as if growing out of one another spontaneously," after the
fashion of Hegel. Far from its being true that the personal
lives of the philosophers may be relegated to a secondary
place in the history of their thought, "it is precisely this
inner biography which explains for us most things.... In a
philosopher, what must needs most concern us is the man."^
Descartes, Spinoza, and Kant are presented as important
illustrations of this fact. Descartes resolved "to begin by
emptying himself of himself, of Descartes, of the real man,
the man of flesh and bone, the man who does not want to die,
in order that he might be a mere thinker--th8t is, an abstrac-
tion. But the real man returned and thrust himself into the
philosophy" and thereby saved Descartes "from deducing all the
p
consequences of his methodical doubt." Likewise, Spinoza’s
Ethics reflects his personal despair. It is like an "elegiac
poem," and beneath its propositions one may hear "the lugubri-
ous echo of the prophetic psalms."
"Then he wrote that the free man thinks of nothing
less than of death, and that his wisdom consists in
meditating not on death but on life
—
homo liber de
nulla re minus guam de morte cogitat et eius sapieri-
tia non mortis
,





, 2, 3 (SW, 6, 7). ^TSL, 34-35 (3TV, 38).

IV., Prop. LXVII.)—when he wrote that, he felt, as
we all feel, that we are slaves, and he did in fact
think about death, and he wrote it in a vain endea-
vour to free hiraself from this thought.
^
Kant is the classic example of this conflict between the man
of abstract thought and "the man of flesh and bone.” i
In the philosophy of this man Kant, a man of heart
[
and head— that is to say, a man—there is a signifi-
cant somersEult, as Kierkegaard, another man—and
what a man!—would have said, the somersault from
the Critique of Pure Reason to the Grit icue of Prac -
tical Reason . He reconstructs in the latter what he
destroyed in the former,^ in spits of what those may
say who do not see the man himself. After having
examined and pulverized with his analysis the tra-
ditional proofs of the existence of God, of the Aris-
totelian God,... the abstract God, the unmoved prime
Mover, he reconstructs God anew; but the God of the
conscience, the Author of the moral order ... .Kant
reconstructed with the heart that which with the head
he had overthrown. And we know, from the testimony
of those who knew him and from his testimony in his
letters and private declarations, that the man Kant,
. . .was a man much preoccupied with the problem—
I
mean with the only real vital problem, the problem
that strikes at the very root of our being, the
problem of our individual and personal destiny, of
the immortality of the soul. The man Kant was not
resigned to die utterly. And because he was not re-
signed to die utterly he made that leap... from the






There is a formal fallacy here, as is plainly evident
in the following sentence. The God of the first Critique is
not (according to Unamuno) the God of the second.
^TSL, 3-4 ( STV , 7-8). These comments upon Kant do not
fairly represent the state of the case; for the second Cri-
tique formed an integral part of his Y^rhole plan and was no
afterthought. But it is true that there are factors at work
in the Critique of Practical Reason which do not affect the
conclusions of the first. TiRiether "practical reason” may be
identified 7/ith "the heart" is more questionable.
4
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V/e may add a Yford here conoerning Unammio’s philosophi-
cal method.^ It is not a method which commenos itself easily
[
to Anglo-American students of philosophy. It is diametri-
|
caliy opposed to that of a philosopher like Spinoza, v/ho car-
ries his argument for\7ard more geometrico in a series of I
i'
definitions, axioms, propositions and corollaries. It is de-
j
ficient in that orderliness and systematic character V7hich
generally mark philosophical works in the English tongue. !
The Tragic Sense of Life
,
at first reading, seems to he a
series of impulsive, passionate reflections upon a theme v/hich
hardly has the primary importance v/hich the author attributes
to it. The fundamental positions of the book and the steps
which lead to them gradually formulate themselves in the mind
|
^The best brief description of Unamuno’s philosophical i
method is that of Romera-Navarro (I^/CDU, 175- 176 ) : ”En los te- I
mas Vitales, como el de la sobrevivencia de la conciencia per-
sonal, empieza por refutar las respuestas asentadas por filo-
sofos y teologos, y entonces formula sus preguntas. Ssto es, |
limpia el campo de los razonamientos . Plant ea luego el mismo
I
problema en el terreno de la vida y del sentimiento. Las i
respuestas las dara el sentimiento individual. No se las im-
j
pone al lector. Lo que hace es aclararle, iluminarle, hacer- '
le sentir la verdad de pasion que el mismo siente. Presenta i
nuevos puntos de vista, para que el lector saque el suyo pro-
j
pio, sea el que fuere. No trata de ensenar, sino de suscitar
|
ideas en los que le leen, aunque esas ideas sean opuestas a
aquellas con Q_ue las provoca. Lo importante es que los lec-
tores piensen, sea como fuere, con unas o con otras ideas.
j;
Pensar y sentir; esto es, pensar vital y no logic amente, pen- *
sar con la inteligencia y el corazon y con las entranas to-
||
das, y no solo con el cerebro. Por todo ello, as! como los ‘
poetas noruegos sus dramas, suele el terminar sus ensayos con
j
un si^no de interrogacion espiritual. No se ha concebido ja- I
mas metodo mas estimulante y liberal que este de colaboracion i
de autor y lector, cualquiera que sean sus peligros.” !
!*«'.'
I
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of the reader, but not as the result of any labored attempt
to make them stand out clearly in "one, two, three" fashion.
One thread of thought yields to another; the author returns
to something dealt with upon an earlier occasion; he repeats
and develops an idea already enunciated in briefer form, and
perhaps reaches a conclusion which is presented elsewhere in
some other way. The reader himself must make the necessary
distinctions, correlations, and classifications; the author
shows little interest in them. Once these are made, hov/ever,
Unamuno’s thought will be seen to have a certain internal
coherence
.





his use of paradox. This has given rise in some
quarters to the criticism that his thought is fundamentally
contradictory. I do not share this belief. It is true that
he makes generous use of paradox; he even justifies it on the
grounds that it brings to light truth which ordinarily goes
unobserved,^ that it is calculated to awaken dormant spirits,
that it is aY\ appropriate mode of expressing passionate
n.
thought, and that it has enjoyed the favor of the worlds




YII, 77; 69, 79; EAC .
^SYC
, 53; E^, 98; E^, 66.
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sistency in his writings, but rather aims at a deeper coher-
2
ence which admits of paradox and of versatile fecundity.
I
Any impartial reader of his v/orks must grant Unamuno’s right
to his conviction that ’’habrd en Espana pocos publicistas que
j
en lo esencial y mas intimo hayan permanecido mas fieles a si '
mismos. En rigor desde cue empece a escribir he venido desa-
rrollando unos pocos y mismos pensamientos cardinales.” We
I
may not be inclined to Unamuno’s view of the conflict between
reason and faith, between the head and the heart; but it can
j
I
not be thrown out of court by denying to him a strict logical
|











In conclusion, we may briefly summarize the chapter. i
Me have seen that Unamuno brings conflict into the very heart
j
of philosophy. It is its chief office to reflect upon the
!
I
tragic sense of life and to perpetuate the conflict between
|
I'
reason and faith, between the mathematical and the volitional
|
1
values in the Universe. Such a philosophy, having its ulti-
I
i
mate source in unreasoned vital convictions, serves to ex- '




II, 205, 225, we find the expression, ”la santa
libertad de contradecirse .
”
I
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plain and justify an ethic. It cannot be set forth in the
cold terms of reason, but calls into play all the powers of
I
the human spirit. Like poetry and the fine arts, it has its I
center in feeling and intuition; it finds a powerful instru-
i
ment in paradox, which conceals a deeper coherence. We turn
now to a fuller exposition of these ideas in a consideration
of Unamuno’s epistemology.

CHAPTER III. THE EPISTEMOLOGY OE UlTAIOTO.
The epistemology of Miguel de Unamuno, like every other
important aspect of his philosophy, has its center of gravity
in religion. It is religious knowledge v/hose sources and jus-
tification he is seeking. He makes no artificial separation
of the different types of knovfledge and of the problems they
involve, but there can be no question as to his own paramount
interest. His primary concern is with the significance and
basis of religious faith.
Bearing in mind this self-imposed limitation of our au-
I
thor’s investigations, we shall not search his writings for i
I
answers to all the epistemological riddles. We must be con- ;
tent to examine his exposition of the nature of religious
1
knoY/ledge and then to ask what bearing it may have upon the
more general problems. Beginning with (l) a definition of
truth, we shall consider (2) the imperfect ways of attaining
knowledge (reason, science, and authority) and (3) the "more
excellent way" of feeling or intuition. '
§1. Preliminary Definition of Truth . !
I
Unamuno distinguishes four kinds of truth: (l) logical
|
I
or objective truth, the opposite of which is error; (2) moral'
i
or subjective truth, the opposite of which is falsehood; (3)
"esthetic truth or verisimilitude, which is opposed to extravH
,1
I
agance;” and (4) "religious truth or hope, which is opposed
¥9




he gives relatively little attention. "Religious truth, the
j
I
truth of faith,... is not equivalent to moral truth, but super-1
pimposes itself upon it." It would seem, therefore, to be of
secondary importance from the theoretical point of view, and
the fundamental issue would lie between "logical truth" and
"moral truth."
The relation between these two fundamental types of
truth is dealt with in one of Unamuno’s essays, entitled "6Qu4
es verdad?" In the first place, he rejects the Scholastic
division of truth into metaphysical, logical, and moral.
La verdadera verdad, la verdad radical es esta ulti-
ma, la que se llama moral. De ella arranca la
otra, la logica.^ i
Logical truth begins with moral truth, that is, with sinceri-
ty, truthfulness, veracity; logical error is born in insin- i
cerity and falsehood. Moral truth is the more fundamental of i
I|
the two. It is the foundation-stone of all truth-seeking.
|
Liars cannot even understand what Nature says to them. If !|
^TSL, 197-198 ( STV , 195-196). There is no justification
for the English translator’s use of the term "intellectual
truth" (TSL, 197) in a connection where the author refers di-
rectly'" to "logical or objective truth."
^TSL, 198 (STV;, 196). I,
La Espana Moderna
, 18 (lyfeirch, 1906), 5-20; reprinted in'
in ENS, VI, 217-^44. This essay is cited by the author in !
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there were no falsehood, we should gradually and inevitably
j
come to objective truth.
^
Eso que llamamos realidad, verdad objetiva o logica,
no es sino el premio concedido a la sinceridad, a la
|
veracidad. Para quien fuese absolutamente y siempre
[
veraz y sincere, la Naturaleza no tendria secrete al-
guno. Bienaventurados los limpios de corazdn, porque
ellos veran a Dios. Y la limpieza de corazon es la
veracidad, y la verdad es Dios. 2
i
Here we have an illustration of the fact that the moral
and religious motives overshadow the strictly philosophical
in Unamuno’s work. His essay is directed against the cancer- I
ous growth of insincerity and hypocrisy in social, political,
|
and religious life rather than toward a philosophical defini- i
i
tion of the nature of truth. This abstract problem does not i
directly interest him. It is religious truth he is striving >
for, and he is quite right in regarding it as morally condi- *
tioned. It is the pure in heart who see God. It is the
j
single-minded, even in science, who are more likely than oth-
'
ers to come by truth. But, granted these subjective or moral
conditions of knowledge, we are still in need of objective
j
criteria for discerning truth from error. Personal sincerity!
t
and straightforward utterance are hardly sufficient. Never- i
theless, in the religious and moral realms, these qualities i
^ENS
, 71, 223. ^Ibid., 235. ,
Unamuno makes one reference ( TSL . 104; ST7 , 107) to
coherence as a criterion of truth. But he regards it as the !
crowning illustration of the relativity of all rational
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of life, united with a passionate desire for truth and a will-ji
ingness to apply it in thought and action unquest ioningly as
li
it becomes icnovra, are the first essentials. It is in this
sense that we may understand how religious truth ’’superimposesi
itself upon’’ moral truth.
^
§2. Imperfect Ways of Attaining: Knowledge .
Three imperfect ways of obtaining knowledge may be dis-
tinguished in Unamuno’s writings: reason, or speculative
philosophy; empirical science; and ec^esiast ical authority,
2including Christian tradition. The distinction is not one
|
which he himself explicitly draws, but it does justice by his
j







or speculative philosophy . ’’Reason,” as Una4
muno uses the term, is not altogether unequivocal. It is
;j
'I





include both the theoretical and the practical reason. It !'
^The author makes it clear elsewhere in his writings
that this relation is not to be conceived after the fashion
of the Kantian philosophy or of the moral argument for the
i
existence of God.
2 i'No special importance is to be attributed to this or- i
der, although some passages, especially in STY
,
appear to sup-|
port it, reason being the least important.
||
sSuch a sense might be attributed to it when Unamuno i
writes: "It is the function of reason to understand and ex-
|
plain the universe" ( TSL , 80; STY , 83); but the context hardl^l
allows this construction.

generally refers rather to the intellectual function which il
proceeds in strict logical fashion to interpret the world on
;
the basis of the axioms of thought and of indubitable empiri- i
cal data. Thus, rationalism is called '-the doctrine the. t
|
abides solely by reason, by objective truth. But ration-
alism is given a narrower signification when Unamuno virtual-
ly identifies it with ”intellectualism. ’• The ’’intellectual- I
ists” are
|
los que solo se atienen a su pensamiento racional y
'
logico, . . .los que apenss piensan mas que con el cere-
bro;
I
and Unamuno sets them in opposition to the "espirituales,”
|
"que se atienen a su conciencia total y vital, los que pien- |i
2 I
san con todo el cuerpo." Once at least the author suggests jl
i!
that "intellectualism” is more restricted than rationalism;
j|
ii
it is the habit of discussion "con conceptos secos, esquema-
jj
ticos, recortados y bara jables . Inte llectualism, tnen, is
a type of tho'oght which deals solely in logically defined, ‘
i!
cut and dried concepts, and is content with "construe ciones |;
arquitectonicas de conceptos."^ Much of speculative^and well I'
il
nigh all of dogmatic theology are of this nature. i
Reason, we should say to Unamuno, may include much more
j!
than abstraction and deduction; it may include the interpre-
il
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tat ion of the whole of our experience, moral, religious, and
!i
llesthetic no less than scientific and logical. Not if it is
i
to be true to its essential nature, Unamuno would reply.
^
The processes of abstraction and deduction characterize it i
better than any others. It cannot do justice by the living
|




the enemy of life.... The living, the absolutely un-
stable, the absolutely individual, is, strictly, un-
intelligible. Logic tends to reduce everything to
identities and genera, to each representation having
no more than one single and self-same content in
whatever place, time, or relation it may occur to
us. And there is nothing that remains the same for
tv/o successive moments of its exist ence .... Identity
,
which is death, is the goal of the intellect. The
mind seeks v/hat is dead, for v/hat is living escapes
it; it seeks to congeal the f].owing stream in blocks
,
of ice; it seeks to arrest it . . . . In order to under-
i
stand anything it is necessary to kill it, to lay it
j
out rigid in the mind. Science is a cemetery of dead ij
ideas ... own thoughts, turaultuous and agitated >
in the innermost recesses of my soul, once they are
;
torn from their roots in the heart, poured out on '
to this paper and there fixed in unalterable shape,
j
are already only the corpses of thoughts. How, then,
shall reason open its portals to the revelation of
life? It is a tragic combat— it is the very essence
of tragedy-- this combat of life with reason. And




By its very nature, then, reason is unable to capture the ‘
I
movement and meaning of living reality.
jj
%a would not, of course, deny our need of logic. "He
need logic, this terrible power, in order to communicate
thoughts and percept ionsaand even in order to think and per- i'
ceive, for we think with words, we perceive with forms”
j!
(TSL, 91; SW, 93).
11
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Furthermore, reason is essentially analytical and when
driven to its logical conclusion, leaves us in a phenomenal is-
tic skepticism which discredits reason itself.
The rational dissolution ends in dissolving reason
itself; it ends in the most absolute scepticism, in
the phenomenalism of Hiune or in the doctrine of ab-
solute contingencies of Stuart Mill, the most con-
sistent and logical of the positivists. The supreme
triumph of reason, the analytical- -that is, the de-
structive and dissolvent— faculty, is to cast doubt
upon its own validity ... .Reason ends by destroying
the immediate and absolute validity of the concept
of truth.... We call a concept true which agrees with
the general system of all our concepts; and we call
a perception true which does not contradict the sys-
tem of our perceptions. Truth is coherence.^ But as
regards the whole system, the aggregate, as there is
nothing outside of it of which we have knowledge, we
cannot say y/hether|it is true or not . It is conceiva-
ble that the universe, as it exists in itself, out-
side of our consciousness, may be quite other than it
appears to us, although this is a supposition that has
no meaning for reason. .. .Absolute relativism, vfhich
is neither more nor less than scepticism, in the most




In the third place, reason is inadequate because it must
I
rz 1
Ultimately "build upon irrationalities."^ It "is limited to
I
relating irrational elements.”^ The formal elements of thougqt.
Unamuno does not consider the various meanings which
may be attached to the affirmction that "truth is coherence"
(cf. Brightman, ITF
,
60-65). His type of coherence is that
contemplated by rationalism; and thus limited, it does not
include all the facts of moral and religious experience. He
insists that these are, of all, facts, the most important.
But he sets rational truth in opposition to religious faith;
and it is questionable whether he would recognize a type of
coherence which would harmoniously include them both.
^TSL
.
104-105 (SW, 106-107). ^TSL, 5 (^, 9).
^TSL
, 91 (SW, 93).

96
as in logic and mathematics, are strictly rational; but the
material elements which enter into our experience and its
interpretation are irrational and contingent. Any attempt to,
bring the^e empirical data within the narrow limitations of
formal logic, as reason proposes to do,^ will meet with fail-
j
ure. This is preeminently true in the field of religion,
where reason betrays its utter incompetence to deal with the
2problem of vital faith.
Inutil querer conocer lo de Dios por razonamientos i
didacticos, por teolo^ia, por logica; ima teologia I
es una contradiccion intima, porque rinen el theos I




And as for the immortality of the soul, reason "refuses even
j





Briefly, then, Unamuno’s critique of reason is directed
against its abstractness, its inability to catch the living '
flux of reality, its destructive analysis, its formalism, and
|
its helplessness before the ultimate problems of life and >
death. All this, it is evident, depends upon his restriction^
^The "proper domain" of reason is "the domain of the






IV, 211. Of. Unamuno’s distinction of "los natu- i,
rales,” ”los psiquicos," and "los espiritus les" ( EInTS , IV, 193-t
218; V, 169-200), a distinction borrowed from 3t . Paul, "
^TSL, 109 (SIT, 111).
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of reason within the limits of logioel demonstration. A crit-
icism of this conception of reason may well av;ait our presenta-
tion of his view of the other cognitive aspects of the mind.^
(b) Science . Natural science is the distinctive modern
2
creation of the theoretical reason. Unemuno is, of course,
thoroughly familiar with its general character and its undis-
puted conquests. There was a time, in the late Victorian per-
iod, when he was "algo as! como spenceriano" and believed him-
self "enamorado de la ciencia;" but he found he was mistaken
in this.
No, nunca estuve enamorado de la ciencia, siempre
busque algo detras de ella. Y cuando, tratando de
romper su fatidico relativismo, llegue al ignorabi-
mus, comurendi que siempre me habia disgustado la
ciencia.^
Behind science, he says, he sought "sabiduria: la sagesse de
los franceses, la wisdom de los ingleses, la Wei she it o Klug-
4heit alemana." Wisdom does not come by ^science, but through
the heart and the will.
Nevertheless, science has its unquestioned place in our
intellectual economy. Its functions are of incalculable im-
portance. It "will be able to satisiY, and in feet does
satisfy in an increasing measure, our increasing logical or
intellectual needs, our desire to know and understand the
^3ee below, pp. 120-133.
2Occasionally the term reason is used with exclusive ref-








cf. TSL, 168-169 (STY, 168).
4
98
truth, that is, the truth concerning the natural world.
i,
Moreover, the study of science has a certain moral value. It
is ”the most intimate school of resignation and humility, for
|;
|:
it teaches us to bow before the seemingly most insignificant r
of facts.
i
On the other hand, late nineteenth century science was
j;
all too pretentious in claiming to be the only reliable guide
|,
to truth about the v/orld and huraan life. That was "an age
j:
ij




opic specialism and by historical materialism." Science was
|i
exalted into a final philosophy of life, and the uncritical
j
fell prey to v;hat Unamuno calls "cient if ici smo , " that is, "la
|
fs ciega en la ciencia."^ "Los infelices que viven bajo el |i
encanto de esa enfermedad no conocen ni la duda ni la desespe-




really has nothing to say upon the deepest problems of life,—
^
the existence of God, the worth of personality, and tiie des-
tiny of the human spirit,— and these are the only problems
|;
which seriously concern our author. ii
[
This has all become comraonplace among contemporaneous think-
ers. Tlie synthetic philosophy of a Spencer or the monism of i
85.
^TSL, 103 (STV, 106). ^TSL
,
197 (S^, 196); cf. ENS,YI%
^TSL, 298 (STY, 291).
'*"Hace presa en la mesocracia intelectual, en la clase
media de la culture, en la burguesia del intelectualismo. Es
muy frecuente en medicos y en ingenieros, desprovistos de ji
’Ibid., 196-197.
a,’^'''^.£t.|ioir'’ •©cC^ ’\5i;’ .ySRif-'
^'y‘"i ''"1 : '• ? - ' ^ 'MRaH ..©ffXevj^iofii aladrfieo soxiaioa ld ^x/^e
’
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n ^ I i;
a Haeckel have no longer-- if ever they had--any standing
among V/eltanschauungen . The scientists themselves have far
transcended those points of view. 7/hile what Unamuno writes
on this point is true, it has largely lost its pertinence in
our day. 7/e turn at once, therefore, to the third imperfect
way of attaining knowledge.
(c) Ecclesiastical authority , including, Christian tra -
dition . Don Miguel is a Roman Catholic by birth and train-
ing, and his deepest sympathies remain v/ith that faith. ^ We
cannot justly regard him as at heart a Protestant, as some
have suggested. It is true, as we have seen, that he is
familiar with the main currents of modern Protestant theolo-
p
gy, but he expressly disclaims being a Protestant. He is
critical of the rationalism and religious sterility of liber-
al Protestantism, and his sympathy \7ith Kierkegaard leads one
to suppose that he would be in hearty agreement with the fun-
damental positions of Karl Barth, another disciple of the
Danish philosopher.^ V/hile recognizing, therefore, the Prot-
estant influences in his thought, we must place him within
the Catholic tradition.
have been accused of being a reactionary and even a
Jesuit. Be it sol And what then** ( TSL , 321; STV , 312)?*
p
Repeated reference is made in STV to Luther, Melanch-
thon, Calvin, Kierkegaard, F. W. Robertson, Dean Stanley,
Phillips Brooks (mistakenly called a Unitarian in STY , 189),
Channing, Schleiermacher
,
Ritschl, Pfleiderer, Harnack, Herr-
mann, Kaftan, Troeltsch, Seeberg, and Weizsacker.
^Cf. Mackay, CSC, 147-148.
T

On the other hand, Unamuno is an independent thinker,
who has refused to be shackled by the dogmatic theology of
the Church. Along this path lies opposition from without
and tension within, as Max Scheler, Friedrich Heiler, and the
Catholic Modernists could testify. Attacks from without have
never daunted Unamuno; he knows his ground far better than
his ecclesiastical opponents.^ But inward conflict has been
his lot. This conflict arises out of the irreducible opposi-
tion between two factors in his religious thought: his accord
with the "essence” of the Catholic faith (the affirmation of
the anthropocentric character of the universe and the eternal
destiny of man); and his rejection of the rationalistic the-
ology of the Church, and, hence, of ecclesiastical authority
in the realm of truth. Let us now consider these two factors.
"The Essence of Catholicism” is its faith in the immor-
tality of the soul and in the inmiortalizing God. In this
faith Unamuno is in whole-hearted agreement with the religious
tradition of his people. The primitive Christian faith in
immortality "was not perhaps very clearly defined," but yet
may be said to be a kind of tacit understanding or
supposition underlying the whole of the Gospel...
The Christian faith was born of the faith that Jesus
did not remain dead, but that God raised him up
again, and that this resurrection was a fact.^
^"Sobre nada hay en Espaha mas ignorancia que sobre re- :
ligion" (SSE, 58); cf. ibid., 57-58, 63; mS, III, 127, 130-131
^TSL, 58-59 (SW, 60-61).
. ’.F
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This faith, however, had more reioote sources in the spiritual
history of Jews and Greeks. Both peoples had arrived at a
"definite yearning for another life."^ In Judaism faith in
the personal God carried with it "faith in the eternalizat ion
of the individual man--a faith which had already dawned in
Pharisaism even before Christ."^ The religious thought of
Hellenism gradually merged into the mystery religions, whose
prime purpose was the immortalization of the individual. But
it was Christ who "brought life and immortality to light,"
and it was St. Paul who proclaimed the message to the Greco-
Poman world.
The central doctrine for the converted Apostle was
that of the resurrection of Christ. The important
thing for him was that Christ had been made man and
had died and had risen again, and not what he did
in life, not his ethical work as a teacher, but his
religious work as a giver of iraraortality .
^
This doctrine of the resurrection and immortality of
Christ became the center of the Christ ological dogma. And
rightly so, thinks Unamuno. "The Athanasian or Nicene
Christ, v/ho is the Catholic Christ, is not the cosmological,
nor even, strictly, the ethical Christ; he is the eternaliz-
ing, the deifying, the religious Christ.""^ Unamuno reproaches|
ita, 59 (SW, 6E).
O '
^TSL, 60 ( STV , 62). There can be no question that in
j
Judaism faith in a personal, universal God antedated by cen-
turies the faith in personal immortality. In Unaiauno’s thought
the latter belief is logically prior to faith in God.
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Harnack, to whose Dopjiienp,eschichte he acknowledges deep in-
j




To this same learned historian of dogmas it appears
to be an indication of a perverse state of things
thst the man Athenasius, who saved Christianity as
the religion of a living comraunion with God, should
have obliterated the Jesus of Nazareth, the histori-
cal Jesus, whom neither Paul nor Athanasius knew
|
personally, nor yet Harnack himself, iunong Protes-
tants, this historical Jesus is subjected to the
scalpel of criticism, while the Catholic Christ lives,
the really historical Christ
,
he who lives throughout ’
the centuries guaranteeing the faith in personal im-
mortality and personal salvation. And Athanasius had
the supreme audacity of faith, that of asserting
things mutually contradictory: ’The complete contra- i
diction that exists in the o^ooua-^os carried in its
train a whole army of contradictions which increased
as thought advanced,’ says Harnack. Yes, so it was, !
and so it had to be. And he aads: ’Dogma took leave I
for ever of clear thinking and tenable concepts, and t
habituated itself to the contra-rational.’ In truth, !
it drev/ closer to life, which is contra-rational and
opposed to clear thinking. Not only are judgements
of worth never rat ionalizable--they are anti-rational.^
Unamuno’s Catholic temperament and inclinations are
manifest also in his reflections upon the Sacrament of the
Eucharist
.
In it is administered the body of Christ, ?mich is
the bread of imraortality. .. .Fundamentally it is con-
|
earned with--and I say it with all possible respect,
|
but without wishing to sacrifice the expressiveness
j
of the phrase— the eating and drinking of God, the
I
Eternalizer, the feeding upon Him. .. .This sacrament
|




and therefore the axis of popular Catholic i
^TSL
.
65 ( STY , 67). Unamunofe criticism of the Protes-
tant conceptions of sin and eschatology, especially in their
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piety, and if it may be so said, the most specifi- ji
cally religious of sacraments. ^ |[
One wonders whether this "axis of popular Catholic piety" is
also the axis of the piety of a thinker like Unamuno, or whetht-
er we have here simply a justification of popular Catholic
jj
teaching and practice. The writer inclines to the former al- 1
ll
ternative.
|Greater difficulties of interpretation, however, are en- |!
li
countered in Unamuno’s utterances regarding the Church’s at- |i
|)
titude towards Modernism, whether in the 17th century or the j'
!
20th. One can understand why he would find "the rational dif-|,
ficulty" no greater in an infallible individual than in an ^
? 1infallible Bible, but this is no reason for admitting either
j
the one or the other. One can understand, too, why the Church'
I
condemned Galileo, "for his discovery, in its inception and
[
i.
until it became assimilated to the general body of human knowll^
[
ij edge, tended to shatter the anthropomorphic belief that the
rz
universe was created for man." Likewise, it is clear that
[
Darwinism tended to break down the "belief that man is an ex-
|
ceptional animal, created expressly to be eternalized,"'^ and
that there are elements in Modernism which are irreconcilable
,
with the historic Christian faith and which merit the censure !;
of the Church. In proceeding against Modernism, our author 1 '
j
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says, the Church was guarding vital interests of the religious
life. But the doctrine of infallibility is only justified,
even by Unamuno, as the crowning arch of "a complete dogmatic
|
structure.”^ That it does not bind his thinking is plainly ji
evident when he rej cts the rest of this rationalistic struc-
[
ture, even though it enjoyed the most explicit papal approval.
’We turn now to this second factor in his attitude toward
ecclesiastical authority. i
It is not the content of Catholic faith which awakens ‘
2Unamuno’s dissent, nor even the reason-defying dogmas of the
Church. It is Scholastic theology, which proposes to remove
this scandal by making dogma acceptable to reason. He cannot
tolerate the truce which theology has patched up betv/een rea-
j
son and faith. In his view, reason and faith are by their
[
very nature at odds with one another; every attempt at their
reconciliation is bound to prove abortive. As a matter of '
fact, however, though faith may have the support of tradition
and authority and even of universal consent, it feels itself
insecure and ’’seeks the support of its enemy, reason. .. .And
thus Scholastic theology was devised,” with its attempt ”to
|
base dogmas upon reason, to show at least\that if they were ;
1 ^
’’Infallibility, a notion of Hellenic origin, is in its
origin a rationalistic category” (TSL, 78; STV, 80).
;
2An exception must be made with regard to the doctrine
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indeed super-rational they v/ere not contra-rational.”^ If
j
I
reason attacks, faith seeks to come to terms with it, and '
"hence come those tragic contradictions and lacerations of
conscience.”^
j
This struggle is felt most keenly in the mind and heart
|
of the religious man who also feels the claims of. reason.
Simple, unlearned folk appease the thirst for immortality at I
the fountain of naive religious faith and gladly leave ration-|
j
al theology to the doctors of the Church. But upon the be-
|
liever endowed with mature reason the Church lays the double
obligation, not only of believing the dogmas, but also of ac-
cepting the theological structure which is supposed to sup-
|
port them. !
It is not enough to believe that in receiving the
j
consecrated Host we receive the body and blood of
I
our Lord Jesus Christ; we must needs- negotiate all -
those difficulties of transubstant iation and sub-
|
stance separated from accidents, and so break with
the v;hole of the modern rational conception of sub-
,
stantielity . . . . It is no longer enough to believe in
|,
the existence of God; but the sentence of anathema
falls on him who, though believing in it, does not ;
believe that His existence is demonstrable by ra- i
tional arguments, or who believes that up to the
present nobody by means of these rational arguments
has ever demonstrated it irrefutably
Can this conflict be avoided? Does Unamuno desire to
avoid it? The answer is doubtful. Faith and reason are found
j
in endless conflict, and from the conflict they draw, in part,!
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their very life-blood. In Unamuno’s thought this is a strug-
gle which cannot end while faith is vital and reason is ma- 1
ture and active. Catholicism has imposed additional burdens
|
upon faith by seeking to rationalize the contra-rational.
Yet, on Unamuno’s own showing, there is a certain necessity
in this process. The faith of the Church, when attacked by
reason, creates for its own protection an armor of rational
theology. ’’But at what a cost? At the cost, it must needs i
be said, of doing violence to the mental exigencies of those
believers in possession of an adult reason.”^ Is there no




seeking to believe with the reason and not with life.”*^ ”To i
believe with the reason” is to base one’s belief on strictly '
rational considerations; to believe ’'with life” is to find !
some deeper, nonrat ional basis for belief, v/hether in feeling I
or in practical necessities. But ev'n though such a basis
were discovered, and even though rational theology were aban-
|
doned, still reason would return to claim its ov/n in the life i
of the mature believer, and the struggle would be on again. i
7/e seem to be facing an insoluble antinomy in Unamuno’s
|
philosophy. Faith cannot live at peace with reason, and it
;




77-78 (SW, 79-80). ^TSL, 78 (STY, 80).
3 !
”G-odI what contradictions when v/e seek to join in wed-
lock life and reason!” ( TSL , 35; 3TV , 39).

the antinomy for the present, we shall inquire v/hat is "the !
’
!’
more excellent way” of religious knowledge which he proposes,
jj
and then ask whether any solution is possible. !
li
§3. The More Perfect Way of ICnowing :
Feeling or Intuition .
Unamuno’s fui’ther treatment of the conflict between rea-
son and faith and his grounding of faith upon feeling may be
prefaced by a discussion of his view of the practical root of
all knov/ledge. This will lead us to a consideration of the
^
warring elements wxthin human nature and of the preeminence
|
v^hich our author claims for the nonrat ional and contra-ration-
al factors in cognition. A brief study of his concept of
faith will then bring us to our critique of his principal
j
epistemological positions.
(a) Knov/ledge has a double root: first, the biological
necessities of existence; and secondly, human curiosity. In
the higher ranges of animate existence no less than in the
lower, the desire for more life is the pararaount considera-
tion. ’’Knowledge is exhibited to us as bound up with the ne-
cessity of living and of procuring the wherewithal to main-
tain life. It is a consequence of that veiy essence of being,
which according to Spinoza consists in the effort to persist
indefinitely in its own being. Knowledge "is primarily in
^TSL
,
22 (S^, 86-27); cf. Sl^, II, 213; III, 15; 7,49-
50 .
;j^J
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the service of the instinct of self-preservation.”^ But once i
man’s necessity of living is satisfied, curiosity av^akes, and
j
the fund of knowledge is extended indefinitely beyond the bare!
necessities of existence. The ideal of "truth for truth’s i
sake" arises, but it is questionable in what degree the ideal
is, or can be, realized; for science is continually pressed I
into the service of life, fuller life, and far more than we
suspect, all knowledge has a practical, life-serving end.
Unamuno questions whether, in reality, there is any aspiring
after knowledge for the sake of knowledge or seeking after
truth on its own account. Not that all research subserves the
necessities of physical life, --this is obviously untrue. But
there are deeper, more enduring necessities, individual and
social, which determine in large measure, if not altogether,
the objects and the scope of human knowledge.
There are two inst incus which constitute the basic drives
of our life—hunger (self-preservation) and sex ( self-perpetua
tion)
,
and together they provide the biological condition of
our knovfledge of the natural and the ideal worlds. Unamuno
presents an uncoDmion analogy of one with the other, which we
venture to sei out in the following parallel form:
"The instinct of preser-
vation, hunger, is the
foundation of the human
individual." It has de-
veloped in man the organs
of knowledge for cogniz-
ing the material
v/orld. vYhatever the
"The Instinct of perpetua-
tion, love,... is the
foundation of human
society." It has de-
veloped in man the organs
of knowledge for cogniz-






the physical senses have
gradually revealed.
"Objective existence, as
we know it, is a depen-
dence of our own person-
al existence,
the creation of the in-
stinct of personal pres-
ervat ion
and of the senses at the
service of this in-
stinct." The individual
man knows what he needs
to know in order to pre-
serve his existence.
The sensible world is
"the child of hunger."
spiritual life requires,
the social sense has
revealed (or will reveal).
The spiritual world, as
we know it, is
"the creation of the in-
stinct of perpetuation, the
instinct of the species,
and of the senses at the
service of this in-
stinct." I^dan as social
knows what he needs
to know in order to pre-
serve his existence.
The ideal world is
"the child of love."^
If we allow reality "to the creations of hunger or the in-
j
stinct of hunger or the instinct of preservation," why deny t
1
it "to the creations of love, the instinct of perpetuation?”
1
If it be said that the latter are "only the creations of our
|
imagination, without objective value," may it not equally be :
j
said that the former are "only the creations of our senses? i
7/ho can assert that there is not an invisible and intangible
j
world, perceived by the inward sense that lives in the ser-
vice of the instinct of perpetuation."^ Unamuno grants (to
I
his disadvantage, perhaps) that the senses for the perception
|




for social consciousness has scarcely awakened;”'^ but yet he
I
!
^TSL. 24-26 (STV, 28-30). This parallel was sketched ‘
out in 1904 in mS, Y, 52.
2 3 ‘
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claims for them rather significant powers of spiritual percep-
I
I
tion. ”This inner social faculty, the imagination which per-
!
sonalizes everyth ing employed in the service of the in-
j
stinct of perpetuation, reveals to us God and the immortality
!
•) I
of the soul,”-^ beliefs that are fundamental in any worthy and
enduring social life.
|
In this somewhat novel and circuitous manner Unamuno ji
I,
It
grounds these basic religious beliefs in instinct, feeling,
||
Ij
and imagination and removes them from the province of reason.
|j
ii
Our problem now is, not to discover whether the practical in-
j
terests of life shape the religioous consciousness, but to
j
see whether reason has any jurisdiction in the affair. If
||
faith in God and in personal immortality is almost as inevita-
ble in social life as is the belief in the material world, andjj
if both beliefs have their deepest root in instinctive neces- !i
|i
sities, as Unamuno suggests, atheism ?;ould appear to be as
|
groundless as solipsism and reason to be a meddlesome inter- :!
loper in the field of religion. As a matter of fact, however,!
ii
1
this is not a just conclusion. Reason plays an indispensable
,
part in this whole mhtter; and we have now to examine its re-






(b) In the face of the rationalism which dominates much
|
of religious thought, especially where the influence of Scho-
|
lasticism is strongly felt, it is important to stress the i




of Unamuno’s polemic in favor of a fuller recognition of the
'I
j!
affective and pragmatic factors in religious belief. "The [i
j!
merely and exclusively rational man is an aberration and l!
^
ii
nothing but an aberration.”-*- Therefore he insists that the
ij
subject of knowledge is the whole man, ’’the man of flesh and
!
p j!bone,” man in all his concreteness.
|!
On the other hand, this emphasis upon the nonrat ional I
I
elements must not blind us to the rational aspects of life andi
i!
of belief. They are not altogether neglected in Unamuno’s
1
|ipresentation of the case for theism, although their value may
|
be underrated. Reason he calls ’’the distinguishing mark of
j
man.” Reason is capable of proving the mortality of the
4
soul. It is the only means we have of making our belief in- ii
I
telligible to others. ”77e need logic, this terrible power,
in order to communicate thoughts and perceptions and even in
order to think and perceive, for we think with words, we per- I
il




^Cf. above, pp. 81-84, and the remark of hladariaga, pp.
71-72. i'
I
^TSL, 25 (SW, 29). ^TSL , 79, 103-104 (SW, 81, 106). !
^TSL
, 91 (SW, 93).

basis for religious belief does not hide a certain deep re- i'
spect for the cogency and power of reason,—within its limits. jl
We must, indeed, go further and maintain that Unamuno’s *
I-
thought would break down at a critical point if reason were '
li
so disparaged as no longer to offer steady and effectual op- j
position to the claims of feeling. jl
I
Faith in immortality is irrational. And, notwith- ;
standing, faith, life, and reason have mutual need
of one another ... .Reason and faith are tv/o enemies,
neither of which can maintain itself without the
other. The irrational demands to be rationalized
and reason only can operate on the irrational. They
are compelled to seek mutual support and association."^
Human nature is cleft asunder by this fundamental contra-|
diction between reason and feeling, intelligence and v/ill,
philosophy and religion. ’’Living is one thing and knowing is
another .... iSverything vital is anti-rational, not merely ir-
|
rational, and. .. everything rational is anti-vital.”^ This 1
contradiction gives rise to ’’enemy truths, the truth thought
j|
II
and the truth felt, or, as Unamuno himself puts it, between Ij
ii
^TSL, 111 (SW, 113|. ’’Every position of permanent i!
agreement or harmony between reason and life, between philoso-|’
phy and religion, becomes impossible. And the tragic history ij
of human thought is simply the history of a struggle between
j|
reason and life—reason bent on rationalizing life and forcing!'
it to submit to the inevitable, to mortality; life bent on vi-j;
talizigg reason and forcing it to serve as a support for its j'
own vital desires. And this is the history of philosophy, in-f
separable from the history of religion” ( TSL , 115; STY , 117). jj
”Philosophy and religion are enemies, and because they are
enemies they have need of one another. There is no religion
;
without some philosophic basis, no philosophy without roots
in religion. Each lives by its contrary” ( TSL , 113-114; STY , j'
115-116).
^TSL





veracity and sincerity.” i'
Veracity, the homage I owe to what I believe to be
rational, to what logically we call true, moves me '
to affirm. . , that the immortality of the individual
soul is a contradiction in terms, that it is some-
[
thing, not only irrational, but contra-rational
;
but l
sincerity leads me to affirm also my refusal to re- 1
sign myself to this previous affirmation and my pro- P
test against its validity. ’'^That I feel is a truth, !
at any rate as much a truth as what I see, touch, i
hear, or what is demonstrated to me—nay, I believe
it is more of a truth—and sincerity obliges me not
to hide what I feel.^
Unamuno denies that there is any way out of this con- >
flict; it cannot be avoided. One cannot take refuge either ;
in reason or in feeling, forgetting the other. To choose the
|
side of reason and seek to establish oneself there would mean :
ultimately a surrender to skepticism, which, as we have seen,^]
I
is the outcome of rationalism. The existential or practical
|
consequence of this position is suicide.'^ ’’Complete sc.epti-
j
cism would be the extinction of the intelligence and the to-
e;
ital death of man.” On the other hand, to choose the side of
feeling alone, eschewing reason, would mean a renunciation of '
all articulate expression, a resignation to mute, mystical ji
experience. The conflict is inevitable. We cannot escape
j|
it nor overcome it
.
^Rladariaga, in TSL, xvi. ^TSL, 116-117 ( STV , 119). I
^See above, p. 95. ^TSL , 115 (STV, 117-118). f
5 /Quoted by Unamuno from Larimenais, Ussai sur 1* indiffe - i'
rence an matiere de religion, iii® partie, chap. Ixvii ( TSL
,
:
117; STV, T19) . ;

Yes, there is one way of overcoming it: accept it, glory
in it, live by it I
Contradiction? To be sure! The contradiction of my
heart that says Yes and of ray head that says No I Of
course there is contradiction. ... Since we only live
in and by contradictions, since life is tragedy and
the tragedy is perpetual struggle, without victory
or the hope of victory, life is contradiction.^
Certainty of personal extinction at death would make life im-
possible; certainty of personal imriiortality and eternal ret-
ribution would be equally intolerable. Fortunately, neither
certainty is granted us.
^Is there ? Is there not ?--these are the bases of our
inner life.... For my part I do not wish to make peace
between my heart and my head, between my faith and ray
reason--! wish rather that there should be war betv/een
them’.... It is necessary to accept the conflict as such
and to live by it.... It is precisely this inner con-
tradiction that unifies r,iy life and gives it its prac-
tical purpose.
2
This provides Unarauno with the basis for his ethics, which
will form the subject of a later section of this paper.
(c) In faith we have the ultimate form of knowledge, at
least in the religious realm, and we must now examine this





. 119, 124, 260 (STY, 121, 126, 256).
Unamuno suggests that this might be extended to other
[
realras of experience, saying, for example, that "faith in rea-j-
son is exposed to the same rational indefensibility as all
,i
other faith" ( TSL , 112; STY , 114), and that "even scientific
faith— for such there is—refers to the future and is an act
'




faith? It may be said, first of all, that he does not mean
,
||
formless feeling. Faith is a complex phenomenon, "comprising
|




affective, biotic, sentimental, and strictly rational ele-
ment," but it is "presented to us under the form of knowl-
|
edge" and has a definite intellectual content.^ In the sec-
|.





Faith is not the mere adherence of the intellect to i
an abstract principle; it is not the recognition of
|
a theoretical truth, a process in which the will
merely sets in motion our faculty of comprehension; i
faith is an act of the will— it is a movement of the
f
soul towards a practical truth, towards a person, |
towards something that makes us not merely compre-
hend life, but that makes us live.^
j
Still less is faith what Catholic theologians call implicit,
|
that is, a tacit acceptance of what Mother Church teaches, in
the absence of any real comprehension of the meaning of the
I
doctrine.'^ Faith is a personal attitude which calls into play
I
all the powers of the religious subject, whether cognitive,
volitional, or affective.
i
The interpretation which Unamuno gives to faith, however,
is distinctly of the voluntaristic type, and it will be of
[
^TSL, 187 ( STY , 186). "Pure faith, free from dogmas,
about which I wrote a great deal years ago, is a phantasm"
{ ibid. )
.
^TSL, 191 (STY, 190)
Cf. El^, II, E41, 243.

iinterest if v/e can state somewhat more precisely what he
means by the knowledge of faith. Three elements may be easi-
ly distinguished: first, desire or longing; secondly, confi- i
dence or trust; and third, creative venture. These different
aspects are best illustrated in Unamuno's presentation of the
belief in God, the highest (though not the only) object of
religious faith.
(i) "To believe is, in the first instance,^ to wish to
believe ... .Believing in God is, in the first instance at
least, wishing that God may be, longing for the existence of
God.... It is the ardent longing that there may be a God who
guarantees the eternity of consciousness, that leads us to be-
lieve in Him. .. .Bor thinking believers to-day, faith is, be-
pfore all and above all, wishing that God may exist.”
I
Greer en Dios es querer que Dios exista, anhelarlo
con toda el alma. El que no pudiendo concebir con
la inteligencia la esencia de Dios, considerando su
|idea una hipotesis que nada explica, y puros sofis- i
mas los que llaman pruebas de su existencia, desea,
|
sin embargo, en su corazon que Dios exista y se aco- j
moda a una conducts para con El, dando personalidad
al Ideal Supremo, cree en Dios mucho mas que aquel
i
otro que estd conver.cido logicamente de que exist e "
un Dios, pero para nada lo tiene en cuenta.^
i
^"Wishing to believe... is not precisely the same as be-
|
lieving, ... though it is its starting-point” (TSL, 192; STV , 191).
^TSL, 113, 186, 194 (STV, 115, 186, 193). "In the same !
way, to believe in the immortality of the soul is to wish that];
the soul may be irmaortal, but to wish it with such force that ‘
this volition shall trample reason under foot and pass beyond
it” {.^, 114; 116).
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(ii) Further, faith means confidence or trust. It is
j
"trust in a person who assures us of something. Faith suppos-ii
ji
es an objective, I'.ersonal element. We do not so much believe i
something as believe someone v;ho promises us or assures us of
this or the other thing. We believe in a person and in God
so far as He is a person and a personalization of the Uni-
verse."^ This is the fundamental idea in the roots of the
Greek ttuttis and the Latin f ides
,
'
the idea of confidence, of surrender to the will of
jj
another, to a person. Confidence is placed only in
I'
persons. Me trust in Providence, which we conceive
Ij
as something personal and conscious, not in Fate, |l
v/hich is something impersonal. And thus it is in
!
the person who tells us the truth, in the person who
gives us hope, that v;e believe, not directly and im- i
mediately in truth itself or in hope itself ... .And
I
hence the element of uncertainty attached to faith, 1
for it is possible that a person may be deceived or
that he may deceive us. But, on the other hand,
j:
this personal element in belief gives it an affective
and loving character, and above all, in religious i
f ith, a reference to what is hoped for."^
i
It is this personal reference of faith v^hi ch makes the life
j
and person of Jesus Christ of such vast importance in the
Christian religion. "Fe es confianza del pecador arrepentido i
en el Padre de Cristo, unica revelacion para nosotros del
j
3 IDios vivo." Christian faith "o es la confianza en Cristo o
|
no es nada; en la persona historica y en la historica revela-
jj
cion de su vida, tengala cada cual como la tuviere."^
1 ? I'




II, 2E3. Ibid., 2E8. Unamuno has
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(ill) The knowledge of faith involves, finally, creative
I
!
venture. IVhat is faith? asks the catechist, and receives the
|
reply: Believing v;hat vie have not seen. ”6Creer lo que no
vimos?” repeats Unamuno. ” Greer lo que no vimos, nol
,
sino
crear lo que no vemos.”^ "Believing what we have not seen,
no! but creating what we do not see."
Faith, in a certain sense, creates its object. And
faith in God consists in creating God; and since it
is God who gives us faith in Himself, it is God who
is continually creating Himself in us.... The power
of creating God in our own image end likeness, of
personalizing the Universe, simply means that vie
carry God within us, as the substance of what vie
hope for, and that God is continually creating us
in his ovm image and likeness .... Desiring God’s ex-
istence and ucting conformably with this desire, is
the means v/hereby we create God— that is, whereby
God creates Himself in us, manifests Himself to us,
opens and reveals Himself to us.^
This analysis of the faith-concept is Unamuno’s writings
does not exhaust its meaning nor wholly reveal its sources.
Some readers may regard his explanation of how faith arises
in the human spirit as labored and, possibly, inept. There isl
I
another passage, however, v/hich follows upon what we have
j
quoted, and which Unamuno seems to f^'rite with diffidence, al-
most as an afterthought. It may easily become the clue to
the interpretation of all the rest, and vie quote it at length:
If you should ask me how I believe in God--that is to
say, how God creates Himself in me and reveals Himself
to me—my answer may, perhaps, provoke your smiles or
•FITS
,
II, 221; TSL, 186 (STY, 185).
't3L, 192-194 (STY, 191-193).
li

your laughter, or it may even scandelize you. I be- 1
lieve in God as I believe in my friends, because I '
feel the breath of His affection, feel His invisible
and intangible hand, drawing me, leading me, grasping
me; because I possess an inner consciousness of a
particular providence and of a universal mind that
marks out for me the course of my ovm destiny. And i
the concept of law--it is nothing but a concept after
all I --tells me nothing and teaches me nothing.
i:
Once and again in my life I have seen myself I
suspended in a trance over the abyss; once and again I
I have found myself at the cross-roads, confronted
!
by a choice of ways and av/are that in choosing one I
|
should be renouncing all the others— for there is no
turning back upon these roads of life; and once and
again in such unique moments as these I have felt
the impulse of a mighty power, conscious, sovereign,
and loving. And then, before the feet of the way-
farer, opens out the way of the Lord.^
In these words Spain's greatest mystic of modern times
j,
speaks out of the depths of his personal experience. The cer-j
tainties born in such hours of comraunion and guidance may be
|
justified before the world in many different ways, but no jus-j
tification is of such elemental pov/er to convince and stay thej
i'
soul as the experience itself. i










§4. Critique of Unamuno ^ s SpistemologT' .
As we come to criticize the point of view Just expound-
j
ed, one problem looms up above all others: the relation of ^
faith and reason, of religion and science. The reader will ij
not begrudge Unamuno whatever credit may be due him for cleav-:
11
ing to his program of deliberately formulating and perpetuat-
I
I
ing this conflict. Perhaps the v^hole issue should turn upon !
this point. That it is important, no one will doubt; that
Unamuno considers it of paramount importance is likewise be-
1
yond question. But one may regard it as altogether debatable
|
whether the value of his thought depends upon the cogency of
|
his argument in this particular. In any case it would be un-
j
Just, we believe, to limit our criticism to this one feature
of his epistemology. We propose, therefore, to consider,
first, the points of strength in his epistemology; secondly,
its points of v^eakness; and finally, as a topic apart, the
relation of science and religion, of reason and fhith.
|
(a) Points of strength in Unamuno ' s epistemology . Don ^
|l
Miguel’s concept of the nature of religion is a source of
jj
stren th. He does not dally in the defense of secondary posi-j]
tions. He stations his forces around the citadel of religion: j!
j!
a living faith in God and in man’s immortal destiny. More-
|,
j
over, he finds the roots of this faith in no superficial or !;
transient characteristic of human life, to be outgrown with !'
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rather in the very essence of being. He grounds it upon the
will to live. Religion is the quest for life. It is ”an
eternal going out in search of completeness and v/holeness of
life, a quest for life in its qualitative wealth of content '
as well as in its quantitative fulness and range. It
springs out of practical necessities which, in their begin-
nings, were hardly more than biological, but have now expand-
ed to include the highest aspirations and ideals of human ex-
istence. "The religious consciousness is organic to the whole
p fZlife of man.” There are, as Edwards points out,*^ two dan-
gers in this point of viev/: first, that God shall become only
a means to a human end; and secondly, that religion shall be
a purely individualistic affair. As a matter of fact, Unamu-
no’s writings illustrate both these dangers. God is ’’the
Eternalizer , " ’’the provider of immortality;” and Christianity
is primarily the means of salvation for the individual soul.
On the other hand, God is the Guarantor of the whole range of
j
intrinsic value which has found partial realization in the
lives of men and women destined for eternity; and the redemp-
|





^D. Miall Edwards, The Philoso -hy of Religion (New York:
|
George H. Doran Co., 1924)
,







3 iIbid., pp. 70, 72. There are interesting parallels be-
;
tween Edwards’ comments at this point and the related sec-
,
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various callings v/ith a new sense of social responsibility. i
This concept of the nature of religion allows full recog-ji
nition of its practical character. This insight, so funda-
mental in our modern interpretation of the religious conscious!^
ness, is likewise basic in Unamuno’s treatment of it . He
|
would be in accord with Galloway that ’’faith is the expression^!
of the active side of our nature, and is a mark of a purpoGive|;
and forward-looking mind: it denotes the practical response ofi
ji
the spiritual self to its own inner needs and demands.”^ Man
is more than mere understanding; above air, he is a feeling
|
and willing being, and it is this side of his nature which
|
chiefly finds satisfaction in religion.
:
i;
This conception of faith is an adequate safeguard againstji
all intellectualism and rationalism in religion, and this is
j
I'
a point of strength in Unamuno’s viev^. It is altogether un-
!
!
reasonable to measure faith by the rigid canons of scientific r
f !'
or logical demonstration. The ultimate court of appeal is not!'
reason in this narrow sense. Moreover, the object and limits
j|






system. Such a view does injustice to the nature of faith by 1'
Ij
supposing that ”it is primarily directed to doctrinal propo-





^George Galloway. The Philosophy of Religion (Edinburgh: !,
T. and T. Clark, 1914)
,
p. 311. Hereafter referred to as .
Galloway, POR .
:% OC ' lyV'rii'^
L'O ' v to;'/0a , a'lO'.b'pju 't£riS'’i
’
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that faith is concerned v/ith doctrines."^
Moreover, Unanuno guards the uniQ_ueness and independence
of religion. It cannot be reduced to scientific Imov^ledge nor
philosophical speculation nor moral precepts. It has a char-
acter all its own. Unamuno’s view of the essence of religion
approaches that of Schle'iermacher more nearly than that of
p
any other modern writer,*^ especially in its opposition to ra-
tionalism, moralism, and estheticism. Perhaps this opposi-
tion is exaggerated in Unamuno’s writings, as he sets reason
and faith in sharp antagonism and depreciates, in general, all
moralistic meliorism. But there is unquestionably considera-
ble justification for this way of stating religion’s case for
independence
.
Again, it is significant that Unamuno recognizes the
importance of the historic religious comrrjunity in nurturing
and mo^tlding the faith of the individual. This is character-
istic alike of the Catholic consciousness and of Ritschlian
theology. Both have been influential in determining our
author’s views, though in this respect the Catholic tradition
has doubtless been decisive. It is all the more significant,
therefore, that Unamuno, v/hile steering clear of the shallow
rationalism of ’’natural religion” and the sterile humanitar-
^George Galloway, Faith and Reason in Religion (New
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1928)
,
p. 15; cf. p. 57.
Hereafter referred to as Galloway, FAR .
^Cf. TSL, 156-157 (STY, 157).
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i^nism of Comte, has also avoided the danger of the traditional
authoritarianism which plagues the Catholic system. He has
clearly seen the encroachments of institutionalism at the ex-
pense of the spiritual experience and has vigorously opposed
the tendency which reverses the historic order and makes "the
acceptance of the doctrinal system. . .to be the condition of
the spiritual experience."^ This insight into historic reali-
ty, coupled with a genuine devotion to the essentials of faith,
is extraordinarily uncomraon in Roman Catholic countries.
Another point of strength is the idea of revelation im-
plicit in Unamuno’s v^ritings. It is inward and spiritual,
—
not a supernatural impartation of knowledge from without, but
a deepening of the spiritual consciousness within, giving rise
to profounder insight into the moral forces of the universe.
The search of man for God is met by the Divine response.
"Since it is God v/ho gives us faith in Himself, it is God who
pis continually creating Himself in us." Revelation is the
correlative of faith.
Finally, Unamuno has the courage to be critically anthro-
pomorphic in his representation of God. This is done in the
assurance that the true nature of reality reveals itself in
what men love and reverence.^ He insists that many of his ex-
^Galloway, FOR
. 305; cf. ibid., FAR , 14, 57.
^TSL
.
192 (STV, 191); cf. above, p. 118.
2Cf. Friedrich Paulsen, Introduction to Philosophy (New
York: Henry Holt and Co., 1895)
,
p. 8. Hereafter referred to
as Paulsen, ITP.
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pressions are metaphorical, imaginative, or symbolical and
recognizes that they may scandalize the scientifically-minded.
But no matter; that is far better than to sacrifice the warmth
and glow of religious faith as it so naturally expresses itself
I
in the figures dravm from the noblest human relationships.
Unamuno makes no attempt, as he might, to justify this critical
anthropomorphism by reference to the necessarily symbolic--and,
if you will, anthropomorphic--char“ cter of all human Icnowledge.
His ground for it is a purely religious one, and, after all,
this serves his purpose better than any other.
Points of weakness in Unamuno ' s epistemolog^y . The
critically weak point in Unamuno’s argument is the contradic-
tion v/hich he finds to prevail between faith and reason. We
shall reserve this, however, for separate discussion and shall
here mention only the less important points of legitimate at-
tack upon his theory of religious knov/ledge.
In the first place, Don Miguel’s concept of the nature of
religion does not do full justice by the redemptive moment of
Christian experience. Justification and reconciliation are
for him Protestant concepts; the Catholic strives rather for
immortality. It may be said that iimaortalization is only
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an ethical aspect in the historic Christ ien experience, above
all in the experience of forgiveness, which is missing in Una-
muno’s writings. He hardly gives adequate recognition to this
note so characteristic of the Prophets and of Jesus, and thus
the bonds they forged between morality and religion are
loosened.
A second point of weakness is the relative absence of the
mysterium tremendum from Unamuno’s concept of religion. In a
sense this criticism is opposed to the first, for it proposes
the introduction into his thought of an element which is not
strictly moral. Yet the sense of mystery and of overpowering
awe is one element in the deepest religious consciousness; it
is a part of "the atmosphere inj'.Thich the religious spirit lives
and breathes.’’^ Without it religion easily tends tov/ard ra-
tionalistic humanism.
In the third place, many of Unamui.o’s statements lend
themselves all too easily to a subjectivistic interpretation.
A distinguished professor of theology recentjyjtold the writer
in private conversation that as he read The Trap-ic Sense of
Life
,
he came to the conclusion that the author was an illu-
sionist: God and immortality are pretty human dreams, but we
must not delude ourselves about our ultimate tragic fate. Some
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fashion. We are convinced that this is a misreading of Unamu-
no,^ but unfortunately there are passages which lend credence
to the view.
Finally, Unamuno’s ultimate derivation of the belief in
immortality from the instinct of perpetuation is not convinc-
ing. His analogy between the two fundamental drives of bio-
logical life, which we have presented in detail,^ breaks down
at critical points. In a sense it may be said that the belief
in the reality of the physical world is born of the necessity
for action if the organism is to survive,^ that is, the in-
stinct of self-preservation (hunger) obliges us to regard as
real the objects necessary for its satisfaction. But, by
analogy, the instinct of perpetuation would only prove the re-
ality of the objects by v/hich this instinct could express it-
self; and it is a far cry from the present existence of these
personal objects to the belief in their immortal life and ours
As a matter of fact, we may add, Unamuno does not build much
upon the argument; it is stated and then virtually dropped.
(c) Reason and faith . A capital difficulty in the con-
sideration of this thorny question of the relation of reason
and faith is the lack of any comprehensive definition of rea-
^We were happily confirmed in this opinion by Professor
Re inhold Niebuhr, of Union Theological Seminary, who, in a
course on the Philosophy of Religion, presents Kierkegaard,
Unamuno, and Santayana as (in some respects) analogous relig-
ious types.
2 3See above, pp. 108-110. Of. Santayana’s ’’animal faith
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son to which Unamuno consistently holds. We have already at-
tempted to formulate such a defin^tion,^ but with indifferent
success. It will be of service now to point out some of the
inadequacies of Unamuno’s usage of the term. It is, first of
all, ambiguous. Now it is limited to the formal aspects of
2 3thought; now it deals in logical abstractions; and still
again it is the scientific understanding, and possibly may
even include philosophic interpretation. We cannot operate
with such a Protean term. There is ground for the general
definition we have suggested, but none for claiming that it car
be applied without exception 'to Unamuno’s utterances. In the
second place, the scope of reason (as he uses the term gener-
ally, in its scientific sense) is too broad and its voice too
decisive to be commensurate v/ith the relatively narrow func-
tions implied by the definition. The most glaring example of
this disproportion is seen in his declara^tion that reason can
prove the mortality of the soul. It is the analytical scien-
tific reason for which this extraordinary claim is made. Per-
sonal consciousness depends so intimately and constantly upon
the bodily organism as to render survival after death impos-
sible. But no truly scientific consideration can speak this
^See above, pp. 92-93. 2See above. p. 96, n. 1
.
^See above, p. 93. ^See above. p. ‘92, n. 3.
"on the other hand, cf. above, p. 96
,
n. 4, and the per-
tinent passage in the text.
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decisive word. So far as science goes, the question is left
open, and it must be determined on philosophical or religious
grounds. Unamuno here makes a claim for science which trust-
worthy scientists do not make for themselves.-^ Naturally, he
does not suppose that science can either prove or disprove the
existence of God. Reason leaves us in skepticism upon this
question. And so we should remain if sensible experience--the
only kind of experience the scientific reason recogni.ies as an
adequate basis for conclusions about reality—were the only
clue to the nature of the world. In the third place, Unamuno's
view of reason is inadequate because it fails to consider the
subjective conditions of knowledge. In his eagerness to vin-
dicate the objectivity of reason over against the claims of
faith, he falls (perhaps half unv/i tt ingly ) into a pre-Kant i an
conception of the knowledge relation.
In a religiously scientific investigation, it is the
data of realit3’’ themselves, it is the perceptions
which Y;e receive from the outside world, that formu-
late themselves in our mind as laws— it is not we
ourselves who thus fomulate them. It is the numbers
themselves which in our mind create mathematics.^
Perhaps some justification for this may be found in the con-
text, but if taken strictly, it is quite inadmissible, for it
^Of course, there have been scientists who have made
these exorbitant claims, and men of religious faith are bound
to resist them. But it is at least poor tactics to be driven
by such claims into setting up an unnecessary opposition be-
tween reason and faith. Cf. Galloway, PQR
,
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ignores the constitutive activity of intelligence in all
knoTvledge of any sort. Finally, Unamuno’s presentation of the
work of the scientific reason is defective because it fails
to note the incomplete, abstract, and frequently symbolic char-
acter of scientific conclusions. There always remain empiri-
cal data which fit only imperfectly, if at all, into the ra-
tionalized scheme of the scientist or even into the more com-
prehensive world-view of the philosopher. Science, like
philosophy, is an ideal construction; and the symbols chosen
for conceptual explanation or interpretation, while they may
not distort the data, are rarely if ever able to grasp them in
all their concrete meaning. Unlike philosophy, science pur-
posely abstracts from the living whole of reality and its
’’laws are no more than the pale reflection of the concrete
world from v/hich they have been abstracted.”^ On all these
grounds, therefore , --the ambiguities in Unamuno’s use of the
word ’’reason,” his inordinate claims for its objectivity and
finality, his neglect of the subjective factors in knowledge,
and his failure to evaluate science in the light of its mod-
estly tentative and abstract conclusinns,— on all these
grounds, one of the terms in the controvery of reason vs.
faith is found to be subject to a much more accurate interpre-











7fe have no such objections to interpose to Unamuno’s use
of the term ’’faith," having already manifested our general
agreement with him at this point. ^ But it is evident that the
modifications we have suggested in the concept of the nature
and function of reason decisively alter the character of the
conflict with which v/e began. Ways of reconciliation between
faith and reason now become manifest, and we have now only to
indicate the main features of the proposed treaty of peace.
Let us first recognize the factors which unite the two
contestants. As Unamuno himself is at pains to maintain, both
are developed in a practical interest. The purely theoretical
interest comes to assume larger proportions in science than in
religion, but it can hardly be said wholly to exclude the
practical motive. Both reason and faith purport to give us
knowledge which transcends the facts of immediate experience.
Reason in science requires faith in itself and in the possi-
bility of organizing the empirical facts in an intelligible
system. Reason in philosophy is in still more evident need
of faith; its synoptic view of reality rests ultimately upon
faith in a vision. Faith always goes beyond the bare facts,
whether in science, philosophy, or religion. Both faith and
reason, as we have seen, imply the personal self as a ground
^Exception was taken to the passages in which he lays him-
self open to the charge of illusionism. Cf. above, pp. 126-127.
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for their operations, and both use some symbolism in their
representations of reality.
These characteristics common to faith and reason should
not veil their differences. Even in their similarities there
is divergence. Science may become increasingly theoretical;
religion cannot abandon the practical side of man^s nature
without denying itself.^ Science is content with quantitative
generalizations based unon the empirical data accessible to the
senses. Religious faith seeks a transcendent object that can
satisfy the inner life of the spirit. Scientific knowledge
is, at best, only probable and is subject to constant revi-
sion. Faith attains at a bound the goal which science and
philosophy so laboriously pursue and claims personal knowledge
of the supreme values of the universe. "It is a movement of
the self, conscious and free, which expresses the needs and
states the postulates of the spiritual life. Faith so conceive
is neither partial nor wavering, but speaks of full assurance
rz
and an abiding ideal. Unamuno’s personal confession of
Divine leadership at critical moments in his life"^ represents
the kind of religious experience which brings this certainty
of faith and v/hich, in some way or other, claims validity
d
^’’Faith cannot be absorbed in the theoretical process of
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before the bar of the total human consciousness.
A certain tension may still remain in the life of the
critically minded believer. There will undoubtedly be wide
divergence as to the possibility and value of theoretical con-
firmation of the insights of religion and as to the worth of
these insights in the guidance of reason. There will continue
to be tormented souls v/ho cannot reconcile the convictions of
the head and the passionate affirmations of the heart, and it
boots us nothing to declare such an attitude impossible. It
is not only possible, it is actual; and in the life of Unamuno
it has become, as he believes (and who should know better?),
the basis of an heroic and self-sacrificing career. But to
universalize this conflict, or to regard it as indispensable
to vital and sincere faith, would be clearly unjust to a host
of men and women whose honest reflections measurably confirm
their visions from afar and who confidently await the day v/hen
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GHAPTim IV. THE L'ISTAPHYSICS OF UIJAI.IUNO
The attentive reader of Unamuno’s writings upon philo-
sophical themes soon realizes how futile would be any attempt
to construct a ’’metaphysical system” from the isolated, utter-
ances of the author upon the leading problems of metaphysics.
He disclaims^ being a philosopher by profession and feels no
obligation to expound his thought, in a systematic way, upon
all the topics of current metaphysical discussion. The char-
acter of his philosophical v/riting is largely determined by
his choice of the problems v/hich he considers of greatest mo-
ment, and, as we have seen, these are chiefly religious prob-
lems. Leaving to others all direct consideration of the tra-
ditional questions of ontology and cosmology, he limits him-
self to the principal topics of philosophical psychology and
theology , --the nature and immortality of the soul, the exis-
tence and character of God. His occasional observations upon
themes of ontological or cosmological import are wholly subor-
dinate to his main interests.
The present chapter falls naturally, therefore, into the
following divisions: first, a brief exposition of Unamuno’s
general metaphysical position (§1); secondly, a consideration
of the nature of the self (§2) and of its imraortality (§3);
and finally, a presentation of our author’s view on the exis-
tence and character of God (§4).
-^See above, p. 82.
- '
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§1. Unamuno’s General Metaphysical Position: Dualism.
Dualism, in general, is the recognition of two ultimate
essences or principles, neither of v/hich can be resolved into
the other. The term is employed in several different senses.
Thormeyer^ distinguishes five uses: the anthropological (body
vs. spirit, as in Augustine), the epistemological (idea vs.
object), the teleological (form vs. matter, as in Plato), the
ethical (the reason vs. the senses in the determination of
moral action), and the religious (God vs. Satan). Anthropo-
logical, teleological, and religious dualism may be classified
under the term "metaphysical,” leaving us three fundamental
forms--the epistemological, the ethical, and the metaphysical.
Though the matter was not dwelt upon, it is clear from the
2preceding chapter that Unamuno is an epistemological dualist.
The discussion of his ethical views may be left for Chapter 7.
7e are novr concerned to inquire: In what sense may he be Just-
ly described as a metaphysical dualist?
Unamuno is a dualist, first, 'in his anthropology. He en-
tertains no doubt of the Cartesian distinction between body and
spirit. It seems to him a basic condition for maintaining
^Paul Thormeyer. Philosouhisches V/orterbuch (3d. Aufl.,
Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1922), p. 51.
2Cf. his remark concerning reflective self-consciousness:
"If I think of my soul, I think of an idea distinct from the
act by which I think of it" (TSL, 85; ST7, 88). Moreover, he
rejects every form of raysticism which tends, in its uhio mysti-
ca
,
to abolish the numerical distinction between the religious
subject and the religious object.
^
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the doctrine of the soul’s ijfnmortality
.
The immortality of the soul is saved only by the
dualist systems— those that teach that human con-
sciousness is something substantially distinct and
different from the other manifestations of phenomena.
’’Reason is naturally monist,”^ and so far as this vital ques-
tion of injmortality is concerned, idealistic monism is no bet-
ter than materialism.
Secondly, Unamuno, like Plato, is a dualist in the teleo-
logical sense. For Plato the purposiveness of the Ideas, or
Forms, meets an obstacle in the brutish inertia of space, or
matter. For Unamuno--
Spirit finds itself limited by the matter in which it
has to live and acquire consciousness of itself. . .
.
V/ithout matter there is no spirit, but matter makes
spirit suffer by limiting it. And suffering is simply
the obstacle which matcer opposes to spirit; it is the
clash of consciousness with the unconscious. Suffer-
ing is, in effect, the barrier which unconsciousness,
matter, sets up against consciousness, spirit; it is
the resistance to will, the limit which the visible
universe imposes upon God; it is the wall that con-
sciousness runs up against when it seeks to extend it-
self at the expense of unconsciousness; it is the re-
sistance which unconsciousness opposes to its penetra-
tion by consciousness.^
Are these tv/o principles of being really irreducible?
Upon this question hangs our view of Unamuno’s dualism in the
strictly metaphysical sense. That spirit cannot be reduced to
laatter is evident. The spiritual is predominant in all his
thinking. The question is, rather. Does this primacy of the
^TSL
, 80 (SW, 82-83). ^Ibid.
^TSL, 212 ( STV , 210). Flitch’s translation is slightly
altered; in line six of the quotation ’’consciousness” is sub-
stituted for Flitch’s ’’the conscious.”
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spiritual arrive at the personalistic affirmation of the com-
plete dependence of matter upon mind? Two considerations tend
toward an affirmative answer. First, the material world is
only a means for the development of the spiritual life.
We must needs believe v/ith faith, whatever counsels
reason may give us, that the material or sensible
world which the senses create for us exists solely in
order to embody and sustain that other spiritual or
imaginable world which the imagination creates for us.^
In the second place, there is a nisus of consciousness toward
higher levels of consciousness and of unconsciousness toward
consciousness
.
Consciousness tends to be ever more and more conscious-
ness, to intensify its consciousness, to acquire full
consciousness of its complete self, of the whole of
its content. We must needs believe v/ith faith, what-
ever counsels reason may give us, that in the depths
of our o\7n bodies, in animals, in plants, in roclcs,
in everything that lives, in all the Universe, there
is a spirit that strives to knov; itself, to acquire
consciousness of itself, to be itself--for to be one-
self is to know oneself--to be pure spirit.
^
These statements suggest that the opposition between spirit and
matter is finally to be overcome and that spirit will be su-
preme. On the other hand, Unamuno adds a phrase to the words
just quoted, which seems to preclude this interpretation.
Since it [spirit] can only achieve this by means of
the body, by means of matter, it creates and makes
use of matter at the same tine that it remains the
prisoner of it.^
^TSL, 211 (3TV, 209). For the terms used, see above, pp.
108-110.
^TSL, 211 ( STV , 209-210). Cf. the parallel conceptions of
Bergson, Alexander, and Lloyd Morgan.
^TSL
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Again he 'vrites, in the stme tenor:
God, the Consciousness of the Universe, is limited by
the brute matter in which He lives, by the unconscious,
from which He seeks to liberate Himself and to hberate
us
It appears, therefore, that the dependence of matter and mind
is reciprocal. Llatter is not ultimately reducible to spirit,
for spirit depends for its development upon matter. Hence,
Unamuno may be regarded as a metaphysical dualist.
The traditional difficulty of naturalism and dualism has
been to find some intelligible meaning for matter. The same
difficulty is implicit in Unamuno’s position. It is not much
relieved' by the definition of ”existence" which he adopts.
.That is it, in effect, to exist? And when do v;e say
that a thing exists? ... Things exist in so far as they
act. To exist is to act.^
Berkeley and Lotze, adopting this activistic definition, held
spirit alone to be metaphysically real, for only spirit acts.
Unamuno, on the contrary, seems to consider matter as real be-
cause it presents an obstacle to the upward movement of spirit.
^T3L, E07 ( STV , 206). The passage continues: "And we,
in our turn, must seek to liberate Him. God suffers in each
and all of us, in each and all of the consciousnesses impris-
oned in transitory matter” (ibid.). The word ”transitory”
might have a bearing on the question of dualism, but it can
hardly outweigh the contrary passages. Cf. ENS
, 17, 202.
^T3L, 196 (STY, 195). Cf. ENS, IV, 99-100 (”existir es
name is cited in connection with the last reference.
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He does not make this connection between the two lines of
I
thought, but it appears to be a legitimate one. We shall have
occasion to refer to the difficulty in a later connection.^
§2. The Nature of the Self .
Unamuno ^s doctrine of the nature of the self is incidental
to his argument for personal immortality, and both doctrines aro
developed in opposition to current Scholastic teaching. We may
begin, therefore, with his criticism of the traditional views.
(a) The rational doctrine of the soul . The rational doc-
trine of the substantiality and spirituality of the soul, char-
acteristic of Scholastic teaching, cannot be maintained. Una-
muno rejects it for three reasons: first, it rests upon a pe-
titio principii
,
taking for granted what it presumes to prove;
secondly, it lacks all empirical support; and finally, it is
biased, having its real roots in the undeclared desire for im-
mortality.
(i) First, it rests upon a petitio princinii . Rational
psychology begins by affirming that ’-there is in me a princi-
ple which thinks, wills, and feels.... Now this implies a beg-
ging of the question. For it is far from being an immediate
truth that there is in me such a principle; the immediate truth
2is that I think, will, and feel.” This thinking, willing,
feeling self is no abstract principle disclosed by introspec-
^See below, pp. ^TSL, 84 ( STT , 86).
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tion, but a living organism, the body ’’with the states of con-
sciousness which it sustains.”^ It is fruitless to ask how
we think or will; the important fact is that it is imraediately
experienced. But it is experienced only in the vital unity of
the psycho-physical organism, and the Scholastic argument for
”the existence of the soul as a simple substance, separable
pfrom the body,” is not valid.
Equally invalid is the Scholastic argument for the sim-
plicity of the soul and, hence, its substantiality and incor-
ruptibility. The argument begins by opposing thought to ex-
tension and by defining simplicity as the ctbsence of parts.
The soul must be regarded as simple because thought or feeling
or will, which are functions of the soul in its completeness,
cannot be conceived as occurring in any particular part of it.
You cannot divide a thought or a feeling into parts, and,
hence, the soul is itself without parts, that is, simple.
The argument is fallacious because ”it is assumed without any
proof that a whole, as a whole, cannot perceive as a unit.”
The argument is based... upon the unity of appercep-
tion and of judgement ... .Balrries—and with him the a
priori spiritualists who seek to rationalize faith
in the imiaortality of the soul- -ignore the only ra-
tional explanation, which is that apperception and
judgement are a resultant, that perceptions or ideas
themselves are components which agree. They begin
^TSL
, 84 (SW, 86). ^Ibid.
rz
Unamuno quotes the argument from Balmes (TSL, 84-85;
STY
,
86-87). The ’’whole” referred to in the next sentence,
as we understand it, is the psycho-physical organism.
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by supposing something external to and distinct from
the states of consciousness, something which is not
the living body which supports these states, something
that is not I but is within me.^
(ii) Secondly, the rational doctrine of the substantial-
ity and spirituality of the soul lacks all empirical support.
"The fact that our consciousness of our identity— and this
within very narrow and variable limits--persist s through all
p
the changes of our body" is no basis for concluding that our
soul is a substance. Neither can we "infer the simplicity of
the soul from the fact that we have to judge and unify our
thoughts .
"
Thought is not one but complex; for reason, the
soul is nothing but the succession of co-ordi-
nated states of consciousness. .. .The unity of con-
sciousness is for scientific psychology--the only ra-
tional psychology— simply a phenomenal unity. No one
can say what a substantial unity is. And^ what is
more, no one can say what a substance is.*^
Nothing is gained by regarding the soul as "the principle of
life,”"^ for this is only another concept virhich explains
nothing; nor is there any empirical justification for regard-
ing it as the union of the vegetative, animal, and rational
functions, thus "making consciousness a property of the soul.”
No rational explanation of our psychic life requires any of
^TSL, 85 (SW, 87). ^T3L, 83 (SW, 85).
^TSL
,
83-84, 86 (SW, 86, 88). %SL . 85-86 (SlY, 88).
^TSL, 87 ( STY , 89-90). The last paragraph on page 87 of
TSL should read: "The question was complicated by making con-
sciousness a property of the soul, the soul being something
more than consciousness--that is to say, a substantial form




these hypotheses concerning the nature of the soul nor even
the hypothesis of the soul itself.^ The so-called rational
psychology must be abandoned.
(iii) In the third place, this traditional doctrine of the
soul is biased from the outset. Its real motive is not the de-
I
sire to attain objective truth, but to provide a rational basis
for the belief in immortality.
The pretended rational doctrine of the substantiality
and spirituali-cy of the soul, with all the apparatus
that accompanies it, is born simply of the necessity
which men feel of grounding upon reason their inexpug-
nable longing for immortality and the subsequent be-
lief in it. All the sophistries v/hich aim at proving
I
that the soul is substance, simple and incorruptible,
"proceed from this source.
2
Whether we read the arguments of 3t . Thomas Aquinas or those
of Bishop Berkeley’s Treatise Concerning the Principles of Hu-
man Knowledge
,
the suspicion grows upon us that they "are but
sophistical subtilties intended to establish the rationality
of faith in the immortality of the soul. It is sought to give
the value of objective reality to that which does not possess
it--to that whose reality exists only in thought." Unpreju-
diced rational empiricism gives no support to these Scholastic
I
doctrines nor to their pretended proof of personal immortality.
^"For the purpose of explaining and understanding our psy-
chic life, for psychology, the hypothesis of the soul is un-
necessary. '.Yhat was formerly called rational psychology, is
not psychology but metaphysics, and very muddy metaphysics”
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(b) The true nature of the self .
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Unamuno’s viev/ of the
true nature of the self is not to be found among his scattering
and, on the whole, disparaging observations on rational psycho!
ogy, but rather in his discussions of ’’the man of flesh and
bone.” Setting out from Spinoza’s definition of res in propo-
sitions six, seven and eight of Part III of his Ethics , ^ he
adopts it almost literally to define the nature of the self.
To be a man is to be something concrete, unitary,
and substantive; it is to be a thing--res . . . .Your es-
sence, reader, mine, that of the man Spinoza ,... and
of every man v/ho is a man, is nothing but the endeav-
or, the effort, which he makes to continue to be a
man, not to die....You, I, and Spinoza wish never to
die and... this longing of ours never to die is our
actual essence.^
(i) Gleaning Unamuno’s v/ritings for other indications of
his concept of the self, we discover, first, that he defines
the self as ”a principle of unity and a principle of continuity t
”The sixth proposition of Part III. of his Ethic states:
'
unaquaeoue res, guatenus in se eat
,
jui. suo esse perseverare
conatur—that is. Everything, in so far as it is in itself,
endeavours to persist in its own being. Everything in so far
as it is in itself— that is to say, in so far as it is sub-
stance, for according to him substance is jA ^uod in se est et
per se concipitur— that which is in itself and is conceived by
itself. And in the following proposition, the seventh, of the
same part, he adds: conatus
,
quo unaquaeque res in suo esse
perseverare conatur
,
nihil est praeter ipsius rei actualem es -
sent jam-- that is, the endeavour wherewith everything endeavours
to persist in its own being is nothing but the actual essence
of the thing itself ... .And the other proposition which follows
these two, the eighth, says: conatus
,






tum involvit--that is. The endeavour whereby each individual
thing endeavours to persist involves no finite time but indefi-
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A principle of unity firstly in space, thanks to the
body, and next in action and intent ion. ... In each mo-
ment of our life we entertain some purpose, and to
this purpose the siner^ia of our actions is directed
....In a certain sense a man is so much the more a
man the more unitary his action. .. .Also a principle
of continuity in time.... He who I am to-day derives,
by a continuous series of states of consciousness,
from him who was in my body twenty years ago. Memory
is the basis of individual personality
In this connection we may best cite the passages which refer to
p
the self as the incarnation of a divine idea,*^ a somewhat fig-
urative way of presenting its continuity in time and in eter-
nity.
The conquering part of me is my truth, Liy eternal
ego, my pattern and model from before the beginning
and after the end; it is the idea of me held by the
Universal Consciousness; it is God’s idea of me.^
(ii) In the second place, the self is by nature teleologi-
cal. It is, as James would say, "a fighter for ends.”"^
The world is for consciousness. Or rather this for
,
this notion of finality, and feeling rather than no-
tion, this teleological feeling, is born only v/here
there is consciousness. Consciousness and finality
are fundamentally the same thing. .. .Where there is
no finality there is no personality, there is no con-
sciousness . ^
(iii) iigain, self-consciousness is born in suffering. The
rise of the one ¥/ould be inconceivable without the stimulus of
the other.
^TSL, 8 (SW, 12). ^ENS , II, 202-204, 215.
^LDQ
, 276 (]^, 279).
"^William James, The Principles of Psycholofry (New York:
Henry Holt and Co., 1890), Yol. I, p. 141.
^TSL
, 13, 176 {SW, 17, 175).
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For to possess consciousness of oneself, to possess
personality, is to know oneself and to feel oneself
distinct from other beings, and this feeling of dis-
tinction is only reached through an act of collision,
through suffering more or less severe, through the
sense of one’s own limits.^
Suffering reveals consciousness, ’’and it may be that our body
was given us simply in order that suffering might be enabled
pto manifest itself,” and thus that our feet might be set upon
the path toward full self-consciousness.
(iv) Finally, the self is of unique and intrinsic value.
Unamuno never wearies of repeating the phrase, ”Cada cual es
unicb e insust itul]5le . ” ”Each man is unique and irreplaceable;
there cannot be any other I; each one of us... is v;orth the
rz
whole Universe.”*^ ’’The world is made for consciousness, for
each consciousness ... .The individual is the end of the Uni-
verse.”^ Consequently, the Kantian principle of treating our
fellow-men as ends, not means, is of basic importance in our
author’s ethical thinking.
(v) 7/hat concept of the relation of mind and body under-
lies these utterances on the nature and value of the self? 7/e
are left by Unamuno without a definite answer and almost with-




140 (SW, 141). ^TSL , 211 (^, 209); cf.
^TSL, 269 (STV, 263); cf. TSL, 12, 45 (STV, 16,
191; IV, 52, 76-77.










never dealt adequately with the problem. Indeed, to face it
squarely would probably entail considerable modification in
some of his positions. On the one hand, he insists upon the
Cartesian dualism of mind and matter.^ Only the dualist sys-
tems save the immortality of the soul. Furthermore, spirit
and matter are radically opposed to one another; they are en-
pgaged in a continual struggle for mastery. On the other hand,
spirit and matter are linked in indissoluble union in "the man
of flesh and bone." The self is "a principle of unity firstly
in space, thanks to the body
,
and next in action and inten-
15tion.” It is true, of course, that the principle of spatial
unity, or, better, of special continuity, is the body; but it
is by no means so certain that the body deserves this promi-
nence as "that which determines a man, that Vifhich makes him one
man, one and not another, the man he is and not the man he is
4
not." The unity or continuity of purpose, which here assumes
a role correlative with that of spatial continuity as a prin-
^See above, p. 136. Possibly Unamuno means that, among
philosouhlcal systems
,
only the dualist systems save the im-
mortality of the soul, without comraitting himself to that dual-
ism. It is difficult to determine his meaning with certainty.
^See above, pp. 136-137; and cf. ENS , II, 121, 123.
See above, p. 144. Italics ours.
^TSL, 8 ( STV , 12). Of course, Unamuno does not mean that
it is the body alone. In pathological cases, for example,
"memory, the basis of consciousness, is completely destroyed,
and all that is left to the sufferer as the substratum of his
individual continuity, ?/hich has now ceased to be personal, is
the physical organism" ( T3L , 10; STV , 14). Memory of the pres-





should, we believe (on Unamuno's own
voluntaristic principles), be lifted into decisive prominence.
But Unamuno maintains this intimate union of body end spirit
for yet another reason, namely, to impart reality to the life
to come.
I dread the idea of having to tear myself away from
my flesh; I dread still more the idea of having to
tear royself away from everything sensible and materi-
al, from all substance .... The immortality that we
crave is a phenomenal immortality-- it is a continua-
tion of this present life.l
It is not some disembodied existence, but an existence condi-
tioned by a body of some sort not too unlike our present body,-
perhaps, in Pauline phrase, a "spiritual body." Unamuno would
not grant that the bodily organism is analytically unnecessary
to the functioning of mind. There appears to be an organic
relation between the two which cannot be thought aviey while
personality remains. analogous relation exists between
spirit and matter throughout the universe.^ God struggles
against "the brute matter in V7hich Ee lives.” There is a con-
tinual penetration of matter by spirit, and spirit is the domi-
nant factor; but, as we have seen, the dualism remains, wheth-
er in human life (terrestrial or celestial) or in the divine.
We may observe, however, that Unamuno is fighting upon
^TSL
. 47, 86 (STV, 50, 88). For Spinoza’s influence in
the grov/th of these conceptions, cf. TSL, 97 ( STV , 99-100).
^Cf. above, pp. 136-138.
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two fronts and in the heat and smoke of the battle his own po-
sition is none too clearly defined. On the right are the dog- :
matic theologians vdiose abstract soul-psychology repels him.
|
Against them he urges the more vital, empirical concept of per-||
I
sonality, "the man of flesh and bone,"^ man in all the concrete^
ll
ness of his thinking, feeling, willing life. On the left he ||
I
meets the attacks of naturalism, with its proposal to reduce
jj
consciousness to physico-chemical changes and, hence, to deny ij
the possibility of survival after death. But he comes danger-
|
,1
ously near making fatal concessions to the naturalistic point
of view in the relation he establishes between mind and body.
and unfortunately he elaborates no other view of personality
1
which avoids these concessions while refusing to admit the un- i|
j




§3. The Immortality of the Self . ’
(a) The importance of personal Immortality . This is the
j
central theme of Unamuno’s thought and writing. He believes
!
it is the central theme of all human thought, however it may
I
be disguised by those who profess to have no interest in it. '
^Professor Brightman has drawn my attention to Aristotle’Si
use of this phrase in Metaph . 1036b ("the form of man is always:
found in flesh and bones and parts of this kind;" Ross’s tr.)
and has remarked that "if Unamuno was consciously using an Arisj-
totelian phrase, then Unamuno may be discharged of the paradox,'
and also of the accusation of naturalism." Unamuno is doubtless
familiar with Aristotle’s usage, but the phrase is not uncommon
in Spanish literature (cf. Don -:.ui.1ote
.
edicion centenario, pp.;
142, 469, et passim ) . On Unamuno’s meaning, cf. further TSL .
36, lines 2-7 ( STITT 39).
'
'^For Unamuno’s general position, cf. also his discussion
of personality and Individuality in ENS. IV, 63-86 (EAS. 38-51)
and in TSL, 170-171 (STV, 169-170). See above, pp. 33-34.
-OQ nwo eld el^d'sd erin lo o^foaie bxia &£l^ ni bsa e^^iorc*! o'nii
-8o£> ed^ qijb ^dsii sdd- nO .fioni^ef) ^Xioslo cod’ snort el ncllie
el&q&i \;30lonovaq*Iu‘03 JoB'i^fecfjs seotiw snnlsoloenl oxJ;’rffi
J
-*ioq lo Iqsonoo Ifioiiiquie ^la^lv enoxc eilj ee^ntr ed medt ienis^
eSe'ioaoD ed^ lie nl asm -^^^enod bas deel'i asm sri^’* ,\:criIanoe
an ll©i ed;f aO ^illlvr ^anllsel
* 3nl2lnlil? aid *lo aaea
QOJJben oj- Issoqoiq a;tl ricfiw ^mellsnjLflBn Ic 33ios^j-e erid- sd-ssin
Yneb od ^scneii ,bj[is es^nailo laolnieilo-oole'^ilq od aeeaauoloeaoo
I
-i93Xiab eoinoo sxl dnS .ddasb *i9dl:B Isvivine *10 arid
dnloq oldailBix/dfin exld od anoleESonoo Isdsl snlTfari nsen tc-Csx/o
boB bniin neowdecT eoflailcfadae ©n noidals*! ©rid ni welv lo
XdllBnoaieq lo wslv nsrido on eedanoriBle oil YJ^stBmrtTu'iaiJ bas
-nu erid diioba od snlsnlen sliriw enoleesonoo sasrid abiova riolriw
Q
.'\:3olodo’\:8q-lx;oe to enoldosndetfs elrilgiliednl
» tl9g l£ Ydll0d*io;anil ©riT ,5^
erid el elriT . Ydlladnoxtcrtl Isacs’iea to eonodnooc:.! ©riT (b)
esveileri eH .gnidinw bns drianorid e’onnmsnU to einerid Isndneo
^aa dl levQWori ^drianorid nsBurri IIs to ©xnorid landneo erid cx di
.dl ni deenednl on ©van od aaetcng ori^' eaorid vd beaiLaalb eri
a^eldodaliA od noidnedds Yto nwenc esri nsiiidrisinE Toeseton'I'^
e’ijewls El aem to urcot erid'’) cfaSOI . i:'gBdQl>: nl ©eenriq eirid to esu
(.Id a’aaoH ”,’bnl2i alrid to a d^eq bns aenoo’ bas riaeit ni bnuot
-olTA na gnlai/ Y-tsdcloanoo asw onL^xienU tl^ derid boJl'ia'tceT esri bns
^xobs-isq ©rid to bosisricaib sd ^atn onnorsnU nsrid j©a''.xriq nailodod
rselddnob el oxu/KsnU '* .fuel Isni; dsn to noidsax/oos ©rid to oals bne
noruinooxiu don al eaairiq erid djjd ,©ajsaif a'eXdodaliA ridlw nslXlttrst
.qq ^olnsnedxieo n^iolbe , edofilu’. noCI .to) emdsnediX rialnsqS nl
.





elri oaXs .to ^noldiaoq Isnenea a ’ oxnxirrBnU *io'5
c>c.-od .VI .aga gj Ydllsx'XxTlbnl bns vdlXfinQa*rQg to
qq ,evocfs ©©8 r{C?X-9aX XVX-07X ,JST nl bxic
All enduring labor demands that man be immortal. It is not
"possible for us to give ourselves to any serious and lasting
work, forgetting the vast mystery of the universe and abandon-
ing all attempts to understand it.” It is impossible "to con-
template the vast All v/ith a serene soul
,
. . . if v/e are conscious
a
of the thought that^time must come when this All wilr be no
longer reflected in any human consciousness."^ All talk of
progress is nonsense if we have come from nothing only to re-
pturn to nothing. Science, no less than art, morality, and
religion, exists "only in personal consciousness and thanks to
it.... And if some day the human spirit must return to nothing-
ness--that is to say, to absolute unconsciousness--from v/hence
it sprang., .then to what end is this knov/ledge” or this art, this
obedience to duty or this co^jiiunion v/ith God? The meaning of
life depends upon the truth of personal immortality.
The importance of personal immortality, however, does not
guarantee its reality. It may be that the difficulties in the
belief are too great to allow us to hold it. Perhaps we may
find some substitute more easily maintained and equs.lly effec-
tive in "convincing men that there are motives for living and
consolations for having been born, even though there shall
^TSL, 102 (ST^/, 104-105). ^Cf. ENS, II, 174; TSL, 42,-
96-98 Wv. 46, 88-99).
^T3L, 30-31 (SW, 34-35).
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come a time, at the end of some tens or hundreds or millions of
centuries, when all human consciousness shall have ceased to
exist. Let us examine these substitute proposals and then,
if they are found wanting, return to consider the more robust
traditional belief.
(b) Proposed substitutes for personal immortality . It is
said, first, that social immortality, or the immortality of
influence, is a demonstrable fact and is more reasonable than
the belief in personal survival after death. Men survive in
their children and in their works. Unamuno is right in regard-
ing this as a fatuous, humanistic hope. The world is destined
to grow cold and the human race to disappear. The "immortality
p
of influence" is an empty phrase,*^ calculated to conceal a
lack of faith in the abiding character of human values.
Must I repeat again what I have already said about all
this business of manufacturing culture, of progressing,
of realizing good, truth, and beauty, of establishing
justice on earth, of ameliorating life for those who
shall come after us, of subserving I know not what des-
tiny, and all this without our taking thought for the
ultimate end of each one of us? Must I again declare
to you the supreme vacuity of culture, of science, of
art, of good, of truth, of beauty, of justice .... of
all these beautiful conceptions, if at the last, in
four days or in four millions of centuries--it matters
not which--no human consciousness shall exist to appro-
priate this civilization, this science, art, good,
truth, beauty, justice, and all the rest?^
^TSL, 96 (SlY, 98). ^Cf. TSL, 16 (31Y, 20).
^TSL
, 96 (SW, 98-99). Of. above, p. 149, notes 1 and
2, with corresponding passages in the text.
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Another reduces irrirnortality to materialistic terms and
comes "seeking to deceive, with a deceit of deceits, telling us
that nothing is lost, that everything is transformed, shifts
and changes, that not the least particle of matter is annihilat
ed, not the least impulse of energy lost .... Futile consolationi
It is personal survival that the heart cries out for, and no
material fact, however enduring, can satisfy this longing.
Yet another proposes pantheism as a solution of our prob-
lem. The idea of personal immortality, it is said, meets in-
1
superable difficulties; and, after all, it is a nobler ideal
to aspire to lose ones own individuality in the Infinite Spir-
it. But, in reality, this would no more satisfy our longing
for inmiortality than the materialistic outcome.
To say that everything is G-od, and that when we die
we return to God, or, more accurately, continue in
Him, avcils our longing nothing; for if this indeed
be so, then we were in God before v/e were born, and
if when v;e die \m return to v/here v/e were before be-
ing born, then the human soul, the individual con-
sciousness, is per ishable ... .Pantheism is said, and
rightly said, to be merely atheism disguished; and,
in ray opinion, undisguised. And they were right in
calling Spinoza an atheist, for his is the most logi-
cal, the most rational, system of pantheisra.2
His denial that memory could survive the dissolution of the
body "is equivalent to denying the immortality of the soul,”
that is, of personality as we knov/ and feel it now. ”To put
^TSL
,







it plainly, we proceed from God and to God we return, which,
translated into concrete language, the language of life and
feeling, means that my personal consciousness sprang from noth-
ingness, from my unconsciousness, and to nothingness it will
return.
Other substitutes for personal immortality are equally
hollow and fa;}.lacious . Nietzsche’s theory of eternal recur-
rence is only ”a sorry counterfeit of immortality.”
His is the doctrine of weaklings who aspire to be
strong, but not of the strong who are strong. Only
the feeble resign themselves to final death and sub-
stitute some other desire for the longing for per-
sonal iiTimortality . In the strong the zeal for per-
petuity overrides the doubt of realizing it, and
their superabundance of life overflows upon the
other side of death.
^
Renan’s notion that "this universe is a spectacle that God pre-
sents to Himself, and that it behooves us to carry out the in-
tentions of the great Stage-Manager and contribute to make the
spectacle the most brilliant and the most varied that may be,’’^
is only a mask to hide deeper longings, a futile way of consol-
ing oneself for having been born. Finally, the pretension of
Spencer to take refuge in agnosticism and thus ”to leave re-
ligious feelings scathless, has always been inspired by the
most refined hypocrisy ... .The unknov/able, if it is something
more than the merely hitherto unknown, is but a purely nega-
tive concept, a concept of limitation. And upon this founda-




tion no human feeling can be built up.”^
None of these substitutes guarantees the human values at
ion
stake. We are forced, therefore, to examine the objec-^ to the
traditional form of the belief and the reasons in its favor.
(c) Objections to the belief in personal imLiortality . The
first objection to the belief is the twofold consideration that
"there is no v/ay of proving the imraortality of the soul ration-
ally" and that "there are, on the other hand, ways of proving
2
rationally its mortality." The main burden of this proof ap-
pears to rest upon physiological psychology.
The individual hum&n consciousness is dependent upon
the physical organism. ... It comes to birth by slow
degrees as the brain receives impressions from the
outside world.... It is temporarily suspended during
sleep, swoons, and other accidents. .. .Everything leads
to the rational conjecture'-' that death carries with it
the loss of consciousness, l.nd just as before o’or
birth we were not, nor have we any personal pre-natal
memory, so after our death we shall cease to be. This
is the rational position.^
Unamuno makes this assertion several times in the course of his
5principal work. But there are two reasons why we cannot take
it at its face value: first, because it is used polemically
j^TSL





, 8]); cf. above, pp. 128-129.
But a rational conjecture is far from being a rational
demonstration.
^TSL, 79-80 (SW, 82).
^Cf. further TSL, 45, 89-90, 91 (S^, 48, 92, 94).
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to widen the gap between reason and faith;^ and secondly, be-
cause the author himself recognizes its obvious limitations.
It is only "v/ithin its limits” that ref^ son "proves ... that the
individual consciousness cannot persist after the death of the
physical org- nism upon which it depends. And these limits,
within which I say that huiaan reason proves this, are the lim-
its of rationality, of what is Icqown by demonstration. Beyond
pthese limits is the irrational,” the realm of faith and hope
and love, and to this realm belongs the belief in immortality.
The rational arguments iDurporting to demonstrate the absurdity
of the belief "fail to make any impression upon me, for they
are reasons and nothing more than reasons, and it is not with
reasons that the heart is appeased.”^ Strictly speaking, this
is a ;Uestion upon which "reason takes up no position whatever.
...It refuses even to recognize the problem as our vital de-
sire presents it to us. In the rational and logical sense of
the term problem, there is no such problem.”"^ After these ad-
missions it is difficult to see ho\Y Unamuno can be supposed to
regard the rational "disproof" as decisive.
Again, it is said that the "intellectuals" do not believe
it. Neither did the intellectuals who listened to Paul at
Athens. After all, nothing would be gained for the opposition






45 (S;^, 48). %SL , 109 (SW, 111).
^See TSL, 43-50 (SW, 51-53).
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by showing a majority of the scientists to be against the be-
lief in immortality, for competence in science does not settle
the matter. "Scientific” opinion is too frequently dominated
by an odium antitheolog-icum .
Even if this belief be absurd, why is its exposition
less tolerated than that of others much more absurd?
’’.Thy this manifest hostility to such a belief? The
manly attitude, they say, is to resign oneself to
fate;... let us submit ourselves to reason without tor-
menting ourselves about what is irremediable, and so
making life more gloomy and miserable. .. .No! I do
not submit to reason, and I rebel against it, and I
persist in creating by the energy of faith my immor-
talizing God.^
Yet again, it is said that concern with the question of
personal iriimortality incapacitates men for modern life.
"We must not talk about it, for in talking about it
we only waste our time and weaken our will; let us
do our duty here and hereafter let come what may”....
Ivlay it perhaps be that by saying "We must not talk
about it," they succeed in not thinking about it?
Our will is weakened? And what then? V^e lose the
capacity for human action? /md what then?^
As a matter of fact, one cannot devote himself "to any serious
and lasting work" without some attempt to understand the uni-
verse upon which the permanence of that work depends. Faith
in personal immortality may be a source of creative moral en-
ergy.
A final objector accuses the believer in personal iraraor-
tality of selfishness. "’Stinking pride’ Leopardi called it
—
and they ask us who are we, vile earthworms, to pretend to
^TSL
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immortality; in virtue of v/hat? wherefore? by v/hat right?...
I reply, In virtue of what do we now live? ’ V/herefore? ’ --and
wherefore do we now exist? ’By what right?’ and by what
right are we? To exist is just as gratuitous as to go on ex-
isting for ever.”^
(d) True grounds of the belief in personal immortality .
Some of the grounds for this belief have already been suggest-
ed, but it is needful now to recapitulate them here and to add
others
.
We first encountered Unamuno’s derivation of the belief
pfrom the instinct of perpetuation. It is an intimation of
the ’’social senses” and a primary condition of fruitful social
life. The argument--if
,
indeed, it may be' called an argument
—
does not carry conviction. It is only analogical in character,
and the analogies are rather too far-fetched to be convincing.
Secondly, immortality is implicit in the nature of self-
hood. ’’Let us recall again. . .that saying of Spinoza that every
being endeavours to persist in itself, and that this endeavour
is its actual essence, and implies indefinite time, and that
the soul, in fine, sometimes with a clear and distinct idea,
soraetimes confusedly, tends to persist in its being with in-
^TSL, 47 {STV, 50). Gf. Brightman, ITP, 343-344.
^See above, pp. 108-].10. Of. LD^, 65=YDC., 70 ( ”E1 ansia
de imaortalidad no es sino la flor del ansia de linaje.”) For
criticisfii of the argument, see p. 127.
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definite duration, and is aware of its persistency ( Ethic ,
Part III., Props. VI. The self to v/hom irmortality is
ascribed as an essential attribute is "the man of flesh and
bone." One would like to interpret this--and possibly may--
simply as a clear-cut, uncompromising affirmation that our
present personal life, in all its richness, survives bodily
death. But the fate of the biological organism rises again to
2haunt us. The mind-body problem will not down.
In the third place, the intrinsic value of the self sug-
gests its immortality.^ The dependence of value upon person-
ality, coupled with the belief in the intrinsic and enduring
character of the highest values, implies the persistence of
personal consciousness. Unamuno does not elaborate the argu-
ment for the objectivity of value, ^ and we have no desire to
press his words beyond their natural meaning; but the general
trend of his discussion is toward such a conclusion.
Another gro’und that Unamuno proposes for the belief in
irmuortality is the ineradicable huraan desire for it.
I want... to extend myself into the illimitable of
space and to prolong myself into the infinite of
time.... Let me be my whole self, a.nd be so for ever
and ever....’Tis a tragic fate, without a doubt, to
have to base the affirmation of iramortality upon
^TSL, 38 (STV, 41). Of. above, ;pp. 13., 33-34, 143.
^See above, pp. 145-148. Cf. 221-222 (STV, 219-220)^
See above, p. 145.
'^Approach is made to it in LD'l , 312 ( VDCj, , 312} .
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the insecure and slippery foundation of the desire
for imiaortality
;
but to condemn this desire on the
ground that we believe it to have been proved to be
unattainable, without undertaking the proof, is
merely supine....! believe in the iminortal origin
of this yearning for iinraort ality
,
which is the very
substance of my soul.^
Finally, man’s religious experience seems to offer him
adequate ground for a confident hope in personal immortality.
The forra of the belief is doubtless determined by that of the
experience upon which it rests. Unamuno’s experience is that
of the Catholic mystic of the less extreme type, and his hope
in immortality follows the lines of the traditional Christian
hope. We have seen how he regards the Catholic Church as the
chief guardian of this faith in immortality,- ’’the essence of
2Catholicism.” We have also observed that, for Unamuno, God
is above all the Imraortalizer . ’’Faith in the personal God, the
Father of men, carries with it faith in the eternalizat ion of
the individual man.... If God the guarantor of our personal im-
mortality existed, then should we ourselves really exist. And
if He exists not, neither do we exist. For the Christian
this faith is consummated in ”the resurrection and immortality
of Christ, the guarantee of the resurrection and iromortality
of every believer.”'^
^TSL, 38-39, 47-48 (STV, 42, 50-51); cf. TSL, 45 ( STV ,
48) ; Elis , Y, 71.
^3ee above, pp. 100-104.
^
TSL
, 60, 121 (STY, 62, 123); cf. Y^, 19 (I^, 10).
'^TSL, 63 (STY, 65).
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These are the main considerations urged by our author in
favor of the belief in personal immortality. Logical proof,
of course, is out of the question. It is religious faith which
tips the scales in its favor. Logically, eternal life remains
in the realm of the merely possible. Its full reality only
the future may reveal. It csnnot— this side the grave—be an
assured certainty.^
§4. The Existence and Character of God.
”God” is an equivocal term. Generically it includes al-
most every object of worship and of religio-philosophical
speculation, from the mysterious natural forces in primitive
life to the highest interpretative principle in theistic and
pantheistic philosophies. It is of prime importance, there-
fore, to indicate how the term is to be used before entering
upon any consideration of the arguments for the Divine exis-
tence. ”To say that God exists, without saying v/hat God is
p
and how He is, is equivalent to saying nothing at all.”
Deep-rooted in Unamuno’s thought and of basic significance
in his treatment of this problem is his distinction between the
^Unamuno devotes a chapter called ’’Religion, the L^ytholo-
gy of the Beyond, and the Apocatastasis” ( TSL , 216-259= S'r7 ,
214-254) to the discussion of the character of life after
death. But its confessedly imaginative character is suffi-
cient reason for giving it no extended consideration here.
Reference is made, however, to passages which bear upon the
mein problems of our study.
^TSL, 160 (SlY, 160).
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God of metaphysics, "the iiTistotelian God, the God of the logi-
cal proofs," and the God of Christian faith, "the God of the
heart, the God v/ho is felt, the God of living men,"^ the uni-
versal and personal God. The one is the God of the theoretical
reason, the other the God of the moral and religious life.
The author’s epistemological conclusions are thus brought to
bear upon the metaphysical problem of God’s existence, and they
must be continually borne in mind as we examine this aspect of
his metaphysics. We propose to present, first, the grounds foi
belief in the existence of God, as these are found in the writ-
ings of Unarauno, and secondly, his conception of the Divine
attributes
.
(a) The Divine existence . (i) The origin of the belief
in God is not of decisive consequence in determining its logi-
cal validity or its religious worth, but whatever value the
genetic study may have accrues to the account of Unamuno’s
God of the heart and not to the God of rational theology
Primitive man, living in society, feels himself to
be dependent upon the mysterious forces invisibly
environing him; he feels himself to be in social
communion, not only with beings like himself, his
fellow-men, but T;ith the whole of Nature, animats
and inanimate, which simply means, in other words,
that he personalizes everything. .. .He iroagines that
the vrorld, like himself, possesses consciousness
also.... The feeling of divinity is simply the dim
and nascent feeling of personality vented upon the
outside world.
^
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The gods of the primitive man ere personal beings like himself,
only more pov/erful, pervasive, and enduring. The gods of the
national religions are even more sharply defined. In Judaism,
the progenitor of Christian faith, Jehovah was the Leader of
the martial hosts of Israel, and under prophetic influence He
became the G-uardiun of the moral lav;- and the Divine Companion
of the human spirit. A healthy anthropomorphism pervades the
religious literature of Israel’s classical period and culmi-
nates in Jesus’ teaching of the Fatherhood of God.
(ii) When philosophy undertook the interpretation of the
religious consciousness, disastrous results followed,— disas-
trous, that is, from the religious point of viev;.
Reason--that is, philoso’"hy--took possession of this
God who had arisen in the human consciousness as a
consequence of the sense of divinity in man, and
tended to define him and convert him into an idea.
For to define a thing is to idealize it, a process
v;hich necessitates the abstraction from it of its
incommensurable or irrational element, its vital es-
sence. Thus the God of feeling, the divinity felt
as a unique person and consciousness external to us,
although at the same time enve:].oping and sustaining
us, was converted into the idea of God.l
This idea of God, characteristic of rational theology, ’’the
God who is reached by the three famous ways of negation, emi-









dead thing. It is religiously sterile. It is









The traditional proofs of the Divine existence, elaborat-
ed by rational theology, are equally defective. They fail for
two reasons: first, because they "all refer to this God-Idea,
to this logical God, the God by abstraction, and hence they
really prove nothing, or rather, they prove nothing more than
the existence of this idea of God;"^ and secondly, because of
their logical inadequacy. In response to the ontological
proof Unai.iuno v/ould answer, with the medieval monk, that the
God-Idea, however perfect, does not prove the existence of the
object of the idea. The cosmological proof is likev^ise incon-
clusive. "In strict truth, we deduce the existence of the
Creator from the fact that the thing cre&ted exists, a process
which does not rationally justify His existence. You cannot
deduce a necessity from a fact, or else everything were neces-
2
sary." The teleological proof involves an illicit interpre-
tation of the natural order in terms of man's creative and
ordaining faculty.
(iii) imother traditional argument for the existence of
God is the unanimous consent of mankind in the belief. This
proof, as Unamuno justly says, "is not strictly rational,
neither is it an argument in favour of the rational God who
explains the 'universe but of the God of the heart
,
who makes
US live.” It is conceivable that there are "illusions and
^TSL
,
160 (SW, 160). ^TSL, 161 (STV, 161); cf. HHS,Y,78
^TSL
, 164 (STY, 164}; cf. the irmaediately follo?ring pages

falle.cies rooted in human nature itself. And yet Unamuno en^
tertains the argument with considerable cordiality; indeed, in
a somewhat modified form, it becomes for him, if not a proof,
a.
at leasts s^trong indication of the reality of the living God.
In its essence it is
identical with the so-called moral proof which Kant
employed in his Grit ieue of Practical Peason, trans-
posing its application from mankind collectively to
the individual, the proof vhiich he derives from our
conscience, or rather from our feeling of divinity.
It is not a proof strictly or specifically rational,
but vital; it cannot be applied to the logical God,
the ens summum
,
the essentially simple and abstract
Being, the immobile and impassible prime mover, the
God-Reason, in a V7ord, but to the biotic God, to the
Being essentially complex and concrete, to the suf-
fering God v/ho suffers and desires in us and with
us, to the Father of Christ who is only to be ap-
proached through hlan, through His Son (John xiv.6)...
The unanimous consent of mankind (let us suppose
the unanimity) or, in other words, this universal
longing of all human souls ;7ho have arrived at the
consciousness of their humanity, which desires to be
the end and meaning of the Universe, this longing,
which is nothing but that very essence of the soul
which consists in its effort to persist eternally and
without a break in the continuity of consciousness,
leads us to the human, anthropomorphic God, the pro-
jection of our consciousness to the Consciousness of
the Universe; it leads us to the God who confers hu-
man meaning and finality upon the Universe.^
It should be observed, however, that universal consent can be
claimed--if at all--only for the most general conception of
divinity, and the more sharply this conception is defined, the
less general becomes the consent in the belief.
^TSL, 165 (SW, 165).
^TSL, 166 (3^, 165-166).
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(iv) The decisive considerations in favor of the belief
in C-od are dravm from religious experience, using the term in
a broad sense. This experience is chiefly volitional and emo-
tional, not intellectual, although it comes to have a certain
intellectual content.
Not by the T/ay of reason, but only by the vie.y of love
and of suffering, do Yie come to the living God, the
human God. Reason rather separates us from Him. We
cannot first know Him in order that afterwards we may
I
love Him; we must begin by loving Him, longing for
Him, hungering after Hira, before knowing Him. The
knowledge of God proceeds from the love of God, and
this knowledge has little or nothing of the rational
in it. For God is indefinable....
God Himself, not the idea of God, may become a
reality that is immediately felt; and even though
the idea of Him does not enable us to explain either
the existence or the essence of the Universe, vie have
at times the direct feeling of God, above all in mo-
ments of spiritual suffocation. And this feeling--
mark it well, for all that is tragic in it and the
whole tragic sense of life is founded upon this--this
feeling is a feeling of hunger for God, of the lack
of God. To believe in God is, in the first' instance,
...to wish that there may be a God, to be unable to
live without Him.l
At this juncture we must refer the reader to our earlier
discussion of the meaning of faith in God.^ The ultmate
ground of belief is the experience of God’s presence and
power. Born in a deep sense of need, faith first manifests
itself as a hunger or longing for God, and finding some re-
sponse from Reality, unfolds gradually into confident trust
and creative venture.
^TSL, 167-168 (SW, 167-168); cf. ibid, 184 (183).
^3ee above, pp. 115-119.
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And this God, the living God, your God, our God, is
in me, is in you, lives in us, and we live and move
and have our being in Him. And He is in us by vir-
tue of the hunger, the longing, which vie have for
Him, he is Hiraself creating the longing for Himself...
And God is in each one of us in the measure in which
each one feels Him and loves Him.^
This religious experience shouj.d provide adequate assur-
ance for the religious man, and it does bring a certain psycho-
logical certainty which one senses even in Unamuno's v/-ords.
But the question of its logical certainty thrusts itself upon
him again, and the inner assurance does not come off unscathed.
Perhaps, after all, faith in God is mere wishful thinking.
Does God exist? This eternal and eternalizing per-
son who gives meaning—and I will add, a human mean-
ing, for there is none other-- to the Universe, is it
a substantial something, existing independently of
our consciousness, independently of our desire? Here
we arrive at the insoluble, and it is best that it
should be so. Let it suffice for reason that it
cannot prove the impossibility of His existence. To
believe in God is to long for His existence and, fur-
ther, it is to act as if He existed; it is to live by
this longing and to make it the inner spring of our
action.
^
Logical certainty, then, is impossible. In.'ard assurance is,
in part, the fruit of moral action. We are urged on towards
Unamuno’s ethical theory. But we must first study a little
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(b) Tlie Divine attributes . The means of discovering the
Divine attributes is not far to seek in Unamuno’s thought. It
is clear that we are not to have recourse to the devices of
rational theologjr, "which lead only to the Nothing-God of 3co-
tus Srigena, to the rational or pantheistic God, to the athe-
ist God— in short, to the de-personalized Divinity." 'Me must
rather consult the religious experience of men in fellowship
with God. "The attributes of the Living God, of the Fether of
Christ, must be deduced from His historical revelation in the
Gospel and in the conscience of eveiy Christian believer.”^
If we make this approach to our problem, we shall find that
God is (i) a Person whose being is to be described principally
in terms of (ii) will, the chief determinant of personality.
Moreover, God is (iii) immanent in nature and in human life.
He is (iv) a suffering God and (v) a finite God. Let us con-
sider each of these attributes more closely.
p
(i) First of all, God "is, as you are, a person." Our
own experience of personality and of personal relationships
With the Divine are the source of this belief. But there
appears to be some confusion in Unamuno’s language, and possi-
bly in his thought, concerning the meaning of Divine person-
ality. the universe consciousness, or has it consciousness?
^TSL, 167 (SW, 166-167). ^TSL, 180 (SW, 178).
5
"The belief in a personal and spiritual God is based
on the belief in our ov/n personality and spirituality. Be-
cause we feel ourselves to be consciousness, we feel God to
be consciousness--that is to say, a person” ( T3L , 149-150;

The author plainly says,^
The total All, the Universe, is also a Person pos-
sessing a Consciousness, a Consciousness v^hich in
its turn suffers, pities, ana loves, end therefore
is consciousness. /Jid this Consciousness of the
Universe, which love, personalizing all that it
loves, discovers, is what we call God.... God is,
then, the personalization of the All; He is the e-
ternal and infinite Consciousness of the Universe--
Consciousness taken captive by matter and struggling
to free himself from it.
It is difficult to identify ’’personality" and ’’consciousness”
and do full justice to Unamuno’s usage in the first sentence
of the quotation, and yet it is difficult not to identify them
in the first half of the final sentence or in note three of
the preceding page. Surely ’’the total All, the Universe,”
includes whatever matter may exist; but it is precisely this
matter which is set in opposition to the Divine consciousness.
Can this opposition be said to be within the Divine personal-
pity? This would be a possible interpretation. But it falls
into conflict with a passage like the following:
Because we desire ardently that our consciousness
shall live and be independently of the body, we be-
lieve that the divine person lives and exists inde-
pendently of the universe, that his/state of con-
sciousness is ^ extra .
^
Perhaps the author is here writing of a belief commonly enter-
^TSL, 139 (ST7, 140); cf. ibid., 170 (169), and see above
p. 138, note 1, with the pertinent passage in the text.
^Cf. above, pp. 137-138. In TSL, 148 (S^, 149), ’’the
Universe” is placed in apposition with ’’the Body of God.”
^TSL, 150 (ST7, 150). The term "universe” is ambiguous.
Cf. the quotation at the head of this page.
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tained concerning the possible existence of conscious spirit
in separation from the body and the corollary belief concerning
the Infinite Spirit; but there is no clear indication in the
context that he is not expressing his own ideas. In any case
we must confess we see no way of reconciling this belief with
others already quoted except by regarding it as a popular be-
lief not shared by our author. It contradicts the dualism
which is manifest in numerous passages and which could not be
surrendered without a restatement of his thoijght at vital
points
.
(ii) In the complex of Divine personality, it is the will
of God that best characterizes the Divine life. ”It is will
that gives personality,”^ whether in God or man. The relation
of reason and will within the Divine nature has long been a bor
of contention among the theologians. It presents an insoluble
problem upon the plane of rational theology.
The rational God is necessarily necessary in His be-
ing and in His working. .. .And in the necessity of
God, His free-will--that is to say. His conscious
personality--perishes . The God of our heart’s de-
sire, the God who shall save our soul from nothing-
ness, must needs be an arbitrary God. Not because
He thinks can God be God, but because He works, be-
cause He creates; He is not a contemplative but an
active God.^
(iii) This personal, active God is immanent in nature and
^TSL, 163 (STV, 163); cf. p. 144, (ii), above.
^TSL, 163-164 (STV, 163); cf. TSL, 166-167=STV, 166 ("He
is will rather than reason. God is Love— that is, V/ill. Rea-
son, the '.lord, derives from Him, but He, the Father, is, above
all, ’Yill”); ibid., 181 (180).
e
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and in hinaan life. Divine immanence in nature is not clearly
defined, but is conceived somewhat after the manner of the
Bergsonian elan vital .
For whst is, in effect, the hidden force, the ulti-
mate agent, which impels organisms to perpetuate them-
selves, and to fight for their persistence and propa-
gation? Selection, adaptation, heredity, these are
only external conditions. This inner, essential
force has been called will on the supposition that
there exists also in other beings that which we feel
in ourselves as a feeling of will, the impulse to be
everything, to be others as well as ourselves yet
Yfithout ceasing to be what we are. And it may be
said that this force is the divine in us, that it is
God Eimself who works in us because He suffers in us.-^
Divine imr.ianence in human life is basic in Unamuno’s
thought, but his mode of expounding it lays him open to the
p
charge of subjective illusionism. ’’The living God... is in
me, is in you, lives in us, and we live and move and have our
being in Him....'.7e live in God, who is All, and God lives in
nr,
us who, without Him, are nothing.”*^ These are familiar phras-
es of indefinite content. Other ways of expressing this
truth, more characteristic of Unamuno, bring us perilously
near a position which must crumble before the criticism of a
Feuerbach.
He in whom you believe, reader. He is your God, He
who has lived with you and within you, who was born
with you, who was a child when you were a child, who
becaiiie a man according as you became a man, who will
vanish when you yourself vanish, and who is your
principle of continuity in the spiritual life, for
^T3L
,
147-148 (3TV, 148). ^Cf. above, pp. 126-127.
®T3L, 177, 179 (STY, 176,177); cf. 13.
'•• V'^. /"•..
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170
Ee is the principle of solidarity among all men and
in each man and between men and the Universe, and He
is, as you are, a person, imd if you believe in God,
God believes in you, and believing in you He creates
you continually. For in your essence you are nothing
but the idea that God possesses of you--but a living
idea, because the idea of a God who is living and con-
scious of Himself, of a God-Consciousness, and apart
from what you are in the society of God you are
nothing.!
i'uiother related strain of thought introduces further
vagueness into the conception of the immanent God. Unamuno
says, for example, that the ^personalization of the all, of
the Universe, to which v/e are led by love, by pity, is the
personalization of a person who embraces and comprehends with-
in himself the other persons of which he is composed.”
Ue feel God less as a superhuman consciousness than
as the actual consciousness of the whole human race,
past, present, and future, as the collective con-
sciousness of the whole race, and still more, as the
total and infinite consciousness which embraces and





V/e emerge from ourselves in order to penetrate
further into our supreme I; individual consciousness
emerges from us in order to submerge itself in the
total Consciousness of which we form a part, but
VT'ithout being dissolved in it. laid God is simply the
Love that springs from universal suffering and be-
comes consciousness .
2
On the other hand, Unamuno insists upon the enduring charac-
ter of human individuality. YIe are not dissolved ”in the to-
tal Consciousness of which we form a part.”
^T3L
,
179-180 (SW, 178-179); cf. ibid., 169-170 (168-169
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To wish that we may be united with God is not to wish
that we may be lost and submerged in Him, for this
loss and submersion of self ends at last in the com-
plete dissolution of self in the dreemless sleep of
Nirvana; it is to wish to possess Him rather than to
be possessed by Him..^
pThis is a charcccteri st ic note in Spanish mysticism. Our au-
thor looks forward to the time v;hen God will be all in all, but
he cannot reconcile himself to the disappearance of the indi-
vidual self,— "the sacrifice of our o^vn individual conscious-
ness upon the altar of the perfected Human Consciousness, of
the Divine Consciousness."
The soul, my soul at least, longs for something else,
not absorption, not quietude, not peace, not appease-
ment, it longs ever to approach and never to arrive,
it longs for a never-ending longing, for an eternal
hope v/hich is eternally renewed but never wholly ful-
filled. And together with all this, it longs for an
eternal lack of something and an eternal suffering.
A suffering, a pain, thanks to which it gro?/s f^ithout
ceasing in consciousness and in longing.^
Unamuno is not a pantheist; at most he is a panentheist,— if,
indeed, a metaphysical dualist can be a panentheist
I
(iv) The personal, immanent God shares human suffering
and, in some sense. Himself suffers. Unamuno is in accord
with Ritschl in rejecting the idea that feeling and emotion
are ciy:’acterist ic "only of limited and created personality.”
The God who neither enjoys nor suffers is "an inhuman God,"
and his "rational or mathematical Justice" is, in fact, "an
^TSL
,
218 (SW, 216). ^Cf. above, pp. 10-12.
^TSL
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injustice.”^ This is not the God of Christian faith, revealed
in Jesus and in Christian experience, but rather "that logical
and frozen ens realissimuoi , the -Driiiiuiri movens , that impassive
entity, which because of its impassivity is nothing but a pure
idea. The category does not suffer, but neither does it live c
p
exist as a person." Suffering is constitutive of personality.
>7
"It is only suffering that makes us persons."'^
This truth that God suffers— a truth that appals the
mind of man-- is the revelation of the very heart of
the Universe and of its mystery, the revelation that
God revealed to us when He sent His Son in order that
he might redeem us by suffering and dying. It v/as
the revelation of the divine in suffering, for only
that which suffers is divine. And men made a god of
this Christ who suffered. . . .Whosoever knows not the
Son of Man- -he who suffers bloody anguish and the
pangs of a breaking heart, whose soul is heavy within
him even unto death, who suffers the pain that kills
and bring:s to life again—will never know the Father,
and can knoY; nothing of the suffering God.^
(v) Lastly, God is finite. "Suffering implies limita-
5tion." The nature of this limitation has already been indi-
cated: it is matter. God, we repeat, "is the eternal and
and infinite Consciousness of the universe—Consciousness taken
^TSL
,
167 (S^, 166); cf. T3L, 208=31"/, 207 ("The God of
so-called rational theology excludes in effect all suffering").
^TSL, 204 (ST"/, 203) .
^TSL, 205 (STV, 203); cf.
%SL, 204 (STV, 202-203)
.
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captive hy matter and struggling to free Himself from it....
God, the Consciousness of the Universe, is limited by the brute
matter in which He lives, by the unconscious, from v/hich He
seeks to liberate Himself and to liberate us.... God suffers
tiirough being bound by matter.”^ "The Eternally Given," to
use Professor Brightman's phrase,^ is unconscious, passive mat-
ter. Unamuno does not further define it; indeed, one ques-
tions whether further definition would be possible. But he
uses this principle of opposition and conflict to suggest the
solution of the problem of the origin of evil, "the evil of
sin no less than the evil of pain."^ The result is a Gnostic
or I^anichean interpretation, with its dualism of metaphysical
principles.^ God’s will is ev^r directed toward a victory ovei
unconsciousness, and His struggle may be conceived as "a proc-
ess of realizing in Himself a total consciousness which is
continually becoming fuller--that is to say, v/hich is continu-
ally becoming more and more God," or as "a process of drawing
all things towards Himself, of imparting Himself to all, of
constre ini ng the consciousness of each part to enter into the
consciousness of the All, vrhicii is He Himself, until at last
^TSL
,
139-140, 207, 209 (SW, 140, 206, 207).
^Edgar Sheffield Brightman, The Problem of God (Nev/ York:
Abingdon Press, 1930), p. 127.
^TSL
, 209 (SW, 207).
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He becomes all in all.”^ But one gathers that this victory is
never completely achieved a{id that the limiting factor always
remains in the Divine life.
We close our study of the metaphysics of Unamuno upon the
note with which we began: his ultimate metaphysical dualism.
We have not been far from it at any stage of our discussion.
It chsrecterizes the human self in this life and the life be-
yond. It renders difficult, if not impossible, any reasonable
explanation of the relation of mind and body. It implicates
God in the world-process so as to imperil the religious con-
viction of His transcendence. It is true that there are ten-
dencies at v/ork in Unamuno's thought which, in other thinkers,
have led to a monistic or personalistic metaphysics. But they
are more than counterbalanced in the Spaniard by forces which
hold him within the dualist ic ranks.
7/e turn now to examine the ethical theory which Unamuno
builds upon his theory of reality, or, as he would say, the
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GliAPTER V. THE ETHICS OF UHAIvRMO
It is clear from the considerations presented in the pre-
ceding chapter that Unamuno’s utterances upon metaphysical
questions could not easily he expanded into a "system of meta-
physics." His ethical principles are even less susceptible of
being organized into a "system of ethics." Indeed, he himself
explicitly rejects the so-called "science of ethics," with its
rational principles of conduct.^ His own basic propositions
are not bound together by any organizing, unifying principle.
They may be presented under four heads: first, ethical irratior-
alism; secondly, ethical individualism; third, mutual domina-
tion; and fourth, vocational idealism.
§1. Ethical Irrationalism .
(a) In Unamuno’s Judgment there is no set of rational
principles p/hich can furnish a satisfactory basis for an ethic
On the contrary, "our ethical and philosophical doctrines in
general are usually merely the Justification a posteriori of
our conduct, of our actions. Our doctrines are usually the
means vie seek in order to explain and Justify to others and to
2
ourselves our own mode of action." Judgments of worth are
"never rationalizable— they are anti-rational.” "Raciooinar
See TSL
,
286 ( STV , 280). On the necessity of organizing
principles and of systematic structure in ethical theory, cf
.




^TSL, 261 (SW, 256); cf. above, pp. 80-81; E^, II, 212.
^TSL. 65 (STV. 67). "Rat ional’’= "what may be logically
demostrated; cf, above, pp. 92-97, 128-131.
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la etica es matarla.”^ He who thinks ”he bases his conduct
upon a dogma or theoretical principle which he deems incontro-
vertible” deceives himself, or "runs the risk of becoming a
fanatic,” blindly trusting the unassailable truth of his dogma,
or is in grave peril of being swept av/ay from his moorings if
pthat dogma is "weakened or shattered.”
(b) Some principle of action, however, be it ever so in-
tuitive or "irrational,” is a necessity of the moral life. The
action of a thoughtful man cannot be altogether haphazard; it
must be determined by, or at least in accord v/ith, seme con-
viction about himself and the world in which he acts. It is
not otherwise with Unamuno. Hor him ”our heart’s truth, anti-
rational though it be,” is the truth of ”the immortality of
the human soul, the truth of the persistence of our conscious-
ness without any termination whatsoever, the truth of the hu-
man finality of the Universe.” But this truth of ”the heart”
is an untruth of ”the reason,”'^ and so long as faith affirms
and reason denies, there can be no reconciliation. There re-
main only "uncertainty, doubt, perpetual v/restling yilth the
mystery of our final destiny, mental despair, and the lack of
any solid and dogmatic foundation.” .7e are cast inevitably
,
II, 212. ^T3L, 251-262 (STV, 257).






into "vital scepticism," but therein we discover "that holy,
that sweet, that saving incertitude, v;hich is our supreme con-
solation."^ It is this very uncertainty from which Unamuno
pdraws his principle of action. "It is precisely this inner
contradiction that unifies ray life and gives it its practical
purpose
.
(c) This principle may be forraulated thus: "Act so that
in your judgment and in the judgment of others you may merit
eternity, act so that you may become irreplaceable, act so
that you may not merit death." This is modeled after a saying
of Senancour’s Obermann : "L’horame est perissable. II se peut
;
mais pefissons en resistant, et
,
si le neant nous est reserve,
ne faisons pas que ce soit une justice."^
"Man is perishable. That may be; but let us perish
resisting, and if it is nothingness that av^aits us,
do not let us so act that it shall be a just fate."
Change this sentence from its negative to the posi-
tive form— "And if it is nothingness that awaits us,
let us so act that it shall be an unjust fate"—and
you get the firmest basis of action for the man who
cannot or will not be a dogmatist.
This is "the practical position to wh ich. .. criticism is capa-
ble of leading whosoever will not renounce life and will not
renounce reason and who is compelled to live and act betv/een
5these upper and nether millstones which grind upon the soul."
^TSL, IIS (SW, 120). ^Cf. above, p. 114; T^, 128 (STY,
129-13077
260 (STY, 256). ^TSL
,
263 (_^, 258); cf. 268 (263)
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There is no certainty, but there is a basis for moral action.
The future may mock or blast our hopes; but, again, it may am-
ply Justify our faith. lAeanwhile, let our faith be our guide
in action.
§2. Ethical Individualism .
The critic of Unamuno’s ethical irrationalism and of his
central principle of action naturally asks, 7/hy should it be an
injustice if nothingness awaits us? What claims have we upon
the universe? There must be some unexpressed major premise in
Unamuno’s argument. And it is this: Human personality at its
best is of unique and irreplaceable value. It ’is for this rea-
son that the universe v/ould be unjust if moral personality were
destined to perish.
This evaluation of personality is of prime importance in
Unamuno’s ethical theory. It bears upon every problem and
largely determines the solutions proposed. ’’The Good,” for ex-
ample, ”is simply that v/hich contributes to the preservation,
perpetuation, and enriciiment of consciousness” or to ’’the main-
tenance and perfection of society ahich is composed of men.”^
The claims of egoism and altruism are adjudicated upon the same
basis. Recognition is given to the social nature of person-
^TSL, 29 ( STV , 33). Cf. Unamuno’s essay on ”La dignidad
humana"^^ Ts^, III, 9-25), v/hich is a lively protest against the
modern practice of evaluating men in terms of commodities, of
confusing intrinsic values with values of exchange. This is
the test v;hich he, like Ruskin, applied to our industrial
civilization.
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ality,^ but all social life must be tested by its ultimate con-
tribution to the human individual.
]vlan is an end, not a means. All civilization ad-
dresses itself to man, to each man, to each I. 7/liat
is that idol, call it Humanity or call it v^hat you
like, to which all men and each individual man must
be sacrificed? Hor I sacrifice myself for my neigh-
bours, for my fellow-countrymen, for my children,
and these sacrifice themselves in turn for theirs,
and theirs again for those that come after them, and
so on in a never-ending series of generations. And
viho receives the fruit of this sacrifice?...!, like
each of ray fellows, am here to realize rayself, to
live ... .Egoism, you say? There is nothing more uni-
versal than the individual, for what is the property
of each is the property of all. Each man is worth
more than the whole of humanity, nor v/ill it do to
sacrifice each to all save in so far as all sacrifice
themselves to each.^
Yet again, the answer to one gives to the question of optimism
and pessimism (perhaps more metaphysical than ethical in its
implications) will depend upon what a man thinks of the atti-
tude of the universe towards personal life.^ The worth of the
huiaan individual is the criterion of moral action and of ethic£ 1
judgment
.
§3. Mutual domination .
Unamuno has given us no "social ethics,” but his teachings
are by no means strictly individualistic. They have many so-
cial implications which he has been at pains to point out. The
tv/o most significant principles of social action are those of
^Cf. III, 75. ^TSL
,
11-lE, 45 (^, 15-16, 48-49).
^Cf. TSL, 130-131, 247 (SW, 132, 244).

180
mutual domination and vocation idealism. Both have their
roots in the desire to make ourselves irreplaceable, that is,
to make "our annihilation, if it is annihilation that awaits
us, an injustice,”^ as well ss in the high value ascribed to
personal life.
The principle of mutual domination or imposition requires
of each one of us the endeavor "to stamp others with our seal,
to perpetuate ourselves in them and in their children by dom-
inating them, to leave on all things the imperishable impress
of our signature. The most fruitful ethic is the ethic of mu-
tual imposition.
influence in this "ethic of invasion, of domination, of aggres-]
Sion, of inquisition if you like,"^ but it is a transformed
doctrine that emerges. It is not the unilateral domination of
the Uebermensch
,
motivated by the will to power; it is a giv-
ing of life by every man to all his fellows, motivated by the
spirit of love.
In order that you may dominate your neighbour you must
know and love him. It is by attempting to impose my
ideas upon him that I become the recipient of his
ideas.... Ivy endeavour to impose riyself upon another,
to be and live in him and by him., to make him mine
—
which is the same as making myself his— is that v^hich
gives religious meaning to huraan collectivity, to hu-
man solidarity."^
2
" There is doubtless a trace of Nietzsche’s







^TSL, 278-279 (STV, 272-
273); cf. ibid., 285 (27c
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Moreover, the weapons of this mutual conquest include "the
weapon of patience and of resignation, but a passionate pa-
tience and a passionate resignation.”^
It is in the light of this general principle that we must
interpret Unamuno’s utterances concerning war and peace. The
subject is most fully dealt with In his early novel, Paz en la
2guerra . First, war is one manifestation of a universal strug-
gle in nature. Secondly, it has positive value in forcing
4
upon men's minds the ultimate problems of life and death.
In the third place, it reveals undreamed-of possibilities of
5devotion and self-sacrifice. Fourth, it brings new ideas to
ft
birth in men’s minds and new feelings in their hearts. Fi-
nally, their issues from war a deeper, more comprehensive, and
7
more fruitful peace. Eternal struggle alone would be brutal
and disheartening; eternal and unbroken peace would be worse
than death. The end and goal of life is in the fecund union
of the two.
Paz brota de las luchas por la vida, suprema armonia
de las disonancias; paz en la guerra misma y bajo la
guerra, inacabable, sustentandola y coronandola. Es
•TSL
,
284 (SIV, 278). pSee above. pp. 21-22.
'Cf
.





52-53, 341; ENS, VI, 151-152.





la guerra a la paz. lo que a la eternidad el tiempo:
su forma pasajera.l
This ideal gives strength for the ’’unending struggle against
invincible human ignorance, the mother of v/ar,” of brutality
and selfishness. It inspires faith,--
fe para guerrear en paz; para corabatir los combates
del mundo descansando, entre tanto, en la paz de si
mismo. Guerra a la guerra! mas siempre guerra!..
.
En el seno de la paz verdadera y honda es donde s6lo
se comprende y Justifica la guerra; es donde se ha-
cen sagrados votos de guerrear por la verdad, unico
consuelo eterno; es donde se propone reducir a santo
trabajo la guerra. No fuera de esta, sino dentro de
ella, en su seno mismo, hay que buscar la paz; paz
en la guerra misma.^
§4. Vocational Idealism .
There are three chief motives of honest labor. First, one
may desire to "make a living” for oneself and one’s family, to
live decently in accordance with one’s social position, and to
earn enough to make possible certain extra-vocational activi-
ties of an entertaining or cultural nature. Secondly, we may
desire ”to acquire distinction and renovm in our occupation,”
to make of it an end in itself and to be known as the best
workman of our kind. Or, finally, we may ”attain to an ethical
sense of our civil calling, to a sense which derives from our





In PDE, 41-42, 45-46, Unamuno attributes international
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at our ordinary civil occupation, with eyes fixed on God, for
the love of God, which is equivalent tosaying for the love of
our eternalization, is to make of this work a work of relig-
ion.”^ It is this we call vocational idealism.
Unamuno derived this principle from the Protestant world,
especially from Carlyle and Luther.
Perhaps Luther rendered no greater service to Chris-
tian civilization than that of establishing the re- .
ligious value of the civil occupation, of shattering
the monastic and medieval idea of the religious call-
ing, an idea involved in the mist of human passions
and imaginations and the cause of terrible life
tragedies .... Luther saw this life of the cloister at
close quarters and suffered it himself, and therefore
he was able to understand and feel the religious value
of the civil calling, to which no man is bound by per-
petual vows.... And this demands the civilizing
,
in the
sense of dis-ecclesiast icizing
,
of Christianity, which
was Luther’s task, although he himself eventually be-
came the founder of a Church.
^
Unamuno places this principle of vocational idealism in
intimate relation with the longing for immortality and with the
maxim he derived from Senancour.
Our greatest endeavour must be to make ourselves irre-
placeable; to make the theoretical fact... that each
one of us is unique and irreplaceable. . .a practical
truth.... And to act in such a way as to make our an-
nihilation an injustice, in such a way as to make our
brothers, our sons, and our brothers’ sons, and their
sons’ sons, feel that v/e ought not to have died, is
within the reach of all.... And each one in his own
civil calling or office.... ffe ought not so much to
try to seek that particular calling v/hich we think
^T3L, 276-277 (STY, 270-271).
^TSL, 270-271 (STY, 265).
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most fitting and suitable for ourselves, as to make a
calling of that employment in which chance, Providence,
or our own will has placed us.l
This vocational idealism should characterize the humblest
p
workmen as well as the emplo3’’ers of thousands of men. But
one must frankly aclaiowledge that in modern industry neither
employers nor employees have an adequate "religio’os sense of
their social function.” Impersonal corporate organization
greatly aggravates the evil. ”',7ith the disappearance of the
concrete individuality, the basis of all religion, the relig-
ious sense of the business calling disappears also.” It can
hardly be said that Unamuno advances beyond Ruskin and Carlyle
in the solution he proposes, although his own attitude toward
social problems, if widely adopted, would doubtless lead to
more equitable adjustments than those v^hich now mark our so-
ciety.
^TSL, 269-E70 (SW, 263-264); cf. ibid., 277 (271).







The principal results of our study of the philosophy of
Unamuno may be presented in the following propositions:
1. The decisive factors in the development of Unamuno's
thought Y;ere (a) the Christian tradition, mediated by St.
Paul, St. Augustine, and the Spanish mystics; (b) the philoso-
phies of Spinoza, Kant, Bergson, and James; and (c) the v/rit-
ings of the German Protestant theologians and of Kierkegaard.
2. Unamuno holds that there is no escape from the con-
flict between faith and reason, but that this conflict may
provide a basis for the practical life.
3. The chief points of strength in Unaiauno’s theory of
religious knowledge are--
(a) His recognition of the practical character of relig-
ious knowledge.
(b) His rejection of intellectualism and rationalism in
religion.
(c) His insistence upon the uniqueness and independence
of religion.
(d) The importance he gives to the historic Christian
community.
(e) His critical anthropomorphism.
4. The chief points of weakness in Unamuno's theory of
religious knowledge are the following:
(a) His imperfect concept of the nature of Christian
redemption.
(b) His ambiguous use of the term "reason'’ and the lack
of clarity in his definition of its nature and
scone.
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(c) His presentation of the relations of faith and reason.
5. Unamuno's general metaphysical position is dualisra,
though there is a tendency in his thought toward monistic or
personalist ic idealism.
6. Unamuno offers no satisfactory solution of the mind-
body problem, and for this reason he is seriously handicapped
in developing his view of the nature of the self and in de-
fending it against naturalism, and the soul-psychology.
7. Unamuno’s plea for the existence of the God of Chris-
tian faith gains little or nothing by the argument from uni-
versal consent.
8. Unamuno's interpretation of the immanence of God is
in conflict 7/ith his metaphysical dualism or is gravely preju-
diced by it.
9. Unamuno's ethical principles, especially his evalua-
tion of human personality and his vocational idealism, are
important, but, alone, they do not furnish an adequate sys-
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Our task in this dissertation has been to expound criti-
cally and to evaluate the philosophy of Miguel de Unamuno. As
we traced his connections v/ith thinkers of the past, we found
him to be most deeply influenced by St. Paul, St. Augustine,
the Spanish mystics, Spinoza, Kant, Bergson, James, the German
Protestant theologians, and Kierkegaard. His literary activity
has been very extensive, including novels, poetry, essays,
criticism, and philosophy; but the major sources for our study
have been his Hnsayos and his Pel sent imiento tragi co de la
Vida en los hombres y ^ los pueblos . Little direct help was
afforded us by the rather voluminous critical material dealing
with his work, although the Spanish essays of Miguel de Yal,
Galvez, Iberico, and Romera-Navarro
,
the French work of Vallis,
Gassou, Legendre, and Daniel-Rops, the English essays of Mada-
riaga and Walker, and the German prefaces of Bahr and Gurtius
suggested points of special interest.
The function of philosophy, according to tJnamuno, is to
formulate and deliberately to perpetuate the conflict between
reason and faith, especially in the field of religion and the
practical life. It is no mere intellectual exercise, but has
its center in feeling and intuition.
In Unamuno's epistemology his definition of truth subor-
dinates logical truth to moral truth, that is, sincerity and
veracity; but he supplies us with no objective criteria for

distinguishing truth from error. He restricts "reason" to
the intellectual function which proceeds in strictly logical
fashion to interpret the world on the basis of the axioms of
thought and of indubitable empirical data; but its abstract-
ness, its analytical character, and its dependence upon irra-
tional or contingent elements disqualify reason as a trust-
worthy interpreter of the full meaning of life. Empirical
science is only an interloper in the field of metaphysics.
The ecclesiastical authority of the Catholic Church has guard-
ed the central affirmations of Christian faith against the at-
tacks of unbelievers and Modernists, but the Church has been
gravely at fault in seeking an alliance with reason for the
support of these affirmations.
All knowledge, Unamuno holds, roots in the practical ne-
cessities of life. The intuitions of the heart are primary;
the reasons advanced to support them, secondary. But the in-
telligent man, who seeks support for these intuitions in rea-
son, is thrown into a tragic and inescapable conflict; for
reason is essentially skeptical, while faith demands certainty
Rational certainty in religious matters is out of the ques-
tion; but a measure of psychological certainty comes to the
man who trusts in God and experiences Divine guidance.
In our critique of Unamuno’s theory of religious knowl-
edge, we pointed out the following elements of strength: (1)
his presentation of religion as a quest for life, and of faith
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as grounded in practical necessities; (2) his rejection df
the claims of rationalism in the field of religion; (3) his
insistence upon the uniqueness and relative independence of
religious values; (4) the stress he lays upon the religious
community in the determination of personal faith; and (5) his
critical anthropomorphism in the representation of God. We
found his position correspondingly weak (1) in his failure to
do full justice to the redemptive moment in Christian experi-
ence; (2) in the subjectivistic trend of many of his utter-
ances; and (3) in his presentation of the relations of faith
and reason.
Unamuno’s general metaphysical position is dualism, with
tendencies toward an idealistic monism. His doctrines of the
nature of the self and of personal immortality are developed
in opposition to Scholastic teaching. The self is a principle
of unity and continuity, by nature teleological, born in suf-
fering, and of unique and intrinsic value. The mind-body
problem, however, finds no satisfactory solution in Unamuno’s
writings. Personal immortality is of basic importance in hh. s
system. No substitute yet proposed can really fulfil its
functions; and despite the objections urged against it, we have
adequate bases for the belief in the nature and value of the
self, in the age-long human desire for it, and in the religious
experience
.
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physics and the God of Christian faith. The traditional
proofs of the Divine existence are logically defective and of
little or no religious value. The decisive grounds for the
belief in God— the personal, immanent, suffering, finite God
—
must be drawn from religious experience. But here again we
lack logical certainty; we can possess only inward assurance.
Unamuno’s ethical theory is irrat ionalistic and individu-
alistic. Kis basic principle of action is this: If it is
nothingness that awaits us, let us so act that it shall be an
unjust fate. This rests upon his evaluation of huraan person-
ality. Social action should illustrate the principle of mu-
tual domination of personality by personality and the princi-
ple of vocational idealism.
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loa^fnebAi : apyacgG 081T ,onJXQisgTT 9^ ieiigiM
ai beijiiiqsH .OOeX ,ax‘i©a .H Ibi-ib^ .gi
MS, II, 101-241.
Reviews: E. G6niez de Baquero, ^ Espana
yderna , 12 (June, 1900), 122-326;
Ephrem Vincent, Mercure de France «
36 (1900), 558.
French tr. of ’’La fe” in JA, 7-29.
*Miguel de Unamuno, translator, Karl von Lemcke, Est^tica .
erpuesta en lecolones al alcance de todo el mundo .
Madrid: La Espana Moderns, 1900.
(Translation of Carl von Lemcke, Populare




"La dignidad humana,” MS, III, 9-25.
"Civilizacion y culture, " MS, III, 63-77.
French tr. in JA, 47-60.
*
, "Prdlogo," in Francisco Soto y Calvo, genio de
la raza . Chartres: 1900.
^
HEl abejorro," Ilus. Esp. y Amer .. 69 (1900), 8-9.
^




^ "Brianzuelo de la Sierra (notes de viaje),"
Ilus. Esp. y Amer .. 70 (1900), 74-75.
—.
— ^
«De la vocacidn; didlogo,” Ilus. Esp. y Amer ..
70 (1900), 318-319.
j bochito,” El Centenario (Bilbao), June, 1900;
reprinted in BMP . 131-137.
1901:
^ «De antruejo,” Ilus. Esp. y Amer .. 71 (1901), 88-90
^
wLa redenci6n del suicidio," Ilus. Esp. y Amer ..
72 (1901), 26-30.
*
-, "Literatura americana,” Lecture, 1 (January, 1901),
58ff.
*
^ "Literatura hispano-americana, " Lecture « 1 (Novem-
ber, 1901), 63ff.
*The writer has not been able to consult works marked with
the asterisk (*).
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Miguel de Unamuno, "Prdlogo," in Manuel Ugarte, Paisaies
narislenaes . Paris : Librairies-Imprimerles Rdunies,
1901. Pp. I-XVl. Published also under the title, "La
reforma del castellano; pr6logo de un libro en pren-
sa," in La Espana Moderns . 13 (October. 1901), 55-63;
and in Ia Rev1st a tJueva t Sant iago ) . 5 (December, 1901),
240-249. Reprinted in .ENS . Ill, 79-93.
"Sobre la lengua espanola," Nuestro Tiempo .




— , ^ torno al casticismo (cinco ensayos). Madrid:
Fernando Fe, 1902.
(Of. above, entry under the year 1895.)
—
— ,
Amor y pedagogla . Barcelona: Henrich y Cla., 1902.
, Paisa.1es . Salamanca: A. Iglesias, 1902.
, translator, Tomds Carlyle, Hlstoria de la revolu-
cipn francesa . Madrid: La Espana Moderns, 1902?
, Review of Francisco Grandmontagne, Vivos , tilin-
n Z loops lindos (Buenos Aires; 1901), La Lecture .January, 1902)
,
125-129.
"La educaci6n (prdlogo a la obra de Bunge, del mis-
mo tltulo)," ^ Espana Moderns . 14 (February, 1902), i






"Maese Pedro; notas sobre Carlyle," Espana Mo-
derna . 14 (May, 1902), 75-84; reprinted in
145-162.
"Ciudad y campo (de mis impresiones de Madrid),"
Nuestro Tiempo




"La cuestion del vascuence," La Lectura . 2 (Sep-
tember/October, 1902), - ; reprinted in ENS . Ill,
191-237.
^ "Sobre eso del vino," Ilus. Esp. y Amer . . 73 (1902)
,
31-32.
^ "Est^tica montesina." Ilus. Esp. y Amer.. 73 (1902).
238.
—
"XJn parafso terrenal," Ilus. Esp. y Amer . . 74 '
(1902). 304-306.
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Miguel de Unamuno, ^ m pais : descripciones . relates ^
art iculos de costumbres . Ivladrid: Fernando Fe, 1903.
,
translator, Carlos Kautsky, custlon agraria
( Die Agrarffage ) . Tr. de Giro Bayo, escrupulosamente
revisada y corregida por D. Miguel de Unamuno, lila-
drid: Viuda de Rodriguez Serra, 1903.
, "Contra el purismo," Espana Moderna , 15 (Janu-
ary, 1903), 100-115; reprinted in BNS , IF, 9-34.
,
Review of Federico Rubio, mu.jer gaditana (I'.(!a-
drid: 1902), La Leotura , 3 (January, 1903)
,
120-123.
, "Fiejos y jovenes: prolegomenos Nuestro Tieigpo .
3 (Februaiy, 1903), 262-272; reprinted in ENS , IF,
35-62.
, "El individualismo espanol; a proposito del libro
de Martin A. S. Kume, ’The Spanish People: their ori-
gin, growth and influence.’ London, 1901,” La Espana
Moderna
, 15 (Ivlarch, 1903), 35-48; reprinted in ENS ,
IF, 63-86.
English tr. (with unimportant omissions) in ,
38-51.
, ’’Sobre el fulanismo,” ^ Espana Moderna , 15
(April, 1903), 65-83; reprinted in EES , IF, 87-118.
French tr. in FA, 61-93.
, Review of Ifenuel Diaz Rodriguez, Sanf-re patricia
(Caracas: 1902), La Lectura , 3 (April, 1903), 612-
616.
, ”De literatura hispano-americana, ” La Lectura ,
3 (May, 1903), 95-98.
, Review of Santiago Perez Triana, Reminiscencias
tudescas (primera serie) (I^drid: 1902), La Leotura ,
3 (June, 1903), 240-242.
, ”La seleccion de los Ful^nez,” I^ Espana Moderna ,
15 (July, 1903), 89-104; reprinted in mS, IF, 139-
165.





Miguel de Unamuno, Review of Carlos Octavio Bunge, Nues -
tra America ( ) , La Lectura . 3
( Augus t , 1903), 532-538.
, Review of Amado Nervo, M 4xodo y las floras del
camino (Mexico: 1903), La Lectura , 3 (September, 1903)
96-101.
, Review of Miguel Can4, Prosa liftera (Buenos Aires:
1903), La Lectura . 3 (October, 1903), 237-240.
, Review of Leopoldo Diaz, Las sombras de Hellas
(Paris: 1902), La Lectura, 3 (December, 1903) , 535-
537.
, ”E1 origen del balcon,” Ilus. Bsp. y Amer., 76
(1903), 87-90.
, "Mejico, y no Mexico,” Ilus. Esp. y iimer ., 76
(1903), 155.
1904:
, ^Religion y patria,” Nuestro Tiempo , 4 (January,
1904), 117-124; reprinted in ENS, IV, 119-138.
, "Glosas a la vida: sobre la opini6n publica,”
Iffi, 105-110.
, ”La locura del doctor Montarco,” I^ Espana Mo-
derna
, 16 (February, 1904), 114-128; reprinted in
MS, IV, 167-191.
, Review of Arturo Reynal O’Connor, M ano litera-
rio (Buenos Aires: 1903), Lectura , 4 (February,
1904), 221-222.
, ’’Intelectualidad y espiritualidad, ” Espana Mo-
derna
, 16 (March, 1904)
,
98-112; reprinted in EI\S ,
IV, 193-218.
English tr. in EAS
,
170-189.
, Review of Ricardo Rojas, ^ vidtoria del hombre
(Buenos Aires: 1903), La Lectura , 4 (March. 1904 )
,
364-366.
, Review of Jose Tarnassi, Los poetas del siplo VI
de Roma
,
estudiados en los escritores latinos (Buenos
Aires: 1903) , La Lectura , 4 (March, 1904), 366-367.

1904 (continued):
Miguel de Unamuno, Reviev/ of E. Rodriguez Mendoza, Vida





RevievT of Francisco Bulnes, Las grande s ment i i*a
s
de nuestra historia . La nacion £l e.iercito en las














Review of B. Vicuna Subercaseaux, ^ pais nuevo





"Sobre la filosofia espanola" (dialogo). La Es-
pana hloderna
, 16 (June, 1904), 28-42; reprinted in
37-61.
,
"Une lettre de U. sur les jeunes,” tr. par E.
Gomez-Carrillo, Mercure de France
, 49 (1904), 556-
560.
, "Salsiaanca" (poesia), Ilus. Esp. y Amer., 78
(1904), 387.
, "National and clerical education in Spain,"
Independent
. 57 (1904), 427-430.
, "IPlenitud de plenitudes, y todo plenitudi”
La Espana Moderna




French tr. in VA, 117-145.
, "El perfecto pescador de cana (despu6s de leer a
Walton),” La Lectura




, "A lo que saiga,” Nuestro Tiempo , 4 (September,
1904), 297-306; reprinted in ^TS, V, 119-144.
, "Sobre la soberbia," La Espana Moderna
. 16 (De-
cember, 1904), 17-30; reprinted in EI'TS , V, 145-167.





Miguel de Unamuno. "Tree obras de estudios cldsicos,"
La Leotura
. 4 (December, 1904), 453-456.
—
—
”Pr6logo,” in Clemente Palma. Cuentoa mal4volos
(Barcelona; Salvat et Cie., 1904), pp. v-xvl.
1905;
, Vida de Don ^ul.1ote ^ Sancho . segun Miguel de
Cervantes Saavedra , expllcada jr comentada . Madrid;
llenacimiento, 1905. 2d ed.
,
with the addition of




Reviews; Andr4s Gonzalez-Bianco, Nuestro
Tiempo . 5 (February, 1905), 66-86; E.
M^riWe
,
Bulletin Hispanicue . 7 (1905),
212-213; P', de Mugica, Zeitschrlft fur
romnische Philologle
. 31* Jahrg., 114-
117*; Camille Pitollet, Revue Critique





al Don Chisciotte . Lanciano;
R. Carabba, 1911, 19X3. Comment o alia Vita di




Das Leben Don Q.ul.1otes und Sanchos .
J^chen; Meyer und Jessen, 1926.
Reviews: A. Gunther, Zeitschrlft flir fran-
zos . u. engllsch . Unterrlcht . 2^ { 1928)
,
639; "5. Hachtmann, Llterar . Wochen-
schrift (Weimar), 2 (1926), 1347.
English tr.
,
The Life of Don Quixote and Sanoho ac-
cording to Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra , ex-
pounded with comment . New York'; A. A. i^nopf,
1957: (m )
Reviews: Herschel Brickell, North
ifrerlcan . 224 (adv., November, 1927);
New York Times, November 6, 1927, p.
9; C. M. Prager, New York Evening
Post
. October 29, 192')*, p. 12; Eliseo
Vivas
,
Books ( New York Herald Tribune )
December 4, 1927, p. 18; ibid., Na-
tlon. 125 (1927), 5?8; The Times*TLon-
don) Lit. Supp .. February 23, 1928, p.
123.
"Ganivet, fil6sofo," in Angel Ganivet (Valencia:
Libreria Serred, 1905), pp. 35-44.
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1905 (continued):
Miguel de Unamuno, "Los naturales y los espirituales,
"
La Esnana Moderna . 17 (January, 1905), 40-59; re-
printed in ENS , IT. 169-200.
, Review of Manuel Bernardez, Vlales nor la Renu-
blloa Argentina (Buenos Aires: 1904) . La Lectura .
5 (January, 1905), 70-73.
, Review of Lucas Ayarragaray, La anargula argen-
tina ^ el caudlllismo (Buenos Aires: 1904). La Lec-
tura . 5“TFebruary, 1905), 190-194.
-, "Sobre la lectura e interpretaci6n del (^uijote,"




Review of Francisco Garcia Calderon Rey, De Lit-
teris (Lima: 1904), La Lectura . 5 (June, 1905T7 197-
198.
^ "IRamnlonerlal" Nuestro Tiemno . 5 (July, 1905),
9-21; reprinted in MS, VI, 9-38.
—
,
"Soledad." La Esnana Moderna . 17 (August, 1905),






English tr. (incomplete) in EAS
.
163-169.
, Review of Emilia Pardo Bazdn, La Quimera ( :
1905), La Lectura . 5 (August, 190577 424-432.
^ "Algunas consideraciones sobre la literature





"Sobre la erudicidn y la crltica," Esnana Mo-
dern, 17 (December, 1905), 5-26; reprinted in m57
VI, ^3-109.
"Poes la y ora toria," Nuestro Tiemno . 5 (December,
1905), 402-408; reprinted in Mi^. VI. 111-127.
^ »»La crisis actual del patriotismo espanol,"
Nuestro Tjempo
. 5 (December, 1905), 471-484; reprinter
in ENS. Vl, 129-158.
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1906:
Miguel de Unamuno, "Sobre el rango y el m^rito (divaga-
oiones)." La Esnana Modema , 18 (January, 1906), 28-
44; reprinted In Etis , Vl. 159-187.
^ patria y el ej^fcito," Nuestro Tlempo . 6




French tr. in JAf 146-171.
"El sepulcro de Don ^uijote," La Espana Mbderna .
18 (February, 1906), 5-17; reprinted in the second
edition of V^, 1-12.
English tr. (incomplete) in EAS . 82-97.
German tr., Die neue Rundschau . 37 (February,
1926), 150-163.
«iQu4 es verdad?” Espana Moderna . 18 (March,
1906), 5-20; reprinted in EI^. Vl". 217-244.
sobre la crisis del patriotismo, Nuestro
Tiempo




"El secreto de la vida," Espana Moderna . 18
(July, 1906), 5-18; reprinted in ENS . VII. 37-61.
—
^
pdrtico del templo," Lffi, 169-176.
—
^




]||Sobre la consecuencia, la sinceridad," La




— HEl resorte moral," Iffi, 43-53.
, "Barcelona," OT, 139-146.
"Sobre la europeizacion (arbitrariedades) ,
"
La Espana Moderna
. 18 (December, 1906), 64-83;
19 (March, 1907), 5-23; reprinted in ENS . VII,
157-189.
English tr. in EAS . 52-75.
French tr. in YA, 172-204.
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’bcooea eHTirl bed-axiqei ,(a03X «-yi -•.i;'icf6'i) 8X
•SX-X lo noX^ibe
»\''e-S8 t SAg ill { ed-eXq<Liioorri ) .-r^ liaiXsiiS
tX^einde'^) ,u£riosjiijjfI su&a eiC fioirxeO
.::6X-oex
,
,rioT/i?'i) 8X , sc^-9bo?j w5x;c_e|[ bJ ’’‘Tbabiev S9 .
;iX bed'nXTCqei jOS-a .(609X
” tOiffeXi-olT:^Jsq Xeb eXeiio bX ^*icfoa eM;” ,
,^§~aT~b9onX'iqe'r ;3So-XXG ,(600X ^rfotatX) 6 , oqr.iel'l
.as-e ,1TT
8X jsi:r*c3^' qJ "^xibXv bX sb olsnoes XS’’ ,
. cX be;Jnx'iqs'i jaX-a ,(dO$X <yXi/1»)
,dVl-’i?eX ”,oXqa8J^ Xeb ool^lbq IS^ ,
.I9I-Vex *’,ei&6x25 Xeb xBbXXj;; *11/^351” ,
cJ, ^<b£biieonX2 «X .BioiiOifoeBiioo -X eidor:’]^ , -
jSdX-QXX ,(dJCl ^lOdHsXq&G) 8i . g;gB>^aS
.
jf’-aa ,II\ bec^flX^qon:
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1907:
Miguel de Unamuno, Foesias . Bilbao: Rojas; Madrid:
nando Fe, 1907.
Review: E. G6mez de Baquero, La Esnana
Moderna
. 19 (August, 1907), 160-170.
^
ttLa question religieuse, " Mercure de France .
(1907), 596-599.
, "Ibsen y Kierkegaard," 67-75.
——
-,
"A un literato joven," 153-159.
j "Eugenio de Castro," FTP . 5-13.
—-
— ^
»La literatura portuguesa contempordnea, " FTF .
15-23.
, "Sobre la lujuria," M, 121-129.
^
wLa poesla de Manuel Machado," in Manuel Machado,
Alma . Museo . Los cantares (Madrid: Libreria de
Fueyo, 1907 ) , pp. ix-xxvii.
^ "La civilizaci6n es oivismo," Jffi, 95-104.
^ "Epllego," in W. E. Ret ana, Ylda x. escrltos del
Dr . Jose Rizal (Madrid: V. Sudrez, 1907), pp. 475-498.
, "Cientificismo," m, 193-203.




j "Inteligencia y bondad," L& Esnana Modema .
19 (November, 1907), 5-21.
, «Mi religidn," MR, 7-16.








-19'?[ jeBQoH :03cfIIP . sBleeo*? jOni/niJBnU 9b XsjJslM
iigjj .VOeX ,9'^ obnsfl







d3 ^ Q'j.uo'zeU " ^OBuelaiXe*! noi^aeup aj" *
.eea-aee tCJ’oex)
.SV-V3 ” ,bTB8a8:irt9X3 \ fleadi” ,
.esX-55X
,2i "»Q«vct oie^iaSll :uj A” ,
«5X-5 « XTX **^oT;^eaO eb oiJesua’’ »
.
^TX ” ,B9xi^ioqia©j’iico saei/^J^^^oq sauJaiediX flJ" *
.58 -ex
.eSX-XSX bX 9*1^08” «
jObariojai! XsuiiBM al ** fObsdosU Xei/naM eb siaeoq sJ” <— -—
eb Bi'ie'icfXJ .‘biibaM) ae*iBdn£0 eoJ .oeeijM . cmlA
.llyTix-xi
-qq ,T^eX
.AOX-ee ’’jonisivio ee n6ioBsiXivio sJ** ,
Xeb eo^lrtoae x ^BnBd-eh .2 .W nX ’'.oseXlqS” ,
.SSi^-e'v’F’Tqq^T^OeX ,s9T^uS .V :bi'tbBliI) Xaslfi oaoL , *xQ
.50S-5eX ”,onQioili^neXO" ,
.exx-XXX ” < senoXoBienas eeiT^ ,
.esX-XSX ^ ^Bb'lB'ison'Toq bX aidoS” ,
.









Miguel de Unamuno, Recue rdo s de nlnez ^ ^ mocedad . Ma-
drid: V* Sudrez y Fernando Fe, 1908. ( RNM )




. 8 (April. 1908), 119-121;
bulletin ^ispanique
. 10 (1908), 214-215.
Italian tr.. ll ^iore del miei Rlcordi . Firenzi:
A. ValleccET, 1920.
Df* Miguel de Unamuno, Reouerdos de ninez y ^ mo-
ceded . Selected and edited with notes by Wil-
liam Atkinson. London: Longmans, Green and Co.,
1929.
, Critical notice of the work of Vicente Medina, in




"Sobre Don Juan Tenorio,” MR. 141-151.
—
^
”Verdad y vida," Iffi, 17-26.
, "Epitafio," PIP . 37-45.
—
,
*»Josd Asuncion Silva," in Josd A. Silva, Poesias
(Barcelona: Casa Editorial Maucci, 1908), pp. 5-17.
"Los escritores y el pueblo," 77-86.
"Esoepticismo fanatico," 205-212.
^ "Desde Portugal," PTP, 47-57.
^ "Grandes y pequenas ciudades," 1a Naclon (Buenos
Aires), July 22. 1908; reprinted in PTP . 219-227.
English tr. (incomplete) in EAS . 1^-132.
, "Politics y cultura," 87-93.
^
wLas animas del purgatorio en Portugal," PTP .
59-68.
^ pesca de Espinho," PTP . 69-79.
^ i s* cofclaweP ,oriumsaU si, loasiM
'
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,£inli)olvI ©XnaoiV
• VS-a-2







{/^Tlio .A ^aoli nl nbloaueA ©aoTi”
• ‘I-- . rq ,(eoex ^toou^ XBjt'xoXXM aaBO :.3xioX©o'X«G)
.d8-VV ”,oXcfei;q X© y PO'-rcXiToa© aoJ” ,
.SXS-50S ” {OOid-Biisl omeXojtdqsos-i"’
. V3-V^
,q^-l 8£?a3u” ,
.S^^^“V8 *\BiutlLfo Y ©oi^lXoT' ,
tSSS ”»X33i;^io<I n© oX'ioJa^iirq l^b aaculaB aeJ”
,
.33-93
.9V-90 5^5 *%orlaiqa:5 sS soaeq ©J’’
1908 (continued):





”0 bom Jesus do monte," FTP , 95-106.





"Parnaso Espanol: Aldebar^n," La Espana Moderns
.
(January, 1909), 148-152.
"La gloria de Don Ramiro , " FTP , 161-171.
"Avila de los Caballeros," FTP
,
173-183.




"La Gran Canaria," FTP
,
247-259
French tr.. Vie des oeuples
, 13 (1924), 445-455.
"La Laguna de Tenerife," FTP
,
261-272.
"De Onate a Atizgorria," FTP
,
195-206.




"El sentimiento de la naturaleza," FTP
,
285-296.








, Soliloouios conversaciones . Madrid: Rena-
cimiento, 1911. ( SYC )
English tr. of three essays in EAS , 133-153.
---
— ,
For tierras de Portugal x. ^ Espana . Ivladrid:
Renacimiento, 1911. ( FTP )






Miguel de Unamuno, Rosario de sonetos liricos . Madrid:
Imprenta Espanola, Rernando Ee, 1911. (RSL)
Reviews: Nuestro Tiempo
. 11 (July, 1911),




, "Sobre la tumba de Costa,” Nuestro Mundo 11 (Llarch,
1911), 325-336; reprinted in ENS , VII, 191-219.
, ”E1 erotismo en la novela,” Nuestro Ti erapo 11 (A-
pril, 1911), 8-10.
, ”Recuerdo de la Grenja de Moreruela,” AVE, 9-13.
, ”De vuelta de la cumbre,” AVE . 14-21.
,
”En Gredos,” 273-277.
, ”E1 silencio de la cima,” AVE , 22-29.
, ’’Ciudad, campo, paisa jes y recuerdos,” AVE , 30-39.
,
Del sentimiento tragico de la vida en los hombres
en los pueblos . Madrid: Renacimiento, 1913.








III. ”E1 hambre de inmortalidad,” ^ Espana Moderna ,
24 (February, 1912), 73-90.





V.„”La dis#Dluci6n racional,” Espana Moderna
,
24 (April, 1912), 28-52.
VI. ”En el fondo del abismo,” La Espana Moderna , 24
(May, 1912), 45-67.
VII. ”Amor^ dolor, compasion y personalidad, ’’ Es -
pana Moderna
, 24 (June, 1912). 29-49.
VIII. ”De Dios a Dios,” 24 (July, 1912) ,^70-95.
IX. ”Fe, esperanza y caridad,” La Espana Moderna ,
24 (August, 1912), 5-30.
X. ”Religi6n, mitologia de ultratumba y apocatas-
tasis,” L& Espana Moderna
, 24 (September,
1912), 79-116.
XI. ”E1 problema practice,” Espana Moderna
, 24
(October, 1912), 68-99.








Miguel de Unamuno, Contra esto z. aquello . Madrid;
Renacimiento, 1912. ( CEA )
and ingel Ganivet, ^ por7entr de Espana .
Madrid: Renacimiento, 1912. (PDE )
(Cf. above, entry unddr the year 1897.)
i
, "Hacia el Esoorial," AVE . 40-47.
rtEn el Escorial," AVE
.
48-57.
f "Santiago de Compostela," AVE . 58-66.








Del sentimiento trdgico de la vlda en los hombres
Z SS los pueblos . Madrid: Renacimiento, 19^3. ( STtf" )




Del Sentimiento Tragico della Vita
negli Uomini e nei ^^opoli . JTrenze: La Voce,
1914.
Review: R. Pedrazzi, Rivista di filosofia





ue de la Vie .
Paris: Nouvelle Revue fran^flaise, 1917,
English tr.
,
The Tragic Sense of Life in Men and
in Peoples . London: Macmillan, 1921. ( TSL )
Reviews : Ernest Boyd, Literary Review .
March 4, 1922, p. 470; M. F. Egan, New
York Times
.
March 19, 1922, p. 3; Mark
van Doren, Nation
. 114 (May 17, 1922),
600; Int. Jour. Ethics . 33 (1922), 108;
Nation and Athenaei^ . 30 (1922), 592;
][^ew Statesman
. 18 (1922). 624; North
American . 2lfe (1922), 567; Pittsburgh
1^0. Bu17
.





German tr.. Das tragische Lebensgefiihl . Miinchen:
Meyer und lessen, 1925.
Reviews: 0. Bendiener, Neue Frele Presse
(Wien), April 25, 1926; 0. feichtmann,





696; H. Hinrichs, Gral . 20,
Jahrg., pp. 659-662; Krippendorf, Kant-
Studien
. 33. Bd. (1928), 440; A, Messer,
Phil , u. Leben . 2 (1926), 274-279;

206
R. J, Pick-Seewart^ Zeltschrlft fur
Indivldualpsych. Padagoglk
. 1 (1928).
119; Liter. Berichte der Annalen der
Phil .; ^ (1928). 76.
—
— , ^ espejo de la muerte : novelas cortas . Madrid:
Renacimiento, 1913.
German tr. (abridged), Der Spiegel des Todes .
Munchen: Meyer und Jessen, 1925.
Review: H. Hinrichs, Oral, 20. Sahrg.. pp.
659-662.




, "Le6n," AYE . 76-83.
^ le quietud de la pequena vieja ciudad," AYE
.
84-92.






"Prologo," in Enrique Perez, Cirugla politica .
Paris: Gamier, 1913.
1914:
» Nlebla ( nlvola ) . Pr6logo de Yictor Goti. Madrid:
Renacimiento, 1914.
Review: Ezio Levi, Nuova Antologia . April, 1921.
Italian tr., Nebbia : romanzo . Firenza: L. Battis-
telli, 1922.
French tr., Brouillard * 3d ed., Paris: Simon Kra,
1926.
German tr.. Nebel . Munchen: Meyer \md Jessen, 1927.
Review: H. Bahr, Die llterarische Welt .
2. Jahrg., Nr. 51, S. 5.
English tr.
,
Mist ( Niebla ) , a tragicomic novel .
New York: Knopf, 1928.
Reviews: Books ( New York Herald Tribune )
,
November 11, 1928, p. 2; Nation . 127
(sup. 639; 1928); New York Times . De-
cember 2, 1928, p. 8.
Translated also into Swedish and Polish.
^ "Don Quijote Bolivar," in Juan Montalvo, et al.,
Sim6n Bolivar
.
Llbertador de la America del Sur (Ma-
drid, Buenos Aires: Renacimiento, 1914), pp. I-XYI.
j "Al lector," in Cdndido Rodriguez Pinilla, El
poema de la tlerra (Salamanca: Imprenta de Almor^’z,
1914?), pp. t-XIX.
doa
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SVA ”,on6il6^eeD ibsuJ ab oi*iej'fl..neo nu fiiH” ,
,avs
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aV.a tBioflXvoTq ob aoXaXiqao 'lod” ,
. BolXXXcr .se'xel ax/pXina ni ”,030X6*1*!" , *
.SXgX ,*i3ixn:9v) lotia^
:bXibaJ.i ,itoO lo^oiV ab 030X61!
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,
/.vsJ oi::E; rweivsH






,BX\ nojnia :aXia'I ..ba b5 . ^laXIXx/oig ,.13- .lonei!
.aSGX
.NSex ,geBfc9':i bmj la-^aiti igodoiiEX . latfa;; ,,id- nomeO
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*





.g ,8agi ,S isd'meo
.xiexXo! bns nsxbawS od’iix oela bs^olsgeiT
,.Xs Je ,ov^3;t*ioijfI aauL aX ".isvXIoS ei’OQxi;^ god” ,
—
^ ^ ^obBc^iadXJ ^isvlXoS Ii6mx8
.lYX-I
.qq . (i^l9S , o3-nei.iio snoH ;seiXA ooiawE ,bXib
^ ,BXIXGi! seu^iiboH obxbniO nX ”,iodOQl XA" ,











, "Coimbra,” AYE . 134-141.
1915:
^
itune lettre," in P. Imbart de la Tour, L*oplnlon




^ "Nada menos que todo un hombre," in Tres novelas 1
eiemplares ^ \m prologo (Madrid: Barcelona, Calpe,
1920), pp. 105-164. !
Of, Julio de Hoyos, Todo un hombre . Escenifica-
i
ci6n de la novela dramiitica de D. Miguel de
i
Unamuno titulada "Nada menos que todo un horn-
j





, "De Salamanca a Barcelona," AYE . 147-157. |
, "En la calma de Mallorca," AYE . 158-171, !
, "En la Isla Dorada," AYE . 172-193.
*
— ,
"Prologo," in Juan Cueto, La vida x raza a !
trav^s del Q.uliote (Luaroa: Manuel MIndez, 1916)7 PP*
XI-XX.
—




English tr. in EAS
.
232-240.
--, Bnsayos . Madrid: Publicaoiones de la Residencia
i
de estudiantes, 1916-1918, 7 vols, ( ENS |
Reviews: Jos6 Subird, Nuestro Tiempo . 16 (Au- i!
gust, 1916), 275-276; 1^ (March, 1917),




, Abel Sdnchez : una hlstoria de pasl6n . Madrid:
Renacimiento, 1917.
German tr., Abel Sanchez , die Geschlchte einer
Leidenschaft . Munchen: Meyer und Jessen, 1925. t






"Gallego y Catalan," La Publicldad (Barcelona),
January '
: (J&si/aicraoo) ^IQl
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—
*
.qq 7. bKx ,
7
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Miguel de Unamuno, "A1 pie del Maladeta," AYE . 207-213.




Tres novelas e.1emplanes ^ \m prblogo . Madrid:
Calpe, 1920. ( TNE )




Trois Nouvelles Exemplalres et un
Prologue. Paris: Simon Kra, 1925.
Reviews: D. de Rougemont, Bilbiotheque
universelle et Revue de Geneve . 1925,
II, 1164; H.“Sertz, Europe . 9 (1925), 2148-
248-250; M. Legendre. Journal des De-
bats
. 32, pt. 2 (1925), 350-352.




Three Exemplary Novels and a Pro-
logue . New York: A. and C. Boni, 1930.
Translated also into Dutch and Russian.
*






"Secretos enoantos de Bilbao y el paseo de los
Canos en 1846," in Del esplrltu de los vascos (Bil-








j "Camino de Yuste," AVE . 220-224.
, "En Yuste," AVE, 225-229.
1921:
, tia Tula . Madrid: Renacimiento, 1921.
German tr.
,
Tante Tula . Munchen: Meyer und Jes-
sen, 1928.
Reviews: Ch. Demmig, Gral . 23. Jahrg.,
S. 76; W. V. Einsiedel, Die schone
Literatur
.
29. Jahrg, S. 89; Zeit -
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, "En Palencia," 230-234.
1922:
, Andanzas x, vislones espanolas . Madrid: Renaci-
miento, 1922, (AYE
Reviews: The Times (London) Literary Sunnie-
ment
.
October 26, 1922, p. 688; December
14, 1922, p. 841.
— Sensaciones de Bilbao . Bilbao: Biblioteca de Her*4
mes, 1922.
Review: Nuestro Tiemno
. 22 (February, 22), I
225-227.
!
, "Une visite au vieux poete,” Revue nolit . et litt .
60 (1922), 605-608.
1923:
^ "Teresa: presentaci6n, " in Teresa : rimas de un
noeta desconocido nresentadas y nresentado nor Miguel
de Unamuno (ttodrid: Renaclmiento. 1925?). nn. 15-52.
—
^
«La foi pascalienne, " Rev. Met. Mor .. 30 (1923), !
345-349; reprinted in Etudes sur Pascal (Paris: Ar-
mand Colin, 1923), pp. 345-349.
> Pages choisies . Preface, traduction et notes de
Maurice Yallis. Paris: J. Povolozky et Cie., 1923?
^ "The Future of Europe: A Spanish View," Living
Age
. 316 (1923), 568-570. (Translated from La Revue
de Geneve . January If 1923).
, Rimas de dentro . Valladolid: 1923 (privately pub-
1924: lished.)
, "Cavern of Silence: Story," Dial 76 (1924), 42-48,
^ "Primo de Rivera." Living Age . 322 (1924), 629-






^ Fuerteventura a Paris ; Dlario Intimo de conflna
miento y destierro vert Ido en sonetosT Taris: Edito-
rial Excelsior, 1925.
Review: W. A. Beardsley, "Spanish Sonnets,"
Sat. Rev, of Lit .. 2 (1925-1926), 108.
;
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Miguel de Unamuno, L^agonle du Chrlstlanlsme . Paris:
F. Rieder et Cie., 1925.
Reviews: W. A. Beardsley, Sat. Rev. of Lit.,
2 (1925-1926), 594; Ellseo Vivas, ithe Na-
tion . 124 (1927), 481-482; Times Lit . Sunn .
.
April 1, 1926, pp. 241-242.
English tr.
,
The Agony of Christ lanlty . New York:
Payson and Clarke, 1928.
Reviews: Booklist , 24 (1928), 383; Books
( New York herald Tribune ) , April 29, 1928,
p. 3:''‘5^ton transcript . May 26, 1928, p."
5; Sat. Rev, of Lit .« 4 (April 7, 1928),
748.
Grerman tr.. Die Agonle des Christenturns . Munchen:
Meyer und Jessen, 1928.
Reviews: Birkman, Religionspsvchologle .
1928, p. 377; W. v. Einsiedel, Die Schone
Literatiir , 29. Jahrg., 398; Hommel, Die
Hilf
e
. 36 (1930), 389; Kochheim, Eckart .
4 (1928)
,
532; 0. Piper, Hannoversober














Essays and Soliloquies . New York: Knopf, 1925.
Reviews: A. W. Colton, Sat* Rev, of Lit ..
2 (Sept. 26, 1925), 153): M\ma Lee. New York
World
. April 12, 1925, p. 7; Ernesto Monte-
negro, Lit .Rev . . June 20, 1925, p. 4; Scan-
lon, Int. Bk. Rev .. May. 1925, p. 417; Eli-
seo Vivas, Nation, 121 (l925), 336; New York .
Tribune
.
May 3, 1925, p. 2; Bookman . 61 (l92^)
,
601; Booklist . 21 (1925), 574: tlel . 79 (Au-
gust 6; Nation and Athenaeum . 38:
sup. 256, November 14, 1925:' New ifork Times .
April 19, 1925; p. 6; W. A. Beardsley, "A





V^rit4s arbltra/ires (Espagne centre Europe )
.
Tr. de Francis dd Miomandre. 3d ed., Paris: Editions
du Sagittalre, 1925. (VA)
—
,
La sfinge senza Edipo . Prefazione di Adriano




Miguel de Unamuno, "Notes marginales, " in Homenale ofre






"Comment on fait un roman," Mercure de France .
188 (1926), 15-39,
Review: Living Age . 330 (1926), 72-73.
1927:
-, C6mo se hace una novela . Buenos Aires: Editorial
Alba, 19277
Review: C. Bar^a, Revista de Estudios Hjs-
pdnicos





Romanoero del destierro . Buenos Aires: Editorial
Alba, 1928.
, Obras completas . Madrid: Renacimiento, 1928-
1930:







San Manuel Bueno . Mdrtir . Madrid: 1930.
, Die Kobe des Schweigens . Leipzig: Reclam, 1930?
1931;
, La agonla del oristianlsmo . Madrid: Renacimiento,
1931. ( ADC )
—«
—
"The New Spain as Unamuno Views it," The New York
Times Magazine
. May 24, 1931, pp. 4-5.
1932:
, Selected poems in Gerardo Diego, Poesla esnanola :
antologla . 1915-1951 (Madrid: Editorial Signo, 1932)
,
pp. 15-51. (Contains eight poems not otherwise pub-
lished. )
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Notice of the following works of Unamuno has come to the
writer from various sources, but it has been impossible to
obtain complete bibliographical data concerning them:
Miguel de Unamuno, "La venda," Cuento Semanal
.
1909?
(Published also in "un libro de lectura para extranje-
ros," by the Centro de Estudios Hist6ricos.)




—™, La esfInge (drama).
-, Fedra, published in ^ Pluma .







^ "Sombras de sueno," ^ teatro moddrno, 1930?
-, El otro
.
(Presented in German in 1929.)
-, ^ hermano Juan . £ La vida es teatro .
^ »»Lo que puede aprender Castilla de los poetas catala-
nes," Ateneo (Valladolid), II, pp. 185-203.
"Prologo," in Alberto Nin Frias, Ensayos de crltlca £
historia . Valencia; F. Sempere $ Cia., sin feoha.
erfd" od’ amco sBil oxiifniBiiU lo gisiwoliol ericf to ©olJ’ov'I
od" eldiesoqiKjt nsacf asri di iud ,s©oiif08 ax/olT:Bv motel tced’liw
gciiiTQOjLioo QtBb XsoicfqstcsoiXdlcf ©d’eXqmoo aietdo
?eoeX , X3xi.aii\sr- oergbUJ xa ^,b5cov jsJ** ,onjLr*iLBnU ©f) Xega-tM
-etftJid'x© eisq siLrd'oaX Qb oidXX nii” at obXb I)©ifel;Xdif^
)
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S2« Critical Studies of Unamuno’s Life and Works.
(a) Spanish criticism.
"Andrenio" (Eduardo Cdmez de Baquero), "Unamuno novelista,"
in Novelas y novelistas. Madrid: Calle.ia, 1918. Pp. 271-2
j "Unamuno," in "El ensayo y los ensayistas espanoles
contemporaneos." published in El renacimiento de la novela
en el siglo XIX. Madrid: Mundo Latino, 1924. Pp. 155-158.
. De Gallardo a Unamuno. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1926.
Pp. 235-24*?.
— -
— , Obras completas. Madrid: Compania Ibero-americana de




"Recuerdo de Unamuno y su poesla," Revista de
Estudios Hispdnioos, I (1928), 68-72.
Balseiro, Jose A.. El vi^la. ensayos, Madrid: Editorial
Mundo Latino, 1925, 1928. Vol. II, pp. 25-119.
Cansinos Assens, R.
,
La nueva literature. 2d ed., Madrid:
Calleja, 1925. Vol. I, pp. 49-70.
*Colin. Eduardo. "Mip;uel de Unamuno." in Siete Cabezas. BoKot4
1921. Pp. 79-88.
Dario. Rub4n. "Unamuno, poeta." in Mi«uel de Unamuno. Teresa:
rimas de un poeta desconocido presentedas y presentado por
Mif?:uel de Unamuno. Madrid: Renacimiento. 1923? Pp. 5-13.
del Rio. An«el. "Q.ui.1otismo y cervant ismo. " Revista de Estu-
dios Hispanicos. 1 (1928). 241-267.
Dieso, Gerardo. Poesia espanola: antolo^^ia. 1915-1931. Madrid
Editorial Signo, 1932. "Vida" de Unamuno, pp. 17-18; "Poe-
tica," by Unamuno, pp. 18^^19; bibliography, pp. 19-21;
selected poems, pp, 22-51,
Eloy, Luis Andre, "Fe. caridad y esperanza." La Espana Moderna
20 (February, 1908), 20-35.
Enciclopedia Universal Ilustrada Europeo-americana. Madrid:
Espasa-Calpe, 1912-1932. Vol. 65, pp. 956-958.
*La Gaceta Literaria (Madrid). Ano IV. No. 78. March 15. 1930.







Gdlvez, r/[anuel, ”La filosofia de Unamuno," Slntesis (Buenos
Aires), 1 (March, 1928), 5-31.
*CTarcla Calderon, V., ^ 1§: verbena de Ivladrid . Paris: 1921.
Pp. 48-56.
Gonzalez-Bianco, Andres, Los contemporaneos . 1^ serie, Paris:
Gamier hermanos, 1906. Pp. 74-145.
Gonzdlez-Blanco, Edmundo, ”Fe (A Hi^el de Unamuno)," La
;
Espana Moderna





pensamiento ^ aventura de Miguel
,1
Unamuno . I/feidrid: M. Aguilar, 1930.
ij Iberico, Iv^ariano, "La inquietud religiosa de Mimel de Una-
r muno," Kueva Revista Peruana (Lima), 1 (1929), 23-56.
!l
I
Madariaga, Salvador de, "Miguel de Unamuno," in Semblanzas
l| literarias contemporaneas . Barcelona: Ge-'-vanbes, 1924.
j|
Pp. 127-159"! (A Spanish translation of TSL
, pp. ix-xxxii.)
[j
Miguel de Val, Mariano, "El idealismo espanol contemporaneo. ’











Hi storia de la literatura espanola . New .
York: D. C. Heath and Co., 1928.
Romera-Navarro, M.
,





sayista . Madrid: Sociedad General Espanola de Libreria,
1928. I
Salaverrla, Jose RLarla, A le.jos : Espana vista desde Am4rica .
Madrid, Buenos Aires: Renacimiento
,
1914. Pp. 159-164.




Mentalidades espanolas : I. Mi-:-uel de










*Sanchez Rojas, Jose, "Miguel de Unamuno," in Siluetas . Ma-
drid: 1923.
I!
Sorel, Julian, Los hombres del 98 : Unamuno . Ivladrid: Rafael
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Bataillon, Marcel, "Preface du traducteur," in Miguel de Una-
muno, L^Essence de l^Espagne . Paris: Plon, 1923. Pp. I-IX.
Baelen, Jean, "Politique et pol4mique espagnols," Revue des
sciences politiques
. 48 (1925), 282-294.
Cassou, Jean, "Unamuno d4porte
245-252.
n Mercure de France, 171 (1924)
^ "Portrait d’Unamuno," Mercure de France . 188 (1926),
5-12.
Spanish tr. (by Unamuno) in Miguel de Unamuno, C6mo




Panorama de la Litt4rature Espagnole Contemporaine .
Paris; Kra, 1929. Pp. 58-71.
Corthis, Andre, "Avec Miguel de Unamuno a Salamanque," Revue
des deux mondes , 7® periode, tome 21 (1924), 168-188.
Daniel-Rops, H.
,
Carte d* Europe . Paris; Perrin et Cie.,
1928. Pp. 121-160.
Larbaud, Yalery, "Preface," in Miguel de Unamuno, Trois nou-
velles exemplaires et un prologue . Paris: Kra, 1925.
Legendre, Maurice, "Don Miguel de Unamuno," Revue des deux
mondes, 9 (1922), 667-634.
, Portrait de 1 ’Espagne . Paris: Editions de la Revue
des Jeunes, 1923.
"La religidii de Miguel de Unamuno," ^ Revista Quinoena
V (1918), 19-36.
Madariaga, Salvador de, "L* oeuvre et la figure de Miguel de
Unamu^Jo," Europe > 8 (1925). 465-482. (A French transla-
tion of TSL
. pp. ix-xxxii.J
Pomes, Mathilde, "Miguel de Unamuno," Vie des peuples
. 6 (1922
833-340.
^ "L*exil de Miguel de Unamuno," Vie des peuples . 13
(1924), 441-445.
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J
^cmsm
GQb ”,8Xofl^aq3& ©ifpixnfelcq esj^LttioV' ^nfleTi ^neiesQ
.I'es-ses ^{gS^I) tLo c; eeofleio&
,(iSei) I^I.
.
eoxiai'I e^ eix/o^eK! *,ltioq8£> oiTjjruanU’" .raeli ^iLfocBsO
.ses-t^ps
,{5Sei) 881 . 0onj3i'^ ©X eiJLfoiel^ "
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- xu/mtjxiU ’ 5 ,
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. I'i'-'SS '. .§S9I ,8i-=t :3iT:B^
erveX ” jexrpnsiiuaXBt e oin/xii.tnU 9X) Xspji!*' oevA” ,eT.bn-l
.86I-86X ,(^SeI) XS eiioj ^^fjolieq ®V , eecnoju xi/efc eofe
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Vallis, Ivlaurice, "Lliguel de Unamuno et le sentiment tragique
de la vie,” Mercure de France
, 115 (1916), 47-60.
, "L'iguel de Unamuno,” Revue de Paris , 28® annde, tome
5 (1921), 850-869.
, "Preface,” in Miguel de Unamuno, Pa - es choisies .
Paris: J. Povolozky, n. d.
(c) English criticism .
Atkinson, William, ’’Foreword” and notes in Miguel de Unamuno,
Recue
r
do s de ninez ^ mocedad . London, New York: Long-
mans, Green and company, 1929.
Beardsley, W. A., "Don Miguel,” Modern Language Journal
, 9
(1925), 353-562.
, Ensayos y; sentencias de Unamuno . Edited v;ith introduc-
tion, notes and vocabulary. New York: The tiacmillan com-
pany, 1932.
Bell, Aubrey F. G.
,
Contem'porary Spanish Literature . New
York: A. A. Knopf, 1925. Pp. 233-244.
Boyd, Ernest, Studies from Ten Literatures . New York: Scrib-
ner’s, 1925. Pp. 61-71.
Brenes, Sdln, The Tragic Sense of Life in Miguel de Unamuno .
Toulouse, France: Eaitorial Figarola ivlaurin, 1931. 87 pp.
Clyne, Anthony, "LhLguel de Unamuno," London Quarterly Review,
Series 5, 27 (1924), 205-214.
dos Passes, John, Ros inant e to the Road Again . New York: Geo.
H. Doran Co., 1922. Pp. 60-61, 219-229.
Ellis, Havelock, The Soul of Spain (London: Archibald Consta-
ble and Co., 1908), pp. 401-411.
Flitch, J. E. Crawford, "Introductory Essay,” in Miguel de
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Madariaga, Salvador de, ’Introductory Essay: Don Miguel de
Unamuno," in Miguel de Unamuno, The Tragic Sense of Life In
Men ' and in Peoples (London: Madmillan, 1921)
,
pp. ix-xxxii.
, The Genius of Spain , and other Essays on Spanish Con-
temporary Literature . Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1923. Pp.
87-110. (A reprint of TQL . ix-xxxii.)
M6rim6e, Srrfet, and Sylvanius Griswold Morley, A Hjstoiry of
j
Spanish Literature . New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1930.
Pp. 523-524, 568, 576.
Northup, G. T., ^ Introduction to Spanish Literature . Chica-
go University Press, 1925. Pp. 437-439.
Olmsted, Everett Ward, "A Modern Spanish Mystic," Nat ion (New
York), 94 (1912), 104-106.
Scanlon, Charles L.
,
"Introducing the Modem Don Quijote,"





"Modern Spain and its Literature," The
Rice Institute Pamphlet
. 16 (1929), 47-110.
Trend, J. B.
,
Alfonso the Sage and Other Spanish Essays . Lon-
don: Constable and Co., 1926. Pp. *3^9-90.
, A Picture of Modern Spain . Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co
. ,
19 21 . p' . 39
.




The following titles, listed in chronological order, are
of interest for the light they shed on Unamuno’s conflict with
the former Spanish government:
"The Unamuno Letter," Living Age
. 321 (1924), 681-682,
Hendrik Willem van Loon, "For Unamuno," Nation
. 118 (1924),
431.
"Banishing a Spanish Scholar," Living Age
. 321 (1924), 823^
824.
"Unamuno," Nation
. 118 (1924), 595-596.
"Why Spain Deports Unamuno," Literary Digest
. 81 (June 21,
1924), 28-29.




"Interviewing Unamuno," Living Me . 322 (1924), 663-664.
T. R. Ybarra, "Unamuno is Back," Outlook and Independent
154 (1930), 341.
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"The Spanish Struggle for a Republic," Literary Digest ,
105 (May 17, 1930), 16-17.
T. R. Ybarra, "Unamuno Tells Why he Fights Alfonso," The
New York Times Magazine
.
July 13, 1930, p. 7.




Italian , and Dutch Criticism .
Bahr, Hermann, "Notizen zur neueren spanischen Literatur,"
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